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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigates the use of null and overt subject pronouns in Cairene
Arabic. The data for the study are: 1) a corpus of 1944 clauses from a movie; and 2)
responses of 6 Egyptian consultants regarding their preference for the use/non-use of
subject pronouns in those clauses. In indicative sentences, overt pronouns are used about
one-third of the time with both first and second person subjects (31.7% and 29.8%,
respectively). The percentage for third person subjects is only 6.4%. The claim, made
frequently over the last 20 years, that null subjects can only occur in Arabic with
predicates that have person marking is shown to be empirically incorrect. Numerous
examples of null anaphora with predicates lacking person marking are presented and I
argue that the information processing strategies needed to recover the intended subject
with such predicates is not qualitatively different from strategies needed to recover null
subjects with predicates that do have subject person marking. Referential ambiguity
across predicate types was analyzed in order to determine whether or not this ambiguity
was playing a role in motivating more overt pronoun use. I found no evidence that this
ambiguity leads to increased overt pronoun use.
The traditional explanation of overt pronoun use in terms of expressing
"emphasis" and/or "contrast" is not illuminating. These terms are not semantic or
pragmatic primitives and do not explain the underlying discourse circumstances that lead
to overt pronoun use. I explain the use of overt pronouns as resulting from an extra
"layer" of meaning implicit in the utterance with the overt pronoun and argue that the
added meaning can frequently not be conveyed without the overt pronoun. Once speaker
illocutionary intent is taken into consideration, the use of an overt pronoun frequently
becomes pragmatically obligatory. The sources of that added, often indirect, meaning are
identified through a carefiil analysis of examples in the corpus which consultants
indicated were pragmatically obligatory. In addition, an information processing function
of "predicate signaling" is proposed for overt pronouns occurring with definite NP
predicates that could be interpreted as new subjects of predication, in the absence of an
overt subject pronoun.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

The Questions
The fact that some languages allow verbal arguments to be unexpressed has

received a great deal of attention in the field of linguistics in recent years, both from
linguists working within the Principles and Parameters generative framework as well as
those working within more discourse and/or functionally grounded frameworks. A basic
intuition expressed in traditional grammatical treatises as well as more formal, theoretical
ones, is that this possibility of not overtly expressing a verbal argument is linked in some
way to the inflectional morphology of the language. The intuitive argument is that since
the inflectional morphology encodes the person, number and gender features (henceforth,
phi-features^ of the intended subject, an overt subject pronoun is referentially "redundant"
and therefore, can be omitted. Another oft-recurring "truism" regarding this phenomenon
is that, in a language that allows unexpressed subjects, the null option is the unmarked
case and the occurrence of an overt pronoun marks some manner of "contrastive
emphasis" or simply "emphasis".
The option to either use or not use an overt subject pronoun is one kind of
synchronic variation that gives speakers alternative ways to express the same meaning.
Various examples of linguistic (phonological, morphological and syntactic) variation
have been studied by linguists concerned with the mechanisms underlying speakers'
choices when options exist. An important objective within this research paradigm has
been to identify the mechanisms that underlie speakers' choices among variants
synchronically as well as to investigate how those choices are related to diachronic
language change. Within this framework a "functional" explanation of variation has been
proposed which claims that speakers choose options available to them in such as way that
meaning is preserved. In other words, given a choice between two forms, speakers will
choose forms that result in a preserving of informational content of their utterances.
Labov (1994: 548-568) reviews a number of studies that test the functional hypothesis
and concludes that"... in the stream of speech, one variant or the other is chosen without
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regard to the maximization of information. On the contrary, the major effects that
determine such choices are mechanical: phonetic conditioning and simple repetition of
preceding structure" (568). Of particular relevance to the current study is his review of
research done by Cameroon (1992) on the relationship between the loss of particular
morphological distinctions in Spanish verbal paradigms and the frequency of overt
pronoun use. He concludes that "... whatever processes are operating to increase
pronoun use in Latin American dialects, they cannot represent a response to speakers'
perceived need to convey information, by providing pronouns in the particular utterances
where verbal inflections are missing" (576). Labov notes that there is evidence that, over
time, the information bearing capacity of a language is indeed preserved but that there is
no evidence that this is effected synchronically by speakers choosing variants that
preserve information.
The current study examines, in detail, the role that morphology plays in one
language, Cairene Arabic, in allowing and/or motivating sentences to be formed with or
without an overt subject pronoun,^ as illustrated in (1);
(1)

huwwa/0 hayuusil
baSd
it/0 will-arrivCa^B after
'It will arrive in a week.'

PusbuuS
week

Cairene Arabic has fairly rich verbal inflectional morphology that, except for a few cases
of homophony in the verbal paradigms, specifies the phi-features of the subject as
unambiguously as an overt pronoun subject would. However, like other dialects of Arabic
(and other Semitic languages), it lacks a present tense copular verb with stative meaning
and therefore, it also has predicate types with less or no subject agreement marking. This
mixed system is of interest as it allows a comparison, within one language, between the
role of inflectional morphology on the one hand and more general discourse
interpretation strategies on the other, in the "recovery" of unexpressed subject pronouns.
For Arabic, it has been widely argued or assumed (Benmamoun 1994, Eid 1993, Farghaly
1982, Jelinek 1983, 2002, Kenstowitz 1989, Mohammed 1988) that null subjects are
possible only when the predicate has person subject marking. The intuitive explanation
^ Cairene Arabic does not allow null objects.
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that is offered to account for this purported restriction has been that person marking is
crucial in order for the marking of the predicate to be "pronominal" and, in turn,
"pronominal" marking in the predicate is argued to be necessary in order for the subject
pronoun to be omitted. One of the objectives of the current study is to evaluate the
accuracy of that assertion, based on the occurrence of null and overt subject pronouns
with a variety of predicate types in a database of conversational utterances.
More broadly, the current study aims to: 1) give a comprehensive, descriptive
presentation of the distribution of overt and null subject pronoun reference in various
syntactic and discourse environments; 2) evaluate the extent to which prior proposals
help to explain that distribution; 3) determine to what extent there is optionality in the
system; 4) determine and characterize the role of "contrast" and "emphasis" in the
system; 5) identify the role of referential ambiguity in the system; and 6) contribute to the
understanding of the motivations for using an overt pronoun by examining in detail the
factors that determine their occurrence and providing, wherever possible, deterministic
explanations for their occurrence/non-occurrence. These objectives will be pursued with
reference to prior work in Arabic and also, but to a lesser extent, work in other languages.
Chapter 1 presents a brief sketch of the system of subject phi-feature marking in
predicates in Cairene Arabic as well as some basic information about the syntax of the
language which is particularly germane for the current study. Chapter 2 presents a
literature review including: 1) a summary and evaluation of proposals for the formal
representation of overt and null subject pronouns within the Principles and Parameters
theoretical syntax framework; and 2) a survey of prior research on the occurrence/nonoccurrence of overt pronouns in Cairene Arabic. Chapter 3 contains a detailed discussion
of the methods employed in data collection and analysis for the current study. Chapter 4
presents the results of the data analysis. Chapter 5 provides a summary of the major
results of the current research and suggests areas for future investigation.
In this chapter, a description of the independent and bound pronouns in Cairene
Arabic is given in section 1.2. Sections 1,3 to 1.5 present a sketch of those aspects of the
syntax and morphology of the language that will be relevant to the discussion of null and
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overt subject pronouns in subsequent chapters. The presentation will focus on the extent
to which various sentence and predicate types specify the phi-features of a null subject
compared to the extent to which the overt pronominal system does so.^
1.2

Independent and bound pronouns
Table 1.1 illustrates the eight, distinct independent personal pronouns in Cairene

Arabic in addition to the two most frequently used respectful second person pronouns.
There is gender distinction in the second and third person singular pronouns only.
Table 1.1

Independent Personal Pronouns in Cairene Arabic
Plural
Singular
First Person
ihna
ana
Second Person inta [m] inti
[f]
intu
Respectful
hadaratkum
hadritok/
hadritik/
siSadatkum
si^adtak
siSadtik
Third Person
huwwa [m] hiyya [f]
humma
In addition, there are two series of oblique pronoun suffixes that have the same
phi-feature marking as the independent pronouns. One series attaches to verbs and the
other to prepositions^ and nouns. The two series are identical except for the form of the
first person singular suffix so I will present them together in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2

Personal Pronoun Suffixes
Singular
First Person
-ni^
-i''
Second Person -ak [m]
-ik [f]
-u [m]
Third Person
-ha [f]
^ Verb suffix.

Plural
-na
-ku
-hum

Noun and preposition suffix.

In an extensive survey of terms of address used in Cairene Arabic, Parkinson
(1985) uses the term "sisters of inta" to describe the set of polite second person forms in
the language. He says that:

^ In discussions of null arguments, this comparative aspect of the phemomenon is often overlooked. That is,
the question is not how "rich" the inflectional system is in absolute terms, but how rich it is in comparison
to the overt independent pronoun system of the language.
^ There are in fact variants of the series that attaches to prepositions but they are similar in terms of the phifeature identification and so only the main series is presented. See Abdel-Massih et al, (1979: 217) for
further details.
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They form a swing category between "real" terms of address and the second
person pronoun forms . . . like the second person pronouns they take part in the
primary grammatical relations of the sentences in which they appear, functioning
as the subject, object, or oblique object in the sentence and in general replacing
the 'inta' form wherever it appears. There is, however, no special verb conjugation
for these forms, so when they are the subject of a verbal sentence they are added
as an expressed subject while a form of inta would normally be left out in such a
situation. These forms, therefore, have some of the qualities of normal terms of
address, and some of the qualities of normal second person pronouns, but are fully
neither, and must be placed somewhere between the two categories. (17)
Only the two most frequent "sisters of inta", hadritak, and saSadtak, occurred in the
database for the current study. The various forms of these two "sisters of inta" are
included in Table 1.1 in view of their role as second person pronouns. The plural forms
are also given although there were no occurrences of them in our database and they are
relatively infrequent. Note that there are no distinct pronominal suffixes that a speaker
can use to signal the respect or deference signalled by these respectful independent
subject pronouns.
1.3

Sentence and predicate types and phi-feature marking
In English grammatical treatises on Arabic, sentences are traditionally divided

into two basic types: verbal and equational."^ I will adhere to that division in the following
discussion although it is not an entirely satisfactory one in terms of the extent to which a
null subject is identifiable from inflectional morphology in the sentence.
1.3.1 Verbal sentences and phi-feature marking
A verbal sentence is one that contains a verb other than a temporal verb. There are
two verbal inflection paradigms in EA: imperfect and perfect. The imperfect verb forms
are shown in Table 1.3, below. Homophonous forms are in bold.
Table 1.3

Imperfect Tense Verb Forms; -rtaah, 'rest'
Singular
Plural
First Person
?a-rtaah
ni-rtaah
Second Person ti-rtaah [m]
ti-rtaah-i [f]
ti-rtaah-u
Third Person
yi-rtaah [m]
yi-rtaah-u
ti-rtaah [f]
Note that this distinction is not the same as the traditional Arab grammarians' division of sentence types
into jumla Pismiyya, 'nominal sentence' and jumla fi'ilivya, 'verbal sentence'.
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The forms given are the unmarked forms, without the aspectual markers that they can
also occur with. They can occur with the prefix

which designates the future, or W-

which designates habitual or repetitive occurrence, or continuity of an event or action.
The distinctions in person, number, and gender made in the verbal inflections of the
imperfect are almost the same as those made in the personal pronouns. The one exception
is that the forms for the second person masculine and the third person feminine are
homophonous in the verbal paradigm while they are distinct in the personal pronouns.
The vast majority of verbs in Cairene Arabic exhibit only this homophony,
between two forms, in the imperfect. However, there are a few irregular verbs, whose
stem ends in -i, that exhibit an additional overlap in inflectional forms of the imperfect.
For example, the verb -iddi, 'give', has the following forms:
Table 1.4

Imperfect Tense Verb Forms -ddi, 'give'
Singular
Plural
First Person
?a-ddi
ni-ddi
Second Person ti-ddi [m]
ti-ddi [f]
ti-ddu
Third Person
yi-ddi [m] ti-ddi [f]
yi-ddu
With these verbs, the second person feminine singular form, which is distinct with other
verbs, is the same as the regularly homophonous second person masculine singular and
third person feminine singular forms.
Imperative verb forms (Table 1.5) are formed from the second person masculine
form of the imperfect, without the initial ti- prefix. The negative imperative forms are
also based on the second person masculine of the imperfect but they retain the prefix and
add the discontinuous ma...s negative morpheme to this stem. Gender distinction is found
in the singular forms only.
Table 1.5

2s
2p

Imperative Verb forms; -irtaah, 'rest'

Pirtaah [m]

Affirmative
Pirtaah-i [f]
?irtaah-u

Note that the form of the

Negative
ma-tirtah-s [m] ma-tirtah-ii-§ [f]
ma-tirtah-uu-s

person, masculine singular negative imperative is identical

to the negative form of the unmarked imperfect of both the second person masculine
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singular and third person feminine singular. The three possible meanings of the form are
shown in (2a) and (2b):
(2)

a. ma-ti-StaYal-S
'Don't (you^s) work.'
b. lee ma-ti-Staval-S fi ?ayy sirkat istismaar hina?
'Why [don't you^s/doesn't she] work in some investment firm here?'

As the imperatives are based on the imperfect verb forms, the same verbs which do not
mark gender distinction in the second person singular forms in the imperfect (Table 1.4,
above), exhibit identical forms for the singular imperatives:
Table 1.5

Imperative Verb forms: -ddi, 'give'
Negaitive
Affirmative
nddi [m]
ma-tiddii-S
[m]
ma-tiddii-S [f]
Wddiffl
ma-tidduu-s
?idc u

2s
2p

The forms of the perfect tense verb are shown in Table 1.6, below.
Table 1.6

Forms of the Perfect Tense: -irtaah, 'rested'
Singular

First Person
Second Person
Third Person

irtjA-t [m]
irtaah-0 [m]

irtah-ti [f]
irtaah-it [f]

Plural
irtah-na
irtah-tu
irtaah-u

As the table shows, the perfect verb paradigm also exhibits one example of homophony.
The first person singular form is identical to the second person masculine form.
1.3.2 Equational sentences and phi-feature marking
The second sentence type of Cairene Arabic is referred to as an equational
sentence. In its simplest form, it contains a predicate adjective, a predicate noun, or a
prepositional phrase linked to an NP subject through juxtaposition without any copular
verb. Such sentences often translate into English with a present tense copula. Predicates
in equational sentences vary in terms of the extent to which they indicate the phi-features

of the subject of the predicate. Prepositional phrases, as in (3), can be predicated of any
subject and so do not delimit the phi-features of their subjects at all.
(3)

ana/inta /inti /huwwa/hiyya/ihna/intu/humma
I/you^s /yoUps /he
/she /we /yoUp/they

fi-l-beet.
(am/are/is) in-the-house
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Adjective and noun phrase predicates, shown in Tables 1.7 and 1.8 with corresponding
sentences (4) and (5), respectively, are generally marked for number (singular or plural)
and, in the singular, may further be marked for gender. Accordingly, they delimit to some
extent the phi-features of the NP which they can be used as a predicate of. However, they
are not marked for person.
Table 1.7

Forms of the Adjective: mabsuut, 'happy'
Plural
Singular
Masc
Fem

First Person
Second Person
Third Person
(4)

Table 1.8

mabsutiin
mabsutiin

mabsuuta
mabsuuta
mabsuuta

mabsutiin

a. ana/inta/huwwa
Iw/youMs/he
(am/are/is)

mabsuut
happy^s

b. ana/inti/hiyya
Ij/yoUpg/she (am/are/is)

mabsuuta.
happyj^

c. ihna/intu/humma
we/yoUp/they
(are)

mabsutiin
happyp

Forms of the Noun: doktoor, 'doctor'
Singular

First Person
Second Person
Third Person

(5)

mabsuut
mabsuut
mabsuut

Masc

Fem

doktoor
doktoor
doktoor

doktoora
doktoora
doktoora

Plural
dakatra
dakatra
dakatra

a. ana/inta/huwwa
lyyouMs/he
(am/are/is)

doktoor
a doctor^,

b. ana/inti/hiyya
VyoUf^/she (am/are/is)

doktoorops
a doctor

c. ihna/intu/humma
we/yoUp/they
(are)

dakatrap
doctors

The subject marking of predicate adjectives and nouns is generally as shown
above. However, invariant adjectives, the comparative form of the adjective, and some
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NP predicates show no subject agreement marking, as seen in (6), (7), and (8)
respectively.
(6) ana/inta /inti /huwwa/hiyya/ihna/intu/humma
tamaam
I/youMs/yoUf^/he
/she
/we /yoUp/they
(am/are/is) fine
(7) ana/mta /inti /huwwa/hiyya/ihna/intu/humma
l/youj^/youjs/he
/she /we /yoUp/they
(am/are/is)

PasSad
happier

(8) ana/inta /inti /huwwa/hiyya/ihna/intu/humma
?add il-mas?ala
I/youMs/yoUfs/he
/she /we /yoUp/they
(am/are/is) equal (to) the-task
In sum, predicate nouns and adjectives do not exhibit person agreement and they have, at
best, number agreement, and gender agreement with singular subjects. But, in some
cases, as with a prepositional phrase, they do not delimit their potential subjects at all.
Another predicate type that occurs in equational sentences is the verbal participle
or verbal adjective.^ Verbal participles can be active or passive and are formed by regular
morphological processes from their underlying verb forms. They are like adjectives in
terms of the extent to which they delimit the phi-features of subjects that they can be
predicated of. They are marked for number, and for gender in the singular. Like
adjectives, they are not marked for person. Table 1.9 and the sentences in (9) exemplify
the active participle and its agreement pattern.
Table 1.9

Forms of the Active Verbal Participle: Saayiz, 'want'
Plural
Singular

First Person
Second Person
Third Person
(9)

a.

Masc

Fem

Saayiz
Saayiz
Saayiz

Sayza

ana/inta/huwwa

VyouMs/he
b.

ana/inti/hiyya

Vyoup^/she
c.

ihna/intu/humma
we/yoUp/they

Sayza
Sayza

Sayziin
Sayziin
Sayziin

Saayiz
want^vis

tiffaaha
(an) apple

Sayza
wantp^

tiffaaha
(an) apple

Sayziin
wantp

tiffaaha
(an) apple

' This is the term used by Hinds and Badawi (1986: XV).
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Verbal participles can have a variety of different meanings, depending on the
semantics of the underlying verb form, the adverbials they occur with, and whether or not
they occur in affirmative or negative sentences^. The participles take the same arguments
as the verbs from which they are derived. This fact reduces the ambiguity of the
participle's subject referent in some cases. Consider, for instance, (10)
(10)

0 Sayzaa-ki
dilwaPti
wantps-youps
now
'(I/she) want(s) you now.'

By itself, the participle Sayza, 'want' can be predicated of '1^' 'you'js, or 'she'. However, the
participle in (10) has an attached pronoun suffix designating the direct object of the
participle. If there were coreference between the subject and the object, a reflexive
anaphor 'yourself would have to be used. Since there is no reflexive anaphor, the subject
of the predicate must be either 'y or 'she'. If it happened that this were uttered by a man,
there would be no ambiguity at all as the utterance could only mean 'she wants you now.'
Besides this clause level disambiguation, participles frequently occur in a verbal
periphrasis with a verb in the imperfect tense with obligatory coreference between the
subjects of the two verbs, as in (11) below. The inflectional marking on this second verb
eliminates any ambiguity regarding subject phi-features.
(11)

(ana)mihtaag Panaam swayya
I needj^s sleepi^ little
'I need to sleep a little.'

More details are given below in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.16) about the various ways in
which participle predicates and other potentially ambiguous predicates are disambiguated
through features in their linguistic context. I will just note here that, although the verbal
participles are in theory potentially three-way ambiguous, the number of possible
referents that they may be construed with is often reduced to two or even one through
features in the immediate linguistic context of the participle.
The proposition expressed by an equational sentence may also be modified by the
addition of a temporal verb or phrase that delimits the subject referent as any other verb
® Eisele (1999: 127-146) discusses the semantics of verbal adjectives in Cairene Arabic.
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would do. Examples of this are given in (12);
(12)

a. 0 makunts Sarfa ?inn fii
duyuuf
was-notis knowjs that there guests
'I didn't know that there were guests.'
b. 0kaanit ?al?aana Saleek
Pawl ya baaba
wasjfs worriedjs about-you very oh Dad
'She was very worried about you Dad.'
c. 0 ba?aa-l-ak
talat tiyyaam saahi
left-to-youMs three days
awakens
'You have been awake for three days.'

To distinguish the sentences like (12) from equational sentences with no temporal verb
modification, I will refer to the latter as "bare" equational sentences.
1.3.3 Equational sentences with uniquely identified "logical" subjects
There is another sentence type in Cairene Arabic that is formally equational in
that it consists of an NP subject and an adjective phrase, noun phrase or prepositional
phrase predicate. However, it differs from other equational sentences in that it has a
semantic, "logical subject" in addition to its syntactic subject. This logical subject
receives a thematic role from the predicate or syntactic subject within the sentence and is
referred to, within the sentence, with an oblique pronoun suffix. Additionally, the logical
subject may be referred to by a overt independent pronoun (or referring NP) clause
initially. Table 1.10 gives examples of these types of sentences where the predicate of the
logical subject is an equational clause in which that subject is assigned a theta role. In
each sentence, the logical subject is bolded and the syntactic subject is underlined. Table
1.11 illustrates examples of similar sentences where the predicate of the logical subject is
either an equational or a verbal sentence in which the logical subject is assigned a theta
role.
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Table 1.10 "Logical subjects" with equational clause predicates
Function of
logical subject
in clausal
Sentences with Equational Clause Predicate
predicate
possessive
inta/0 ma-nifs-ak-§
vikun-l-ak wilaad?
pronoun suffix you^s not-desire-your^ be-to-you children
on "psych
Lit; '(You) not your desire to have children?'
noun"
'You don't want to have children?'
predicate
object pronoun inta/ 0 Sand-ak
ha??
on predicate
you^
at-you^ truth
preposition
Lit: '(You) at-you truth.'
'You are right.'
possessive
huwwa/0 min maslaht-u ?inn-u 0 yisbit-li-na
husn niyyit-u
pronoun suffix he
from welfare-his that-he proveaMs-to-us good intention-his
on object of
Lit: '(He) from his welfare that he prove to us his good intentions.'
prep, phrase
'It's in his interest that he prove to us his good intentions.'
predicate

Table 1.11
Function
of logical
subject in
clausal
predicate
poss.
pronoun
suffix on
syntactic
subject
object
pronoun
of verb or
participle
predicate
indirect
object
pronoun
on
predicate

"Logical subjects" with equational or verbal clause predicates
Sentences with
Equational Clause Predicates

Sentences with
Verbal Clause Predicates

huwwa/0 ismu
galaal
he
name-his Galaal

ana/0 gismi
kullu bivugaSni
I
body-my all-it aches

Lit: '(He) his name is Galaal.'
'His name is Galaal.'

Lit: '(I) my whole body aches.'
'My whole body aches.'

inti/0 Sagb-ik
ikkalaam da?
youps please-youps talk this

ana/0 mayihimmi-nii-§ miin 0 vitrifid
I
not-matterj^B-me who be fired

Lit: '(You) please-you this talk?'
'Do you approve of that?'

Lit: '(I) not matter me who is fired.'
'It doesn't matter to me who is fired.'

ana/0 mithayyaP-l-i huwwa hina hiyya/0 ga-l-ha
salal ?atfaal
I
seem^g-to-me he
here she
came3Ms-to-her polio
Lit: '(I) seems to me he is here,'
'It seems to me he's here.'

Lit: '(She) came to her polio.'
'She got polio.'
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Salib, in describing these stmctures, notes that "a noun acting as object of a verb
or preposition or as second member of a possessive phrase may be placed at the
beginning of its sentence and, thereby, made into an 'attention' or 'topical' subject, with its
original position in the simple sentence occupied by a pronominal suffix. The resulting
sentence is a complex one since it has a clause as its predicate" (1981: 240). Although
these subjects may be "topical", as Salib describes them, it should be pointed out that
they do not have the same sense as "topicalized" NPs in English as in 'The last one, I'll
eat t on my way to work.' In fact, they do not have the syntactic form of a topicalization
as it is customarily defined for English. According to that definition, topicalization
involves an NP moving to clause initial position, coreferential with a gap or trace
occurring somewhere in the clause.^ The sentences under discussion in Cairene Arabic
have pronouns, not gaps or traces, marking their canonical position in the clausal
predicate. They are thus structurally akin to what is referred to in English as "leftdislocation." In left dislocated structures in English, as in 'Simenoni, I don't like himi'
(Haegeman 1994: 406), it is generally assumed that the left dislocated NP is in an adjunct
or A-bar position, not the subject argument position. I do not intend to take any position
regarding the syntactic position of these initial position NPs in Arabic. As interesting a
question as that may be, it has no direct bearing on the main purpose of the present study,
to identify the motivations for using overt pronouns in the position. In the translations of
the Arabic sentences I have purposely not put commas after the initial pronouns so as not
to give the impression that they are peripheral in the same sense as left dislocated NPs are
in English. In order to avoid any association with structures and or functions in English, I
will use the term "logical subject" to refer to the initial position pronoun or referring NP.^
1.4

Word order
Word order in Cairene Arabic verbal sentences is predominantly SVO. In bare

equational sentences (without any temporal verb) the word order is subject-predicate.
However, indefinite NP subjects and complement clause subjects cannot appear in initial
' The gap is represented by 7', as in the example given.
^ Doron (1996) argues that similar clause initial subjects in Modem Standard Arabic should be analyzed as
syntactic subjects with clausal predicates and not as dislocated topics.
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position. Such subjects are frequently found in structures such as those exemplified in
Tables 1.10 and 1.11, above. That is, they are the syntactic subjects of the clausal
predicates in complex sentences that have a logical subject.
Since an indefinite subject NP cannot be clause initial as in (13):
(13)

*saraayit fadya Sandak?
tapes
empty at-you
Lit:
'Empty tapes at-you?'
'Do you have empty tapes?'

it must either follow the predicate as in (14):
(14)

Sandak §araayit fadya?^
at-you tapes
empty
Lit:
'At-you empty tapes?'
'Do you have empty tapes?'

or, alternatively, it may be introduced within an existential structure beginning with fii,
'there (is/are)' as in (15).
(15)

fii
garaayit fadya Sandak?
there tapes
empty at-you
Lit: 'There (are) tapes empty at-you?'
'Do you have empty tapes?'

The first option, of having predicate-subject word order, is the more common way to
express these propositions, according to Salib (246).
Indefinite subject NPs also occur in clauses with verbs such as gaa, 'come' or
wasal, 'arrive'. So, either of (16a) or (16b) is grammatical, but (16c) is not:
(16)

a. bitgii-l-ak
minn-u
gawabaat?
come-to-you from-him letters
b. fii gawabaat bitgii-l-ak
minn-u?
there letters
come-to-you from-him
c. *gawabaat bitgii-l-ak
minn-u?
letters come-to-you from-him
'Do you get letters from him?'

® Note that the most basic strategy for forming interrogative in Cairene Arabic is simply to add question
intonation to the declarative string. No word order changes occur.
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In addition to indefinite NPs, complement clause subjects generally occur after
the predicate as we see in (18):
(18)

yib?a 0 ?a§raf-l-i
inn-i-0-abni
musta?bal-i baSiid
besMs better-to-me that-I buildis future-my
far
Then it would be better for me to build my future far away.'

As the translation illustrates, these sentences types are ones that, in English,
would generally have an expletive 'if subject obligatorily construed with the postposed
clausal complement.
1.5

The haal clause
Arabic exhibits a type of adverbial clause called a haal or 'condition' clause, so

called because it describes a condition obtaining at the time of the event or state
mentioned in the matrix clause. The condition may be that of the subject or other
argument of the matrix predicate or even some entity introduced as the subject of the haal
clause and not specifically referred to in the matrix. In Cairene Arabic, the haal clause
always begins with the conjunction wi, (or w- before a word beginning with a vowel)
which means literally 'and' but is better translated in the haal as 'while'. The conjunction
is followed by a referring NP subject or an overt subject pronoun. Thus, the haal clause is
an obligatory context for an overt subject pronoun unless the subject of the clause is a
referring NP. An example of a haal clause is underlined in (19):
(19)

1.6

faadil maySattibs sarikaat-i
w-ana Saayis
Faadil not-enter companies-my and-I living
'Faadil is not to enter my companies while I am living.'

Conclusion
This chapter has presented the verbal inflectional system, the pronominal

reference system and basic sentence and types of Cairene Arabic. Particular attention was
given to the question of homophony, or "underspecification" of subject phi-features with
various predicate and sentence types. The primary sources of that underspecification are:
1) a 2-way homophony in the imperfect verbal paradigm, for most verbs, between the 2"*^
person masculine singular and the 3'^'' person feminine singular form; 2) homophony in
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the perfect tense between the T* person singular form and the 2"*^ person masculine
singular form; and 3) predicates of various types which occur without a present tense
stative copular verb and exhibit underspecification ranging from a lack of subject person
feature marking yielding a three way ambiguity of reference, to a lack of any subject phifeature marking at all. Additionally, certain irregular verbs exhibit additional homophony
in the imperfect and imperative forms. Additional information about aspects of the
structure of Cairene Arabic are discussed in Chapter 3, in the context of a discussion of
encoding decisions made in the current study regarding various types of null and overt
clause-initial pronouns.
The data analysis in the current study (Chapter 4) reveals that these various
examples of homophony and potential ambiguity do not in fact play a role in motivating
the use of overt subject pronouns, contrary to conventional wisdom. The widely asserted
claim or assumption (Benmamoun 1994, Eid 1993, Farghaly 1982, Jelinek 1983, 2002,
Kenstowitz 1989, Mohammed 1988) that null subjects are possible only when the
predicate has person subject marking so that the subject can be "recovered" is not
supported by the data. The data presented in Chapter 4 contains numerous examples of
null subjects occurring in the absence of person marking on the predicate and there is no
reason to think that these null subjects are qualitatively different from null subjects that
occur with predicates that have person marking. Furthermore, the data and its analysis
does not support a "functional explanation" of overt pronoun use which would predict
more overt pronouns when morphological ambiguity is greater. I will argue that in a
language like Egyptian Arabic null subjects are best analyzed as being recovered using
various discourse interpretive strategies and that morphological information is best
thought of as confirming the results of those strategies. Since these interpretative
strategies must be operative for predicate types with "impoverished" subject phi-feature
marking, it is reasonable to postulate that they are always operative, even when that phifeature marking is more complete.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVffiW
2.1

Chapter introduction and overview
This chapter presents a review of relevant literature and covers: 1) proposals for

the formal representation of overt and null subject pronouns within the Principles and
Parameters theoretical syntax framework (Sections 2.2 to 2.5); 2) a survey and evaluation
of research done within other, less formalistic frameworks on the occurrence/nonoccurrence of overt pronouns in Cairene Arabic (Section 2.6); and 3) a summary
discussion of what we have learned from this prior research about the distribution of
overt/null subject pronouns and what questions remain unanswered and in need of further
investigation and explanation, in particular with regard to Cairene Arabic. (Section 2.7).
2.2

The Principles and Parameters model
In this section I will present a summary of some of the basic assumptions of the

Principles and Parameters generative linguistic framework regarding the nature of the
knowledge of language and its acquisition and regarding phrase structure. Section 2.3
provides a brief sketch of the Government and Binding (GB) version of that framework
in order to lay the groundwork for a review, in Section 2.4, of some formal treatments of
null subjects within that model, with particular reference to the role played in those
treatments by inflectional morphology in the "identification" of null subjects. I will
present a "standard" version of GB, discussing only those aspects of the theory that are
crucial to an understanding of proposals for how to represent and motivate null subjects
within the model. Finally, in Section 2.5,1 will consider a proposal made within the more
recent Minimalist Program model (Chomsky 1995).
2.2.1 Knowledge of language in the Principles and Parameters model
Although the precise formulation of the Principles and Parameters model of
generative grammar has changed rather dramatically over the past twenty years, certain
underlying assumptions about the nature of the knowledge of language have remained the
same, as have the objectives of linguistic inquiry which stem from those assumptions.
One of the central goals of this approach has been to characterize grammars for natural
languages in such a way that they have "explanatory adequacy." That is, they provide, or
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are consistent with, an explanation of how children come to construct adult-like
grammars based on what we know about the input to this learning process. Under normal
circumstances, all children will learn the native language of whatever community they
are born into. In doing so they are provided with an abundance of positive evidence about
what is a possible grammatical string in the target language but they do not receive
negative evidence in that they are not explicitly told what strings are ungrammatical, nor
are they corrected for producing ungrammatical strings. Nonetheless, as adults, native
speakers have a wealth of knowledge not only about what is a possible grammatical
string in their language but also about what is ungrammatical, and explaining this latter
aspect of native speakers' competence has been a central concern within the Principles
and Parameters approach.
The fact that children construct a grammar of their target language based on
impoverished data has been called "Plato's problem" (Chomsky 1986). One aspect of this
impoverishment is that children do not receive negative evidence; they are not explicitiy
corrected when they make grammatical errors in the process of learning the language of
their speech community. The question then is how do speakers come to know so much
about the grammar of their language as adults given that the data from which they infer
this grammar is impoverished. The answer to this question offered within the Principles
and Parameters theoretical framework is that humans are endowed with an innate
language acquisition device (LAD) that encodes a universal grammar (UG) which
underlies their ability to learn and perhaps to produce and comprehend their spoken
language. This universal grammar is of a general enough nature that it can be used by
children to acquire whatever specific language they are exposed to, operating on the input
provided by members of their community speaking around and to them. The basic notion
is that while languages differ, they do so in finite ways. There is not an infinite number of
ways in which a human language can encode meaning, and the LAD constrains the
hypotheses that children will make about the grammar of the language they are acquiring.
In broad terms, UG is thought to involve a set of general principles accounting for
the universal aspects of human languages, as well as parameters, which encode the
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possible variations of the basic universal features. Chomsky describes these parameters as
"genetically permitted variations that exist as options in the universal grammar"
(Gliedman, 1985, 372). The variations are encoded in terms of "values" of the
parameters, which must be "set" by the learner based on experience with the target
language. The values may be binary, having a (+) or (-) value, or they may have multiple
values. Once the learner has set the parameters, the "core grammar" has been identified. It
has also been proposed that the settings of the parameters of the core grammar, in some
cases, involve a markedness hierarchy, with one value being less marked than another.
The initial parameter setting "hypothesized" by the child is the least marked option, with
more marked options chosen only if positive evidence in the input warrants the change.
Rizzi (1997) provides the following description of how the parametric model of syntax
works:
The choice of one or the other value of a parameter (assuming parameters to be
binary in general) represents the primitive and irreducible bifurcation between
grammatical systems. This primitive difference interacts with the complex
deductive structure of UG, with the selected values of other parameters, etc., and
as a consequence of this interaction the primitive difference multiplies its visible
effects. It is possible to follow this path backwards, and relate clusters of
observable differences between two grammatical systems to the primary
bifurcation induced by a single parameter, sometimes through intricate deductive
steps. (270)
2.2.2 Phrase structure within the Principles and Parameters model
Following from this conception of how language learning proceeds, the objective
of any generative grammar is to provide a description of the system of rules or
procedures that will generate and assign a structural representation to all the grammatical
strings of a particular language and at the same time account for why the ungrammatical
strings are ungrammatical. Ideally that system would be applicable universally and would
be learnable by a child on the basic of positive evidence only. It has been argued, on the
basis of leamability considerations, that the phrase structure for all natural languages
should be binary branching and follow the schema set out in "X-bar theory". The
fundamental structural schema is the same under both the GB model, described in section
2.4 and within a Minimalist Program model, discussed in section 2.5. The structure of
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phrases and sentences involves only binary branching trees and is built on the template
given in (1):

(1)
XP
Spec

^

/\
X

YP

The core of the schema is the head of the phrase pC), which may be either a
lexical head or a functional head. The head combines with its complements to form an
intermediate level of structure referred to as X-bar and notated X'. This structural unit in
turn combines with its Spec (Specifier) to form the maximal projection of the head X,
notated XP. Although there has been an evolution in the theory (especially in the 90s) in
terms of what heads (in particular functional heads) must be postulated, what their
relative order is and whether or not that order is universal, the basic binary branching
schema shown above is widely adopted. Within the GB framework of the mid 80s the
standard structural representation of a sentence was as in (2);
(2)

Spec

C

/\
/'\

NP

INFL

VP
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The kernel clause was the inflection phrase, represented as IP, a projection of the
functional INFL head, which contained both tense and agreement, features. The subject
of the sentence served as the specifier of the IP. A higher layer of structure was also
available. The COMP node (C) served as head in this higher structure and selected the IP
as its complement to form a maximal projection with [Spec, CP]. The latter is the node
into which Wh-phrases in interrogatives move in languages with such movement. This
basic structural template is made available by UG but not every language avails itself of
every structural position. A further refinement of the number of functional head
projections was introduced by Pollock (1989) and has come to be known as the "split
INFL hypothesis". The proposal decomposed IP into TP (Tense Phrase) and AGRP
(Agreement Phrase) and the resulting structure is shown in (3).
(3)

CP

/\
c'
/\

Spec

NP
AGR

^TP^
Spec
Tense

2,3

The Government and Binding (GB) model: a broad sketch
In addition to the basic schema for phrase structure described above, the GB

model consists of a number of modules, each with their own principles and rules, in
addition to some general principles, which govern the syntactic structure of sentences.
The module of the grammar that deals with the thematic structure of predicates is called
"theta theory". A basic principle of theta theory is the theta criterion:
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Theta Criterion:
Each argument is assigned one and only one theta role. Each theta role is assigned
to one and only one argument. (Haegeman; 54)
The theta criterion essentially states that every theta role of the predicate must be
assigned to an argument NP in the syntactic structure and that every argument in the
syntactic structure must be assigned one and only one theta role. Thus, thematic structure
to a large extent determines syntactic structure and this is summed up in the Projection
Principle;
Projection Principle:
Lexical information is syntactically represented. (Haegeman: 73)
In the event, then, that a predicate has an external theta role to assign to the
subject of the sentence, [Spec, IP], the need for that subject to be syntactically
represented then follows from the Theta Criterion. However, in some instances, there is
no such external theta role to motivate the existence of a [Spec, IP] as with passive verbs
and so-called "raising predicates". In these cases the syntactic representation of the [Spec,
IP] position is guaranteed by the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) which states that
the [Spec, IP] position must be projected in the syntax. It is assumed to be a universal
principle. It is essentially a phrase structure rule that stipulates that a subject NP position
is required for a sentence to be grammatical.
Extended Projection Principle:
S ^ NPVP^
Part of the evidence that the subject position must be generated is that in English
the position is always overtly filled, even if only by a referentially empty "dummy
pronoun" like 'it' or 'there'. The following sentences demonstrate the requirement in
English for the subject position to be syntactically represented and filled with lexical
material even if it is non-referential.
(4)

a.
b

It was announced to everyone [that Mary was going to be late]
[That Mary was going to be late]i was announced to everyone t\

(5)

a.
b.

There is a man outside
[A man]i is t\ outside

' Using more recent node labels the formulation would be IP -> NP I'.
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The predicates in sentences (4) and (5) do not assign any external theta role to the subject
position projected by the EPP. That position can then be a landing site for movement of
the clause or NP inside the predicate to move up into or, otherwise, the position is
"realized" by either the expletive 'there' or 'it'. By assumption, all languages, even those
that do not require the position to be filled with lexically overt material, have a syntactic
position, [SPEC, IP], in the syntactic representation of sentences, projected by the EPP.
Another module of the grammar that plays a role in determining whether or not a
structural representation is grammatical or not is the module referred to as "case theory".
The basic principle of this module is the Case Filter according to which:
Every overt NP must be assigned abstract case. (Haegeman: 193)
This module interacts with theta theory in that it is the assignment of abstract case to an
NP that makes it "visible" for theta role assignment. Ultimately, then, NPs without
abstract case violate the Theta criterion. This interaction of case assignment and theta
marking is evident in the following more complete statement of the Theta Criterion:
Theta Criterion: (Haegeman: 310)
(a) Each argument A appears in a chain containing a unique visible theta
position P, and each theta position P is visible in a chain containing a unique
argument A.
(b) A position P is visible in a chain if the chain contains a case-marked position.
In the case theory module of the grammar a central role is played by the structural
configuration between two constituents in a syntactic representation which is referred to
as "government." This relationship is crucial to the assignment of abstract case as well as
other mechanisms in the grammar. There have been a number of formulations of the
definition of government. Haegeman (557) offers the following:
Government:
X governs Y if and only if
(i)
X is either of the category A, N, V, P, I;
or
X and Y are coindexed
(ii)
X c-commands Y;
(iii) no barrier intervenes between X and Y;
(iv)
minimality is respected
Minimality condition on government:
There is no Z such that Z satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) and X c-commands Z.
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Finally, consider the Empty Category Principle, which has played an important
role in explicating when and where in the syntax it is possible to have syntactically
realized categories without a phonetic matrix. The empty category principle is relevant, in
particular, for establishing where there can be "traces" (see below for definition).
Empty Category Principle;
Traces must be properly governed.
A properly governs B if and only if A theta-govems B or A antecedent governs B.
A theta governs B if and only if A governs B and A theta marks B.
A antecedent-governs B iff A governs B and A is coindexed with B.
It is a fact of all natural languages that in addition to having overt referring
expressions, (noun phrases and various kinds of pronouns) there are many instances of
null ones; that is, ones without phonetic content. We know that they are present because
1) we understand them as bearing theta-roles of the predicates of which they are
arguments although they are unexpressed and 2) they are syntactically active. That is,
they can be shown to participate in certain syntactic processes as if they were overtly
realized. Identifying these empty categories (EC) of human languages and the principles
that underlie their distribution and interpretation is one of the central objectives of the
Government and Binding model of the Principles and Parameters approach. A basic
principle of GB is that null NPs have to be formally "licensed" just as overt NPs must be.
Furthermore, both overt and null NPs must be "identified".
Null elements too must be formally licensed; their presence in the structure must
be legitimated. Moreover, we should also have a way of identifying the content of
the non-overt elements. The learner must know, and the grammar must specify (i)
how non-overt elements are licensed in the structure; and (ii) how such elements
can be given content. (Haegeman 1994: 441)
The various principles and "modules" of GB outlined above are responsible for effecting
the licensing and identification of both null and overt NPs.
Within the standard GB model, NPs and empty categories alike are characterized

in terms of two binary features [+/- anaphoric] and [+/- pronominal]. The behavior of an
expressed or unexpressed category with respect to the following three conditions of the
module of the grammar known as the Binding Theory determined its values for the two
features:
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Binding Theory;
Principle A; An NP that is [+anaphoric] must be bound in its governing category
Principle B: An NP that is [+pronominal] must be free in its governing category
Principle C: An R-expression must be free.
If an overt or non-overt NP obeys Principle A, it is [+anaphoric], if not, it is [-anaphoric],
and so forth. On the basis of these principles the following typology has emerged for
overt and non-overt NPs;
Table 2.1 Overt and non-overt NPs in Government and Binding theory
Non-overt
FEATURES
Overt
+anaphoric, -pronominal
Anaphors: reflexives and
NP trace as in;
reciprocals such as 'himself 'Johni seems h to be tired.'
and 'each other'
+anaphoric, +pronominal
PRO as in;
NA
'John; wants PRO, to go'
-pronominal, -anaphoric
R-expressions: referring
Wh-trace as in;
expressions and proper
'Whoi did Sally give the
names such as 'the house at book to t\
the comer', 'John'
+pronominal, -anaphoric
Pronouns such as 'he', 'she', pro as in Spanish;
'it', 'his', 'her', 'our'
pro Baila.ss bien. 'He dances
well.'
My primary focus in this study is on pro, null subjects of finite clauses, but I will
also be considering PRO, the subject of an infinitival clause, or its equivalent in Cairene
Arabic. Chapter 3, section 3.3.5 presents a detailed discussion of which empty categories
were included for analysis in the present study.
2.4

The null subject parameter within GB
Recall that, by assumption, all languages generate a subject position in the

syntactic representation of sentences: the [SPEC, IP] position. The question that arises
then is why some languages, like English, always have some overt lexical material in this
position while other languages, like Italian, can have an empty category (a phonetically
null element) in this syntactic position? This difference has been conceptualized as being
the result of different settings of a parameter of UG, referred to as the "pro-drop"
parameter or the "null subject" parameter. Languages which allow unexpressed subjects
have a positive setting for the parameter while languages that require the subject to be
always filled with lexical material have a negative setting.
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One view of parameters, which is very appeaUng in terms of its explanatory
adequacy, is that a parameter relates a number of different surface syntactic features of a
language. When a parameter connects various aspects of the syntax of a language,
"complex patterns of variation are reduced to minimal differences in the parametric
choices" (Rizzi 1982: 117). The following quote from Pinker expresses succinctly this
interactive view of parameters and why it meets the criterion of explanatory adequacy in
grammar;^
The reason this difference [whether or not a given language allows the speaker to
omit the subject in a tensed sentence with an inflected verb] is thought of as a
"parameter" rather than an isolated fact is that it corresponds not only to the
presence or absence of overt subjects but also to a variety of more subtle linguistic
facts that are all present in languages with null subjects and absent in languages
that require the subject to be overt . . . Thus, the rules of a grammar interact
tightly; a single change will give a series of cascading effects throughout the
grammar. On this view, the child only has to set these parameters on the basis of
parental input, and the full richness of grammar will ensue when those
parametrized rules interact with one another and with universal principles. The
parameter setting view can help explain the universality and rapidity of language
acquisition: when the child learns one fact about her language, she can deduce
that other facts are also true of it without having to learn them one by one. (230)
2.4.1 Rizzi
Pursuing this notion of a parameter linking various surface features of a language,
Rizzi (1982) proposed an analysis of the null subject parameter which related 1) the
possibility of phonologically null subjects, 2) free subject-verb inversion, and 3) the
absence of 'that-trace' effects. The three properties are exemplified in the following data
sets from English, a non-null subject language, and Italian, a null subject language, 'e'
represents the subject empty category.
Italian
6a. e fiima
7a. e fuma Mario
8a. Chii hai detto che e\ fuma?

English
6b. * e smokes
7b. * e smokes John
8b. * Whoj did you say that e\ smokes?
cf Who did you say smokes?

^ Explanatory adequacy refers to the extent to which the formulation explains how the grammar is learned
by children.
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The three sentence pairs show, respectively, that an unexpressed or phonologically null
subject is possible in Italian but not in English, that the subject can occur in post-verbal
position in Italian but not in English and finally that extraction of the subject from an
embedded clause with an overt complementizer is possible in Italian but not in English.^
Recall that within the Government and Binding theory of UG, empty categories,
in order to be licit, have to be "properly governed". Rizzi's explanation for why e in the
Italian sentences was licit was that it was properly governed by virtue of the rich verbal
inflection in Italian. Contrasting the following two verbal paradigms in (9):
Italian
(io)
(tu)
(lui/lei)
(noi)
(voi)
(loro)

lavoro
lavori
lavora
lavoriamo
lavorate
lavorano

'I work'
'You work'
'He/she/it works'
'We work'
'YoupL work'
'They work'

English
I
You
He/she/it
We
Youpl
They

work
work
works
work
work
work

it is clear that the Italian verbal inflectional paradigm is much "richer" than the English.
The only case of homophony in the Italian paradigm is the third person singular form,
which does not show any gender distinction. There are six verb forms corresponding to
the seven independent pronouns. Thus the verbal morphology is very nearly as explicit as
the independent pronoun inventory in terms of identifying the person, gender, and
number features (the phi-features') of a referent. The English paradigm is considerably
less rich, having only two forms, one serving for the third person singular and the other
for all other phi-feature combinations. English thus exhibits only two forms in the verbal
paradigm corresponding to seven independent nominative pronoun forms.
Rizzi formalized the intuitively obvious connection between rich verbal inflection
and the possibility of having null subjects in Italian by proposing that the inflectional
node, INFL, in Italian had the feature [+ pronominal] and was thus a "proper governor"
of the subject empty category. The morphological agreement of the verb essentially acts

^ The fact that English does not allow extraction of the subject from the embedded clause with an overt
complementizer has been attributed to a "that-trace filter" (Chomsky & Lasnik 1977) which stipulates that a
sequence of a complementizer followed by a trace is ungrammatical. If a language allows such a sequence
it is said to not exhibit the that-trace effect or alternatively to show that-trace filter violations.
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as a pronoun. The fact that the subject e was properly governed made it possible in turn
for the subject to occur in the postverbal position. Further, the "that-trace" effect was
avoided in Italian by the fact that the subject of an embedded clause could be extracted
from its postverbal position and the subject position of the embedded clause was properly
governed by the [+pronominal] INFL node.
2.4.2 Other analyses within the GB framework
Other analyses of null subjects proposed in the late seventies and early to mideighties (Chomsky 1982; Hyams 1986; Taraldsen 1980) also assert an intimate
connection between rich verbal inflection and the possibility of null subjects. The
connection seemed to be validated by the fact that in languages with coexisting rich and
impoverished agreement paradigms, null subjects are only possible vidth the rich
paradigms. A case in point (which is of particular relevance to the current study of a
dialect of Arabic) is that of Hebrew. Borer (1983, 1989) presents data to demonstrate that
the possibility of null subjects in Hebrew is linked to the richness of agreement features
of the predicate. In particular, the present tense, called the benoni. which is marked for
number and gender but not person, does not allow null subjects'* while the past tense,
which marks person distinctions, does. The distinction is illustrated in (10) and (11);
(10)

a. ?ani Poxel banana
I eatMs a banana
b. * 0 ?oxel banana
' 0 eatMsa banana'

(11)

a. ?ani Paxalti banana
'I ateis a banana'
b. 0 Paxalti banana
' 0 ateis a banana'

This benoni form is essentially equivalent to the verbal participle form in Cairene
Arabic described in Chapter 1, section 1.3.2. Formally, the only difference is that the
Cairene Arabic form does not exhibit gender distinction in the plural, while the benoni

Note that this generalization, while it is widely assumed in generative work on Hebrew, is challenged by
Ariel (1990: 115) who gives examples from a corpus of literary and colloquial Hebrew texts of null
subjects occurring with the present tense benoni form.
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does. This work in Hebrew which pointed to a relationship between person marking and
the possibility of having a null subject in a language typologically close to Arabic may
have influenced linguists working within the GB framework on Arabic to overlook the
fact that in Arabic, the verbal participle does allow null subjects despite its lack of person
marking.^
2.4.3 The separation of licensing and identification
A number of empirical challenges surfaced in the late eighties regarding the
connection between morphological richness of verbal predicates and the possibility of
null subjects or more generally the possibility of having a [-Anaphor, +Pronominal]
empty category, referred to as pro. Rizzi (1997) summarizes those challenges as follows:
first, Chinese and many other East Asian languages allow pro subjects although they
have no morphological agreement whatsoever. Second, a number of languages allow pro
in positions not governed by the subject agreement head, pro (a null pronominal) can
occur in object position (Rizzi 1986) and as complement of a preposition (Zribi-Hertz
1984) without any agreement on the governing heads to identify the referent. These two
cases are illustrated in (12) and (13).
(12)

Questo conduce e a concludere quanto segue.
this leads to conclude what follows
'This leads (one) to conclude as follows.'

(13)

Je connais bien cette valise, car
je voyage toujours avec e
I know well this suitcase because I travel always with
'I know this suitcase well because I always travel with (it).'

Furthermore, certain language internal asymmetries suggested that agreement
may play a role in the identification of pro but not in determining the formal syntactic
properties that make its occurrence licit. In particular, Rizzi (1986) gives the following
examples from Italian which demonstrate that the occurrence of pro might be formally
licit but, if the agreement features are not available for identification of the referent, only
non-referential, expletive pro will be allowed:

^ Chapter 4, section 4.5.1.8.4 gives examples of and an analysis of "bare" verbal participle predicates
occurring with null subject pronouns in Cairene Arabic,
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(14)

a. Gianni ritiene [che
•Gianni believes [that

siaprobabile che...]
is likely that...]

b. Gianni ritiene [che
sia simpatica]
'Gianni believes [that ^isss niceFs]
(15)

a. Gianni ritiene [esser
probabile che...]
'Gianni believes [ to be likely that...]
b. *Gianni ritiene [esser
simpaticai^]
'Gianni believes [ to be niceps]

An expletive pro is allowed in both environments, the tensed clause of (14a) and the nonfinite clause of (14a). However, referential pro is allowed only in the tensed (15a),
presumably because it is identified by the phi-feature marking on the tensed verb.
Similarly, Hebrew was claimed not to allow a referential pro in the present tense, which
lacks person marking, (seen in (10)), but does allow an expletive pro in that environment.
That there is an empty category in the position follows from the Extended Projection
Principle and the only possible candidate for the type of empty category is pro.
(16)

e medubarMs al pinuy
ha-shtaxim
e is-spoken about evacuation of territories

These considerations led to a reformulation of the pro-drop parameter by Rizzi
(1986) in which he separated the mechanism for formal licensing of pro from its
identification.^
(17)

Theory of pro (Null Subject Parameter):
A. Formal licensing principle:
pro is licensed by
|...| under agreement or government
B. Identification:
pro inherits features from licensing X°

The licensing principle states that pro is licensed through government by some head.
Languages allow different heads to license pro. In Italian, subject pro is licensed by
AGR-S" while object pro is licensed by V. In Modem Hebrew, subject pro is licensed in
all tenses by AGR-S°. In French and English, subject pro is not licensed, as they are nonnull subject languages; however, prepositions in French can license pro in the object of
the preposition position. Whether or not a particular head in a particular language licenses

^ This precise formulation of the parameter is taken from Rizzi (1997).
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pro is simply a fact about the language. It does not follow from any more basic fact about
the language. Language variation then is partially accounted for by the fact that different
languages "choose" different sets of/?ro-licensing heads.
Being licensed is no guarantee that pro will occur everywhere that it is licensed
to. The second part of the parameter, the identification principle, requires that the phifeatures of pro be identified by the licensing head. Expletive pro, which has no semantic
content, can occur anywhere that it is licensed to occur as it does not require
identification, but referential pro occurs only if the licensing head marks the features
needed for identification of pro. Thus, referential pro is barred from the Italian and
Modem Hebrew sentences, (10b) and (15b), in just those cases where the licensing head
(AGR-S) lacks the identifying agreement features to allow for its interpretation. The
absence of referential pro may thus be an indication that it is not licensed or that it is
licensed but not identified. Rizzi argues that the fact that Hebrew does not allow null
subjects in the present tense is expected "under the assumption that grammatical features
of person and number are required for the referential interpretation (at least in the
languages which make morphological and grammatical use of such features)..." (274).
Within this two-part restatement of the "pro-drop" parameter, morphological
richness is no longer a sine-qua-non for licensing pro. A language may license pro by a
head that has no morphological agreement features that identify it and identification takes
place through some other mechanism''' The various identification mechanisms found
across languages account for the interpretation of pro just as Control Theory accounts for
the interpretation of the [-anaphoric, -pronominal] PRO, another empty category
postulated within the GB framework. However, morphological richness still plays an
important role. If a language allows subject pro and if the language has rich verbal
inflection, the assumption is still that it is that inflection that makes pro licit. It licenses
and identifies referential subject pro.
The reformulation of the parameter allows quite simply for a language to have
rich verbal inflection and yet not allow referential subject pro. A language with rich

' See for instance Rizzi (1987; 520-521) for the mechanism whereby object pro receives its arbitrary
interpretation from the verb although it has no overt agreement features.
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verbal inflection may simply "choose" not to allow AGR-S" to license subject pro and it
would allow no subject pro at all, or pro may be licensed by AGR-S" but not identified, in
which case only expletive pro would be allowed. In other words, pro would be licensed
but the language simply "chooses" not to avail itself of the recovery mechanism needed
to identify referential subject pro, even though the requisite morphological richness exists
for that identification. Rizzi (1997) proposes that this is the case in Icelandic, which has
fairly rich verbal morphology but allows only expletive pro. However, the licensing and
identification schema proposed by Rizzi cannot explain (except in an ad-hoc fashion)
why languages like Chinese, Japanese and Korean, which have no verbal agreement at
all, still allow null referential subject (and sometimes object)pro. Since these languages
do not have verbal phi-features at all, they should allow only non-argument uses of pro.
Rizzi offers no suggestion for how to account for the identification of the phi-features of
null referential pro in languages of this type.
Rizzi's 1986 paper was a seminal one in terms of the development of the GB
treatment of null pronominal categories cross-linguistically. He provides extensive
evidence to demonstrate that the empty category in the object position in Italian is in fact

pro, which in turn firmly established the need to separate the two categories pro and PRO
as the latter can only occur in an ungovemed position, as subject of an infinitival clause.
However, Rizzi's reformulation of the null subject parameter has never gained noticeable
acceptance in the syntax literature. While the proposal is comprehensive in its treatment
of null subjects in morphologically inflected languages, it fails to offer any account for
the occurrence of unexpressed subjects in languages without such inflection. Another
weakness in the proposal lies in the fact that it lacks "predictive power". The proposal
involves simply observing the facts about the distribution of pro and then inferring what
the parametric settings are for the licensing principle and the identification principle.^ It
offers no heuristic mechanism for predicting what those settings ought to be. The only
clear implicational relationship that exists within the framework is that if a language
® This discovery procedure also raises leamability problems since the positive evidence for some instances
of null pro may be quite infrequent in the input. This is the case with object pro in Italian. See Rizzi (1986:
525) for discussion.
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allows null referential subjects then it will also allow and perhaps even require, null
expletives. This generalization is cross-linguistically substantiated. Clearly, if a language
has null referential subject pro, then pro is licensed and since expletive pro requires no
identification, it can occur.
Rizzi's reformulation of the null subject parameter makes the relationship between
morphological richness and the possibility of referential null subjects less direct and yet it
is still central to motivating their occurrence. As pointed out above, if a language allows
subject pro and if the language has rich verbal inflection, the assumption is still that it is
that inflection that makes pro licit, by identifying it Rizzi does not apply his analysis to
Arabic data and its application would be problematic. Since null subjects are possible in
both predicates with and those without person marking one would have to postulate two
different identification mechanisms at work. Presumably, one would have to postulate, in
an ad-hoc fashion, that morphological richness serves to identify the null subject just in
those cases where the predicate has the requisite phi-features to do so and in other cases
one would have to postulate some other sort of discourse based inferential strategy,
similar perhaps to the strategy used in a language like Chinese which does not allow
morphological "recovery" in any of its predicates. Such an analysis would suggest that
there is something fundamentally different going on with recovery of the intended subject
with the two predicate types. However, given the fact that there is homophony in the
Arabic verbal inflectional paradigms, I argue that the discourse dependent information
processing strategies needed to recover null subject referents must be operative to some
extent for all predicate types and it is those interpretive strategies, based on discourse
context, that form the primary interpretive or "identificational" mechanism, not phifeatures. Phi-features serve to "confirm" an identification that is essentially effected by
discourse based inferential strategies, but it does not drive that identification. They are, I
argue, largely redundant grammatical agreement features, with a referent already
anticipated or "recovered" through discourse context.
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2.4.4 Morphological Uniformity
Jaeggli and Safir's "Morphological Uniformity" proposal represents an attempt to
provide a more universal schema to account for the occurrence of pro in the world's
languages and specifically to account for its occurrence in language without verbal
inflectional paradigms. In introducing their proposal they remark:
A standard assumption made by every theory of null subjects, including those
which fall within traditional grammatical frameworks, is that the inflectional
system of null subject languages (like Spanish or Italian) is in some sense "rich"
enough to allow for the phenomena in question, while this is not the case in other
languages (e.g., English). While intuitively quite appealing, this idea raises more
questions than it answers. What is the notion of "inflectional richness" relevant to
an accurate characterization of null subject phenomena? How is this richness to be
compared cross-linguistically, especially when one considers systems as diverse
as the ones found in Spanish, German, Irish, Japanese, and Chinese, for example.
Why do some languages only allow expletive null subjects, and is this restriction
somehow tied to the richness of the agreement system of those languages or not?
(26)
2,4.4.1 Licensing
Jaeggli and Safir's proposal, like Rizzi's, involved a separation of the formal
licensing of pro and its identification. The formal licensing principle that they propose is:
Null subjects are permitted in all and only languages with morphologically
uniform inflectional paradigms. (29)
Their definition of morphological uniformity is:
An inflectional paradigm P in a language L is morphologically uniform iff P has
either only underived inflectional forms or only derived inflectional forms. (30)
The following explanation of derived forms is offered:
Let us say that given a word W of category K, W is 'underived' if it is
morphologically non-distinct from the stem (or root) of W. (i.e., if it does not
contain any affixes attached to W). Further, let us say that a word W is 'derived'
if it is formed of a stem (or root) W plus an affix attached to W. (These affixes
need not be limited to prefixes, infixes, and suffixes. In some instances other
morphological processes of inflection may occur, such as suppletion,
reduplication, stem vowel alternations, or filling consonantal skelata with the
appropriate vowels). (30)
So, given a root form of the verb in a language, if the verbal inflectional paradigms
exhibit even one instance of homophony between this root form and a conjugated verb
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form, there is non-uniformity because there is a mixture of derived and underived forms.
The principle has an interesting consequence for Semitic languages, which have no
phonologically realized form of the root. Thus, any verb form will necessarily be
"derived" and so null subjects will always be licensed.
To see how the licensing principle works, consider the following verbal
paradigms

representing morphological

non-uniformity in

(18a),

morphological

uniformity with all derived forms in (18b) and morphological uniformity v^th all
underived forms in (18c).
(18a)

Morphological non-uniformity ; mixture of derived and underived forms
English
French
root form 'sleep'
root form [pari-] 'to speak'
I
yous
he/she/it
we
youpL
they

sleep
sleep
sleeps
sleep
sleep
sleep

je
tu
il/elle
nous
vous
ils/elles

[pari]
[pari]
[pari]
[parl-6]
[parl-e]
[pari]

Notice that the question of licensing of null subjects is an all or nothing phenomenon
within this schema. If there is non-uniformity in even one part of the verbal inflectional
system in a language, null subjects will not be licensed even in other uniform parts. In
English, for instance, the past tense of regular verbs is morphologically uniform
according to Jaeggli and Safir's definition. All forms are derived, being made up of the
stem form plus an allophone of the regular past tense 'ed' suffix. However the fact that the
present tense has a mixture of derived and underived forms and is thus not
morphologically uniform blocks the licensing of null subjects in English as a whole,
including the past tense which has uniformly derived forms. For languages that exhibit
"mixed" data, with some constmctions or tenses allowing null subjects and others not, an
explanation for this variability must be found in terms of the identification of the null
subject (see section 2.4.4.2 below). Note also that the definition of "sameness" here is
based on what the forms sound alike and not how they are spelled. In French the forms
which are pronounced as the bare root do have endings on them when written. Of course
it is expected that the sound rather than the spelling of verb forms is the relevant
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"evidence" for morphological uniformity since children do not have access to
orthographic evidence at the stage of acquisition when they are determining whether or
not there is morphologically uniformity in the language they are acquiring.
Consider next three distinct cases of languages in which null subjects are licensed
by virtue of their having uniformly derived verb forms:
(18b) Morphological Uniformity: derived forms only
Spanish
Japanese
root habl- 'speak'
root vom 'read'
habl-o
I speak
habl-as
yous speak
habl-a
s/he speaks
habl-amos we speak
habl-ais youpL speak
habl-an
they speak

yom-ru
yom-ta
yom-anai
yom-eba
yom-oo
yom-itai
yom-are
yom-ase

read-present
read-past
read-neg
read-conditional
let's read
want to read
was read
make read

Arabic (Cairene)
root k-t-b 'write'
baktib
bitiktib
bitiktibi
biyiktib
bitiktib
biniktib
bitiktibu
biyiktibu

I write
youjMs vmte
youFs write
he writes
she writes
we write
youpL write
they write

Spanish is the familiar, "traditional" null subject language. It has a root form and a verbal
paradigm that is marked for person and number. Since none of the verb forms are
identical to the root, all forms are "derived". Japanese has no phi-feature marking on the
verb but the verb forms are nonetheless "derived" in that they always consist of the root
plus a morpheme marking tense, mood, aspect or negation. Finally there is Cairene
Arabic, representing the Semitic languages, which as noted above will always, by
definition, have only derived verb forms as the root is an abstract consonantal template.
Finally there are languages which are morphologically uniform in that they have
only morphologically underived forms:
(18c) Morphological Uniformity: underived forms only
Chinese
Root form: gongzuo 'work'
(wo)
(ni)
(ta)
(women)
(mimen)
(tamen)

gongzuo
gongzuo
gongzuo
gongzuo
gongzuo
gongzuo

'I work'
'Youswork'
'He/she/it works'
'We work'
'YoupLWork'
'They work'
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Unlike Japanese, tense, mood and aspect markers are not morphologically bound to the
verb in Chinese and so they do not form "derived" verb forms.
Before going on to consider Jaeggli and Safir's proposal for the identification of
null subjects, I will mention a few empirical challenges that the licensing principle faces.
The morphological uniformity principle predicts that all languages that are
morphologically uniform will allow at least null expletives.

Since morphological

uniformity licenses null subjects, and expletives don't need to be identified, it follows that
null expletives will always be allowed in a morphologically uniform language. There are
a number of languages (Dutch, German, and Turkish) which license null subjects (either
thematic and expletive or expletive only) although they have an imperative form that is
homophonous with the root form of the verb, and so could be considered morphologically
non-uniform with a mixture of derived and underived verb forms. For this reason Jaeggli
and Safir exclude imperatives from the determination of morphological uniformity. In
other words, a language may have an imperative form which is underived but if it is the
only underived form in a system of otherwise derived verbal morphology, the language
can still be considered morphologically uniform and license null subjects. This solution
however, creates problems with respect to Mainland Scandinavian languages since they
do not license null subjects (even expletive null subjects are disallowed) but do in fact
have a morphologically uniform (derived) inflectional system if the imperative is not
considered. Consider the present tense inflectional paradigm from Swedish illustrated in
(19);
(19)

Swedish
Root form baka 'to bake' imperative; baka
jag
du
han
hon
vi
ni
de

baka-r
baka-r
baka-r
baka-r
baka-r
baka-r
baka-r

I bake
yous bake
he bakes
she bakes
we bake
youpL bake
they bake

Jaeggli and Safir suggest the following weaker version of their licensing principle in
order to accommodate the Mainland Scandinavian languages;
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Null subjects are permitted only in languages with morphologically uniform
inflectional paradigms.
In other words, a language which licenses null subjects must be morphologically uniform
but a language may be morphologically uniform and not license null subjects. This
reformulation would substantially reduce the predictive power of the principle.
A second empirical challenge comes from Dutch. Some speakers of Dutch allow
null expletive subjects although the first person singular of the present tense paradigm
corresponds to a stem. Jaeggli and Safir suggest the possibility of allowing up to one stem
identical form (excluding imperatives) and still have the system be considered uniformly
derived.
Neither of these (fairly ad-hoc) attempts to modify the licensing principle were
ever really explored any further and this is probably because there was a more
fundamental problem with the licensing proposal. The principle seems on the whole to be
observationally adequate. That is, allowing for one or two minor exceptions, it seems to
describe a generalization that unifies a range of languages that allow at least expletive
null subjects. The more fundamental reason, I believe, that the proposal never gained
wide acceptance is suggested by the authors in the following footnote: "Unfortunately we
do not have any answer to the natural question that arises; we have no explanation to
offer as to why (42) {the licensing principle) should be a property of natural languages"
(41, italics added). And indeed it seems an unlikely candidate for a principle of UG.
There seems to be no logical reason why morphological uniformity should be something
that language learners are "looking" for in acquiring their language. Furthermore, there is
no intuitive connection between morphological uniformity and the possibility of having
null subjects to explain why a learner, once she has identified that her language is
morphologically uniform, should then "realize" that she can have null subjects in her
language.^
To summarize, the morphological uniformity proposal states that null subjects
will be licensed in all and only languages that are morphologically uniform.
® For further discussion of the leamability implications of the Morphological Uniformity proposal as well
as other null subject parameter proposals see Schulte-Nafeh and Dussias (1993),
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Morphological uniformity means that all verb forms are either the same as the root
(underived) as in Chinese or different from the root (derived) as in Italian, Japanese and
Arabic. The generalization does hold for a wide variety of typologically distinct
languages although there are some counterexamples that present an empirical challenge
to the principle. A more fiindamental objection to the principle however is that it is
difficult to entertain seriously the possibility that such a principle is actually a part of the
universal human language endowment (UG).
2.4.4.2 Identification
If a language is morphologically uniform then it will license null subjects but the
details of what kinds of null subjects will appear and where are determined by the
identification procedures used in the language in question. Jaeggli and Safir propose a
system of identification that involves two basic modes of "identification by agreement".
A language may exhibit either or both mechanisms.
2.4.4.2.1 Local identification
The first mechanism is a formalization of the basic notion that a local, richly
inflected predicate "identifies" the null subject. The proposal is stated as follows;
AGR can identify an empty category as thematic pro iff the category containing
AGR Case-governs the empty category. (35)
The provision that AGR must case-govern pro in order to identify it explains why
German and Icelandic do not allow thematic pro although they are morphologically
uniform and license pro as evidenced by the occurrence of null expletives. Consider the
verbal paradigm from German given in (20):
(20)

German
stem: arbeit*0/Ich
*0/Du
*0/Er
*0AVir
*0/Ihr
*0/Sie

arbeit-e
arbeit-est
arbeit-et
arbeit-en
arbeit-et
arbeit-en

'I work'
'Yous work'
'He/she it works'
'We work'
'YoupL work'
'They work'
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(21) demonstrates the possibility of expletive pro in German:
(21)

Es wurde ihm geholpen
it was him helped
'He was helped.'

German and Icelandic are both V2 languages. That is, there is a word order constraint in
root clauses which requires that the finite verb be in the second position. A proposal
which was current at this time with regard to V2 languages argued that TENSE was in the
head 'C node in the pre-IP domain, while the agreement features of AGR where lower in
the structure, in head node of the IP. Jaeggli and Safir point out the fact that German and
Icelandic are V/2 languages^® and thus the feature TENSE, in the COMP node, is separate
from agreement features, located in INFL. As it is TENSE that assigns case, the locus of
agreement does not case-govern the subject position and therefore cannot "identify" it.
Jaeggli and Safir argue also that their proposal explains a contrast reported in Raposo
(1989). In European Portuguese, null subjects are not possible in the Prepositional
Infinitival Construction even though these infinitives are fully inflected. This is illustrated
in (22).
(22)

*(Eu) vi [pro a roubarem automoveis]
'I saw them stealing cars.'

The subject position in these constructions is "exceptionally case-marked" with
accusative case by the higher matrix verb. The fact that the local AGR does not "identify"
the null subject when it does not case-govern it is predicted by Jaeggli and Safir's
statement of the local agreement mechanism.
The notion of how "rich" agreement has to be in order to identify the null
thematic subjects is not specified. Consider the following Irish verb paradigms (given in
Jaeggli & Safir, from McCloskey and Hale 1984):

Similarly, Platzack (1987) explains the lack of null referential subjects in all modem Scandinavian
languages as following from the V2 nature of those languages.
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(23)

Irish
root form chuirf 'put'
Is
2s
3ms
3fs
Ipl
2pl
3pl

Synthetic
chuirf-inn
chuirf-ea
chuirf-eadh
chuirf-eadh
chuirf-imis
chuirf-eadh
chuirf-eadh

I would put.
yous would put
he would put
she would put
we would put
youpL would put
they would put

Analytic
cuir-im
cuir-eann
cuir-eann
cuir-eann
cuir-eann
cuir-eann
cuir-eann

I put
yous put
he put
she put
we put
youpLput
they put

Irish is morphologically uniform (uniformly derived) and thus, as expected, null expletive
subjects are allowed without qualification. There are two verbal paradigms in Irish: a
synthetic and an analytic. Null thematic subjects are allowed with the synthetic verb
forms (shown in the first column above), but not the analytic (exemplified in the second
column). Jaeggli and Safir do not provide a more precise definition of "rich agreement"
but they do appeal to the notion to explain why null thematic subjects are only permitted
with verbs of the first paradigm.
Clearly the first, synthetic, paradigm is "richer" than the second. However, it still
exhibits quite a bit of homophony. The verb forms for 'he', 'she', 'youpL' and 'they' are
identical. In fact, if identification through local agreement is the driving factor behind the
occurrence of null pronouns one might expect to find null pronouns only for T, 'yous' and
'we' in the first paradigm. In addition, it is puzzling that null thematic pronouns are not
allowed with verbs of the second type when the subject is T since the first person
singular form in that paradigm uniquely identifies the subject.
The notion of the need for a sufficiently "rich" case-marking AGR to identify a
null subject has been suggested as an explanation for the facts about null subjects, as they
have been reported, for Hebrew. As mentioned above, Hebrew, like all Semitic languages
whose "root" is an abstract consonantal template, must be morphologically uniform
(derived) and license null subjects. However the actual distribution of null thematic
subjects is a question of identification and that distribution is rather puzzling in Hebrew
in that it seems to confirm the pivotal role of morphological inflection (particularly
person marking), while at the same time challenging that role. The confirmation comes
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from the verb participle form, called the benoni. which is used to express present time.
The benoni encodes only number and gender features:
(24) Present fBenoni form)
root: k-t-v 'write'
Singular
Masc kotev
Fem kotev-et

Plural
kotv-im
kotv-ot

Benoni verb forms do not allow thematic null pro at all^^:
(25) *kotev
sipurim
'WyouMs/he write(s) stories.'
*kotvim
sipurim
'WeM/youMPL/theyM write stories.'
*kotevet
sipurim
'Ip/youFs/she write(s) stories.'
*kotvot
'Wep/youFPL/theyF write

sipurim
stories.'

The fact that the Benoni paradigm does not allow referential null subjects has been
attributed (Shlonsky 1997; Borer 1984, 1989) to the fact that it is not inflected for person.
However, the role of morphology in sanctioning pro is not so straightforward in the other
two verb tenses in Hebrew. In addition to the Benoni. Hebrew has two verbal paradigms,
used to express past and future time, respectively. Sample paradigms^^ are:
(26) Future:
root: tfr 'sew'
Is
?e-tfor
2m
ti-tfor
2f
ti-tfsr-i
3m
yi-tfor
3f
ti-tfor
ni-tfor
IP
2p
ti-tfsr-u
3p
yi-tfar-u

Past
tafar-ti
tafar-ta
tafar-t
tafar
tafr-a
tafar-nu
tafar-tem
tafr-u

" This generalization is the one assumed in generative linguistic research. However, it has been challenged
in discourse based research by Ariel who reports that the benoni can and does occur with null subjects,
albeit infrequently.
'^Examplesfrom Shlonsky (1997).
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In matrix clauses containing verb forms from either of these two paradigms, null thematic
subjects are allowed, but are restricted to first and second person:
(27) ?ani/0 Paxalti Pet ha-banana
I
atess
Acc the-banana
?ata/0 Paxalta Pet ha-banana
Youms ate2Ms ACC the-banana
hu/*0 Paxal Pet ha-banana
He
atesMs ACC the-banana
As Shlonsky (118) has pointed out, the Hebrew verbal paradigms are remarkably similar
to those in Arabic dialects which do not exhibit a similar restriction on 3rd person pro so
it is difficult to attribute the lack of pro in 3rd person to a deficiency in morphological
inflection, as Borer (I-Subiects. Anaphoric AGR) does. Shlonsky instead explains the
lack of pro in third person in terms of the internal structure of pronouns in Hebrew.
Although Shlonsky does not seek an explanation for the odd distribution of null
referential subjects in the past and future tenses in terms of morphological richness, he
maintains that "the split between the past/future and the Benoni inflection shows that
Person features are crucial for the identification of null subjects . .

(119). In other

words, the fact that the Benoni ostensibly does not allow null subjects is attributed to the
fact that it lacks person marking. As mentioned previously (Chapter 1, section 1.1), a
number of researchers have claimed that person marking is necessary for null subjects in
Arabic also. As I show in Chapter 4, section 4.5.1.8.4 this is empirically incorrect. Null
subjects in fact occur frequently with predicates that do not exhibit person marking and
there is no reason to consider those null subjects as being qualitatively different from null
subjects occurring with predicates that do exhibit person marking. So, while the fact that
the Benoni paradigm in Hebrew does not allow null thematic subjects seems to lend some
support to the importance of person marking in determining when such null subjects are
licit, it is of no help in explaining the facts of Arabic, which regularly allows null
thematic subjects with predicates lacking person marking.
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2.4.4.2.2 Non-local Identification by Agreement
In order to account for languages like Chinese which allow null thematic subjects
although they have no verbal agreement at all, Jaeggli and Safir follow Huang's proposal
(1989) that there are two processes involved in the identification of null subjects in
Chinese: one involves a null topic analysis with Wh-movement of a null operator leaving
a Wh-trace in subject position and the other is a sort of control of pro by a higher NP.
Null subjects in matrix clauses are accounted for by the first process and require a third
type of identification mechanism distinct fi'om either local or non-local identification.
In subordinate clauses, with null subjects that are interpreted as coreferential with
a higher c-commanding NP, the second process is involved. When the local Casegoverning AGR does not have features it must "inherit" them from a C-commanding NP,
usually a higher subject and then these features can identify the features of the
subordinate clause subject. The identification of pro in subordinate clauses is really just a
slight variation on the "identification by local AGR" mechanism. The modification being
that the local AGR must itself first inherit the features needed to identify the null subject.
In the case of matrix null thematic subjects however, a completely different empty
category, "Wh-trace", is proposed. Huang actually proposes that his analysis of
identification can be extended to account for PRO, the empty pronominal in infinitival
clauses in English. Jaeggli and Safir remain equivocal about this extension of the
proposal saying that "we do not want to tackle the problem of how distinctions between
PRO and pro are to be handled if PRO is actually just an instance of pro or vice-versa"
(36).
Hebrew offers another example of the non-local identification by agreement
mechanism. Recall that in Hebrew, null thematic subjects are not allowed with the
present tense Benoni forms and that they are not allowed with third person forms in the
past and future tenses. There is a difference however between these two restrictions. A
null referential subject is not allowed with a Benoni verb form even if it occurs in a
complement clause and there is a possible antecedent in the matrix to identify it, whereas
a third person null subject with either a past or future tense is allowed just in case it is in a
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subordinate clause and identified through a control relationship with an NP in the matrix.
The contrast is shown in (28) and (29):
(28)

*0 Paxal Pet ha-banana
atesMs Acc the-banana
'He ate the banana.'
Itamar Pamar le-Talila §e 0 Paxal Pet ha-banana
Itamar TOLDANS to-Talila that
ATESMS ACC the-banana
'Itamar told Talila that he ate the banana.'

(29)

*0 kotev
'iM/youMs/he write(s)

sipurim
stories.'

*Itamar Pamar le-Talila §e 0 kotev sipurim
Itamar toldsMs to-Talila that
write(s) stories
'Itamar told Talila that he writes stories.'
In short, a 3rd person null subject can be "saved" and be sanctioned in an embedded
clause through non-local identification via a matrix NP from which the embedded AGR
"inherits" features. This cannot happen in an embedded clause with a present tense
benoni verb where pro is ungrammatical even with a higher antecedent NP to bind and
identify it. Borer (1986, 1989) explains this in terms of the defectiveness of AGR
associated with benoni verbs. It simply lacks a person "slot" in its feature matrix and
therefore cannot inherit person features from a higher, binding NP.
Non-local identification which is based on a kind of binding relationship between
a lower embedded null subject and a higher NP (or AGR node) is still ultimately based on
the notion that identification results from association of the null element with a set of phifeatures, crucially including person. With non-local identification the embedded AGR
doesn't have these features and must "inherit" them from the higher NP or AGR node but
the phi-features are still made available at the sentence level through some formal
syntactic mechanism.
While the analysis offered for Hebrew does seem to suggest that null thematic
subjects are restricted to contexts where their pM-features, and in particular the person
feature, can be recovered within the context of the sentence, this analysis cannot be
extended to Arabic. I will present numerous examples from my analysis of Cairene
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Arabic data (Section 4.5.1.8) of cases where null thematic subjects are licit despite the
absence of any recoverable person marking anywhere in the sentence.
2.4.5 GB treatments of the null-subject parameter in v^rabic
The one study that looks specifically at the null subject in Arabic within this
generative framework is that of Kenstowicz 1989. The study was based on two dialects of
Arabic: a Levantine dialectic and the Bani-Hassan dialect. The study deals primarily with
the relationship between postverbal subjects and the lack of that-trace effects. His
fitidings are referred to by Rizzi (1997) as providing strong evidence for the
interrelationship between these two syntactic features as they pattern together in the two
dialects studied. He also suggests that the parameter should perhaps be set independently
for different clause types as the Levantine dialect exhibits a positive setting for the
parameter in matrix clauses but in embedded complement clauses neither null subjects,
subject verb inversion nor that-trace filter violations are observed. On the other hand, the
Bani-Hassan dialect shows a positive setting for the parameter in both matrix clauses and
embedded complement clauses. The other finding of the study, which is directly relevant
to the current study of null subjects in Cairene Arabic, concerns the possibility of pro
with participles. Kenstowicz does not say anything about the occurrence or
nonoccurrence of null subjects with participial predicates in matrix clauses but observes
that the Bani Hassan dialect, which otherwise has a positive setting for the null subject
parameter in embedded clauses, exhibits a negative setting for pro in embedded clauses
with participial predicates. That is, in embedded clauses with participial predicates null
thematic subjects are not allowed, VS word order is not allowed and that-trace effects are
observed. The relevant sentences from the Bani Hassan dialect are given in (30-32). The
(a) sentences are all with an inflected verb; the (b) examples are with a participle.

The term "Levantive Arabic" is used to refer to aay of the standard dialects of Syria, Lebanon, Palestine
or Jordon. Despite some differences between them, they share many features and aie thus often classified
together in this way.
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(30)

Null subject in embedded clause
a. fariid gaal innu/inn-ha istarat
al-libaas
Fariid said that/that-she boughtsFs the-dress
'Fariid said that she bought the dress'
b. fariid gaal *innu/inn-ha mi§tarya al-libaas
Fariid said that/that-she boughtps the dress
'Fariid said that she has bought the dress.'

(31)

VS word order in embedded clause
a. fariid gaalinnu istarat al-binit al-libaas
Fariid said that boughtsFs the-girl the-dress
'Fariid said that the girl bought the dress.'
b. fariid gaal *innu mistarya al-binit al-libaas
Fariid said that boughtps the-girl the-dress
'Fariid said that the girl has bought the dress.'

(32)

That-trace effects
a. wayy binit fariid gaal innu/inn-ha istarat al-libaas?
which girl Fariid said that/that-she boughtsFs the-dress
*Which girl did Fariid say that t bought the dress
b. wayy binit fariid gaal *innu/inn-ha miStarya al-libaas?
which girl Fariid said *that/that-she boughtps the dress
'Which girl did Fariid say *that-z/that she has bought the dress.'

Kenstowicz makes the following remarks regarding the negative setting of the null
subject parameter in embedded clauses when the predicate is a participle, marked only for
gender and number:
These data indicate that the potential for inflection for person is a necessary
condition for a clause to exhibit the null subject phenomenology and thus tend to
support Rizzi's (1982) view of the null subject parameter as involving the
possibility of assigning the feature pronominal to the Inflectional constituent of
the clause. Pronouns, of course, are the only nominal categories that show person
distinctions; indeed, distinction in person is an intrinsic feature of pronouns.
Hence, one might reason that if a category fails to inflect for person, then it
cannot accept the feature pronominal. (273)
The data presented by Kenstowicz seems, on the face of it, to point to a pivotal role for
person marking in licensing null subjects in the Bani Hassan dialect. However, given the
fact that data presented within the GB theoretical framework has incorrectly claimed such
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a role in Cairene Arabic for well over 20 years, corpus data illustrating that role would be
more convincing.
2.4.6 Section summary
What we have seen then in the treatments of null subjects within the GB version
of the Principles and Parameters theoretical framework is various proposals that
formalize the correlation between rich inflectional morphology and the possibility of null
subjects. Despite the many empirical challenges to that correlation, and the difficulty in
defining how "rich" rich morphology needs to be in order to identify null subjects, the
intuitive appeal of explaining null subjects in this way has prevailed and all standard
introductory syntax texts offer the generalization to novice linguists as an explanation for
why some languages allow null subjects while others don't or why a language allows null
subjects in some instances, but not in others. Languages that allow null subjects without
having rich inflectional morphology are said to effect the identification of the null subject
through some other "discourse-based" strategy. However, in languages that have rich
inflectional morphology, it is that morphology that identifies the null subject in the event
that it is "licensed" and thus makes it possible to have such null subjects. A language may
have rich inflection and yet not license null subjects for some other reason, but if null
subjects are licensed, then the morphology plays the "identification" role which is the
final requisite for the occurrence of null subjects. In Hebrew and in Arabic, it has been
argued that person is the feature which is crucial in order for null subjects to be identified
and permissible. I will demonstrate in Chapter 4 (section 4.5.1.8) that this generalization,
that person marking is necessary for null subjects to occur in Arabic, is not empirically
supported. My data reveal frequent occurrences of null subjects with both participle verb
predicates, which lack person agreement, and also with bare NP predicates, with no
agreement at all. I propose an alternative explanation of null subjects that does not
require morphological recoverability of the null subject at the sentence level and that
treats that morphological information at the sentence level as being merely grammatical
agreement with a referent "recovered" though discourse level information processing
strategies. My analysis allows a uniform treatment of null subjects in Cairene Arabic,
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which allows null thematic subjects with a variety of predicate types, and that analysis
rests on the idea that the referent is recovered by information processing strategies,
regardless of the morphological richness of the predicate. The analysis I propose is a
"top-down" approach to recoverability of null subjects, distinct from the "bottom-up"
approaches explicit in the formal syntactic approaches discussed above.
2.5

Null subj ects in The Minimalist Program
Before turning to a discussion of research done specifically on null subjects in

Cairene Arabic, in less formalistic frameworks, I will consider briefly a more recent
proposal within the newest model of grammar within the Principles and Parameters
framework, the Minimalist Program. Within the Minimalist Program, there is no longer a
stipulation that all sentences must generate the syntactic position of the sentence subject,
SPEC, IP. Thus there is no longer any need to postulate an empty category pro to fill the
position. The verb can be in initial position and satisfy the EPP (by "checking" the D
feature of the EPP) by virtue of the fact that the inflections on the verb are "lexical" and
have separate entries in the lexicon. Alexiadou, Artemis, and Anagnostopoulou (1998),
propose a MergeXP/Move X parameter for inclusion in Universal Grammar. The
proposal continues to assume an intuitive connection between the possibility of having
null subjects and rich inflectional morphology. It thus inherits all the empirical problems
associated with that connection discussed above in 2.4. Although the formal mechanism
proposed is different as the model of grammar is different, the proposal continues to rest
on the underlying assumption that morphological recovery at the sentence level plays a
pivotal role in making null subjects licit; an assumption which is not empirically
supported.
2.6

Overt pronoun use in Cairene Arabic: previous proposals
In this section I offer a description and critical evaluation of previous studies that

have specifically addressed the role of overt pronouns in Cairene Arabic (CA). I will
summarize the proposals that have been made to account for the occurrence of the overt
pronouns and offer an evaluation of those proposals and discuss how the current study
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sheds additional light on our understanding of the distribution of and motivation for using
these pronouns.
Three previous studies (Eid 1983, Farghaly 1982, and Parkinson 1987) have
addressed the question of the function of overt pronouns in Cairene Egyptian Arabic.
Bid's work is a response to previous analyses of pro-drop (Perlmutter 1972, Hankamer
1972) in which the use or non-use of the pronoun was claimed to be an option available
to the speaker which was not syntactically constrained in any way and "merely" served to
indicate emphasis or contrast. Eid proposes to demonstrate that the occurrence of a
pronoun has significance beyond that of signaling emphasis or contrast. Specifically, she
proposes a conversational principle governing the occurrence of the pronoun whereby it
is used by the speaker "to force an unexpected, or non-favored, interpretation of a
message" (288). She focuses on two examples of this conversational principle: pronouns
which serve as "anti-ambiguity" devices and pronouns which signal "subject-switch".
Eid's analysis is based on her own grammaticality intuitions about the difference in
meaning between sentences with and without a pronoun in particular structures.^'' The
data consists of constructed sentences with minimal context or brief constructed
discourses of two or three conversational turns.
2.6.1 Anti-ambiguity in relative clauses
In definite relative clauses in CEA, "a pronoun replaces the relativized NP in all
positions except in the subject position where the relativized NP must be absent from the
relative clause"'^ (289). In a matrix sentence containing a relative clause, if there is
another NP besides the head of the relative clause with the same phi-features as the head,
there is the possibility of ambiguity. Eid gives the following example:
(33a) Sali kallim
ilwalad ilh 0 satam-u
Ali spoke (to) the-boy who insultedsMs-him

imbaarih
yesterday

The sentence has two possible meanings:
(a) 'Ali spoke to the boy who insulted him yesterday.'
(b) 'Ali spoke to the boy who(m) he insulted yesterday.'

FAVORED
LESS-FAVORED

Eid offers this descriptive generalization without any explanation of it and in fact, to our knowledge, no
explanation has ever been proposed.
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According to Eid, the favored interpretation of the sentence is (a), with coreference
between the head of the relative clause, which is the matrix direct object, and the subject
of the relative clause. The (b) reading, with coreference between the matrix subject NP
and the relative clause subject NP, is possible but less-favored.
Eid claims further that sentence (33b) with the independent pronoun is not
ambiguous:
(33b) Sali kallim
il-walad illi huwwa §atam-u
Ali spoke (to) the-boy who
he
insultedsMs-him

imbaarih
yesterday

It can have only the less favored (b) reading with coreference between the subject of the
relative clause and the subject of the main clause. Since the pronoun can have this
disambiguating effect in the event that there are two possible antecedents for the subject
of the relative clause, Eid argues that it cannot be thought of as a free choice by the
speaker. She explains, "Since relativized subjects cannot be replaced by a pronoun, the
presence of such a pronoun serves as a cue to the hearer that the referent cannot be the
head of the relative" (290).
Parkinson (1987) also considers the role of pronouns in the subject position of the
relative clause. He analyzed a large body of Egyptian Arabic text (3,200 clauses from two
plays) in an empirical, quantitative study. One of the goals of his work was to determine
to what extent the variable, occurrence versus non-occurrence of an expressed subject
pronoun, could be accounted for by Eid's notions of anti-ambiguity and subject-switch.
Of the 188 relative clauses in his database that contained a subject pronoun, either overt
or null, only fourteen of them, or seven percent, had overt pronouns. Of these, only two
were third person and hence subject to the potential disambiguation effect suggested by
Eid. However, in neither instance was there another potential antecedent NP in the matrix
clause or the discourse that could account for the occurrence of the overt subject. In fact,
in both cases, the overt pronoun referred to the head of the relative clause, in seeming
contradiction to the generalization that overt subject pronouns cannot occur when the
relativized NP is the subject of the relative clause.
The occurrence of the overt pronoun in one of the two examples mentioned by Parkinson (1987) is
analyzed in Section 4.5.1.8.2, in terms of a proposed "predicate signaling function" of the overt pronoun.
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Parkinson goes on to say that his data do not disprove the anti-ambiguity function
since Bid's claim is only for relative clauses with two potential antecedents for the subject
and his examples involved no such potential ambiguity. However, Bid's explanation for
why the overt pronoun functions in the way that she claims it does is based on the fact
that when the subject of a relative clause and the head of the clause corefer, there can be
no overt pronoun in the subject position of a relative clause and that is why its occurrence
serves as a signal to the hearer that another antecedent must be found. If it is possible to
have overt subject pronouns in relative clauses that do corefer with the head, then Bid's
explanation for how that pronoun effects interpretation is called into question.
There are a number of weaknesses in Bid's proposed anti-ambiguity function for
overt pronouns in relative clauses besides the fact that no actual examples of its operation
in discourse have been found to date. First, the intuitions about the difference in
interpretation possibilities between (33a) and (33b) above are questionable. In trying to
reconstruct these interpretations I asked a number of native speakers about the possible
interpretations of each and found no similar intuition that the structure with the pronoun
was only interpretable in one way as Bid claims. Further, it seems at least equally
plausible that the preferred interpretation that Bid attributes to the sentence when the
overt pronoun is present in the relative clause is actually being motivated by a notion of
contrast. In other words the pronoun is signaling the contrastive meaning: 'Today he
spoke to him, but yesterday he insulted him'. I will show below in section 4.5 that overt
pronouns do frequently function in this way, to indicate a contrast that is implicit in the
discourse although it may not be explicitly stated and the focus of contrast may not be the
pronoun itself
In my database, as in Parkinson's, there are no examples of relative clauses with
overt 3'^'' person subject pronouns that might, without a pronoun, lead to the kind of
ambiguity which Bid claims motivates the use on an overt pronoun. However, it is not
difficult to fmd examples of naturally occurring sentences that exhibit the kind of
ambiguity that Bid predicts would lead to the use of an overt pronoun but no such
pronoun occurs. In fact, the correct coreferential relations between the arguments in the
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matrix and relative clauses are usually obvious for semantic and pragmatic reasons.
Consider the following example;^'
(34)

ilhukuuma
Sawwadit-ha
Sa-l-?ard
illi xadit-ha
min-ha
the government compensatedsFs-her for-the-land that tooksps-her from-her
'The government compensated her for the land that it took from her.'

There are three grammatically feminine singular arguments in both the matrix
clause and the relative clause; the government, the land and the 'she' who was
compensated for the land that the government took from her. The actual coreference is
between the subject, direct object, and object of the preposition in the matrix clause and
the subject, object of the preposition, direct object in the relative clause, respectively. The
subject of the relative clause does not refer to the head of the relative clause and yet there
is no real processing difficulty or ambiguity, nor any need for an overt pronoun to signal
that the subject of the relative clause is not the head of the relative clause, due to the
semantics of the verbs involved and in particular the kinds of arguments that those verbs
can felicitiously have. Governments take land from people and governments compensate
people for land taken. Any other lining up of the arguments would be nonsensical.
Eid might argue that this example is not one in which an overt pronoun would be
predicted by her anti-ambiguity principle because the semantics rule out all but one
possible interpretation. However, this would mean that in order to find an example of the
anti-ambiguity principle in operation one would have to have not only an example
involving more than one possible "grammatically" possible interpretation but one in
which no interpretation was preferred for semantic or pragmatic reasons. Such an
occurrence, I predict would be rare indeed. And furthermore, I would argue that in those
rare cases, the speaker is likely to be quite unaware of the potential alternative
interpretation of his utterance. I did indeed find evidence of this in my data collection. In
other words, although a detailed analysis of a particular utterance in a particular discourse
may reveal an interpretation other than the one that the speaker intended, the speaker
assumes that his meaning is conveyed. Evidence of this is discussed in section 4.4.2.2,

Modification of example from Badawi and Hinds (609). Original sentence was ilhukuuma ^awwadithum
SalPard illi xaditha, 'The government compensated them for the land that it took.'
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where I argue that speakers do not process alternative meanings for their own utterances
in a way that would allow them to anticipate a possible misinterpretation of that utterance
by the hearer and hence lead the speaker to use an overt pronoun, proactively, to avoid
that misinterpretation.
Although Parkinson questions the validity of Bid's proposed anti-ambiguity
function of overt pronouns in relative clauses as no example of it occurs in the fairly large
corpus he analyzed, he suggests that, nevertheless, there may be a role for recoverability
in determining the likelihood of occurrence of an overt pronoun in the subject position of
the relative clause. He reports that over half of the relative clauses with expressed
pronouns, have either a participle or other equational sentence predicate, rather than an
inflected verb. Further, 53.8% of the relative clauses with participle predicates have
expressed pronouns compared to only 5% of relative clauses with verbal predicates. In
other words, he suggests that subject pronouns may be occurring more frequently with
predicates that have "impoverished" or no phi-feature marking on them.
2.6.2 Anti-ambiguity in subordinate clauses.
Eid offers additional examples of the referential disambiguation function she
proposes for overt pronouns. These cases involve subordinate clauses as seen in:
(35)

samiir satam Sali lamma 0 §aaf-u
Samir insulted Ali when
sawsMs-him
'Samir insulted Ali when he saw him eating.'

biyaakul
eating

(35) has two possible meanings:
(a) 'Samir insulted Ali when he (Samir) saw him (Ali) eating.'
(b) 'Samir insulted Ali when he (Ali) saw him (Samir) eating.'

FAVORED
LESS-FAVORED

According to Eid, the preferred reading is the one in which the subject of the subordinate
clause is the same as the subject of the matrix, but the (b) reading, where the subject of
the subordinate corefers with the matrix object NP, is also available. As in the case with
the relative clause in (33) above, an expressed subject pronoun has the effect, according
to Eid, of disambiguating the utterance.
(36)

samiir satam Sali lamma huwwa saaf-u
biyaakul
Samir insulted Ali when he
saw3Ms-him eating
'Samir insulted Ali when he (Ali) saw him (Samir) eating.'
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With the expressed pronominal subject in (36), Eid claims that the referent is
immediately identified as being a non-subject, in this case Ali.
Eid offers a further example of the disambiguating function of the overt pronoun
in subordinate clauses in a constructed discourse. If a speaker were to ask a question like:
(37)

samiir^ §atam 4aliy imta?
Samir insulted Ali when
'When did Samir insult Ali?'

the hearer might respond with either (38) or (39)
(38)

(39)

lamma0j/y gih
when
came
'When he (Samir/Ali) came.'
lammahuwwOy gih.
when he
came
'When he (Ali) came.'

Eid maintains that (38), the response without the pronoun, is ambiguous and might elicit
a request for clarification regarding who came whereas (39), the response with the overt
pronoun, is unambiguously understood to refer to be the non-subject in the question (Ali).
Accordingly, "speakers of Arabic ... can create referential ambiguity (if they so wish) by
not using the subject pronoun, as well as disambiguate an ambiguous message by
including the pronoun" (291). What allows this is the fact that the expressed pronoun has
the effect of forcing one of two possible readings. Eid summarizes the disambiguating
function as follows;
The principle involved here, then, is that in the absence of a subject pronoun in a
subordinate clause, speakers prefer a reading in which the missing subject is
interpreted as being the same as the subject of the main clause or of a question in a
discourse - a same subject reading. But a different subject reading is not ruled out. To
force the less-favoured different subject interpretation, speakers use a pronoun hence, the disambiguating fimction of pronouns. (292)
Although many of the examples that Eid gives are with third person singular
pronouns, she maintains that the disambiguating function is not restricted to such
examples and that in fact "pronouns are made use of in this manner whenever the verbal
morphology allows more than one possible interpretation for the missing subject" (292).
She gives the following example, which involves the homophony between the third
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person feminine singular and the second person masculine singular forms of the
imperfect verb;
(40)

nadia ha-ti-dhak
lamma 0 ti-dxul
Nadia FUT-she-laugh when
she/you enter
'Nadia will laugh when she enters/you enter.'

In this case Eid does not suggest any preferred reading but says that, since the sentence is
ambiguous, "the speaker would have to use the appropriate pronoun in order not to be
misunderstood" (293). The implicit assumption that Eid is making here is that there are
cases where such potential ambiguity is not resolved by the discourse and that the speaker
has to resort to explicit use of the pronoun. It is one thing to say that in an isolated
sentence the pronoun can be used to disambiguate meaning and quite another to say that
this function plays a role in motivating the use of overt pronouns in discourse where there
is generally a rich linguistic and non-linguistic context that makes the speaker's intention
clear. The current study was designed to identify cases of potential ambiguity which were
not clearly resolved by discourse context and to investigate the claim that this
disambiguating function does in fact account for at least some of the overt pronouns
occurring in a database of conversational utterances.
Farghaly (1982) also looks at the issue of overt pronouns and what function they
might have beyond that of emphasis or contrast. His data is, like Eid's, constructed
sentences with minimal context or brief constructed discourses. He proposes just the
opposite role for overt subjects in subordinate clauses like Eid's (36), above. Ironically,
he refers to Eid's work in the section of his paper where he proposes a role for the overt
pronoun that is the mirror image of what she proposes. He gives the following example:
(41)

Sali kallim
Pahmad lamma 0/huwwagih
Ali spoke (to) Ahmed when 0/he
came
'Ali spoke to Ahmed when he (Ali/Ahmed) came.'

Farghaly claims that the preferred reading of the sentence without the pronoun is the one
in which the subject of the subordinate clause corefers with the closest NP, the direct
object of the matrix sentence, Ahmed. The preferred reading of the sentence with the
pronoun is that the subject of the subordinate clause and the matrix subject corefer. In
other words, the overt pronoun forces a "non-closest NP" coreference reading for the
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embedded subject. Farghaly, like Eid, claims that an overt pronoun in the subject position
of a relative clause signals that the subject of the relative clause does not corefer with the
head. This allows Farghaly to unify the function of the overt pronoun in relative clauses
and subordinate clauses, and he proposes the following "Adjacency Principle" (67);
if a is a subject pronoun, then
a. It may delete if it is identical with the most nearly adjacent NP to its left.
b. If the features of the pronoun are registered in two NPs to its left, the pronoun
does not delete if it is coreferential with the leftmost NP
We see here two native speakers making precisely opposite claims about
preferred coreference readings with and without overt pronouns in subordinate clauses
when there is more than one possible interpretation of coreference relations between the
matrix and subordinate clauses. For Eid, the overt pronoun signals that the subordinate
subject does not corefer with the matrix subject, while Farghaly maintains that the overt
pronoun signals coreference between the subordinate and matrix subject. How is it that
two native speakers, both trained linguists, can have such divergent intuitions about the
referential properties of overt pronouns in these structures involving subordinate clauses?
I believe there are two explanations for these contradictory judgements: first, is the fact
that semantics and pragmatics have been ignored by both researchers; and second is the
incorrect assumption that this kind of preferred parsing strategy can be tapped through
grammaticality intuitions.
The kind of judgments that Eid and Farghaly are making with respect to these
subordinate clauses require a native speaker to "tap into" his/her preferred parsing
strategies and there is no reason to think that this kind of knowledge is accessible through
grammaticality intuitions. The research paradigm that they are employing has been used
for accessing native speakers' judgment about grammaticality/ungrammaticality of
certain strings but in order to ascertain preferred parsing strategies such as those involved
in coreference relations between matrix and subordinate clauses, more sophisticated and
empirically based psycholinguistics testing would be necessary with appropriate controls
for the effect of semantics on preferred interpretations. Consider, for example, Eid's
sentence (35), repeated here:
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(35)

samiir §atam Sali lamma 0 §aaf-u
Samir insulted Ali when
saw3Ms-him
'Samir insulted Ali when he saw him eating."

biyaakul
eating

with the following favored and less-favored readings:
(a) 'Samir insulted Ali when he (Samir) saw him (Ali) eating.'
(b) 'Samir insulted Ali when he (Ali) saw him (Samir) eating.'

FAVORED
LESS-FAVORED

Bid's favored reading may actually have nothing to do with the syntax of the sentence. It
may simply result from the fact that, in general, if a person A sees a person B eating, and
then one insults the other, the most probable scenario is that it is the person who is seeing
the eating, not the person doing the eating, who insults the other, perhaps because he is
eating food that doesn't belong to him or is exhibiting bad manners. It is more difficult to
imagine why you would insult someone because they observe you eating. Semantic and
pragmatic considerations such as these must be taken into consideration when judgments
are made about coreference in isolated sentences. One native speaker that I asked about
this sentence rejected even the possibility of the alternative (b) reading, saying that it was
not possible because you can't insult someone when you are eating and your mouth is
full. The fact that Eid and Farghaly had diametrically opposed intuitions about the
coreference relations suggested by an overt pronouns in subordinate clauses could well be
the result of each imagining their preferred scenario for the discourse and that it was that
scenario that was determining their interpretations, rather than a parsing strategy. Of
course it is possible that there is a preferred parsing strategy independent of semantic or
pragmatic influences but this could only be determined with psycholinguistic experiments
carefully designed to neutralize those influences.
Parkinson (1987) analyzed his database to see if the anti-ambiguity function could
explain the occurrence of overt pronouns in subordinate clauses. There were no examples
of subordinate clauses with the conjunction lamma (as in Bid's examples) with an overt
pronoun subject and those without overt subjects were not potentially ambiguous. There
were seven examples of overt subjects occurring in subordinate clauses with a
conjunction that allows a null subject with no pronominal suffix on the conjunction. Five
of the seven occurred with participle or equational predicates and Parkinson suggests that
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this may be the motivation behind the occurrence of the overt pronoun. He concludes that
"... the anti-ambiguity . . . does not appear to be influencing the actual occurrence of
pronoun subjects in extended text, except as it relates to the use of pronoun subjects with
participle and other equational predicates" (353). Essentially, Parkinson concludes that
Bid's notion of anti-ambiguity does not explain the occurrence of overt pronoun subjects
but suggests that the tendency for overt subjects to occur with predicate types that have
less morphological information to allow recoverability of the referent, can be thought of
in terms of anti-ambiguity. It is generous of Parkinson to attempt to salvage Bid's
proposal but the two notions of anti-ambiguity are clearly very different. Bid's antiambiguity function has to do with overt pronouns specifying which of two possible
antecedents in the linguistic context is the correct while Parkinson is suggesting that overt
pronouns are occurring more frequently when their predicates lack phi-feature marking.
In Chapter 4, section 4.5.1.8, I will return to this question of overt pronouns and their
apparently high frequency of occurrence with particular predicate types and show that
while the correlation between a relative lack of phi-feature marking and the occurrence of
overt pronouns does seem to exist, it is just that, a correlation, and does not represent a
causal relationship. It is not because the predicate lacks rich subject phi-feature marking
that there is a tendency for pronouns to appear with these predicates.
2.6.3 Summary evaluation of anti-ambiguity proposal
To summarize, I have shown that the anti-ambiguity proposal is based on
conflicting judgments about the favored interpretation of coreference relations between
arguments in a matrix and subordinate clauses with and without an overt subject pronoun
in the subordinate clause. The conflict is probably a result of the fact that grammaticality
judgments are not an appropriate data source for investigating this kind of knowledge as
they confound issues of semantics and pragmatics with questions of preferred parsing
strategies. Empirical psycholinguistic studies are a more appropriate data elicitation
technique for investigating the notion of preferred coreference readings in cases like
those proposed by Bid. Furthermore, the notion of anti-ambiguity, as envisioned by Bid,
was not useful in explaining the occurrence of overt pronouns in Parkinson's fairly large
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(3,200-clause) corpus. Parkinson instead proposes a redefinition of the anti-ambiguity
proposal in terms of subject recoverability from morphological information encoded in
predicates and suggests that this may be motivating a higher than normal percentage of
overt pronouns with predicates (participles and NPs) that lack such morphological phifeature marking, in some circumstances.
2.6.4

Subject-switch
Eid proposes that, in addition to the anti-ambiguity function as described above,

the overt subject pronoun has the function of indicating a subject switch in conjoined
structures and closely tied discourses. She provides the following examples:
(42)

Sali^ darab samiiry wi 0, §atam-Uy
Ali hitsMs Samir and
insultedsMs-him
'Ali hit Samir and insulted him.'

(43)

Sahj darab
samiiry wi huwway §atam-u,
Ali hitsMs Samir and he
insuUedsMs-him
'Ali hit Samir and he (Samir) insulted him (Ali).'

Eid points out that neither of these two sentences is ambiguous. (42), without the
pronoun, is interpreted as a conjoined VP with one subject. (43), with the overt subject
pronoun, is interpreted as signaling that the subject in the conjoined clause is different
from the matrix subject.
She gives the following examples of the subject-switch function with other
coordinating conjunctions;
(44)

Sali darab
samiir walla 0 §atam-u?
Ali beatsMs Samir or
insultedsMs-him
'Did Ali beat Samir or insult him?'

(45)

Sali darab
samiir walla huwwa satam-u?
Ali beatsMs Samir or
he
insultedsMs-him
'Did Ali beat Samir or did he (Samir) insult him (Ali)?'

where the pronoun in (45), according to Eid, forces an interpretation that the subject of
the conjoined clause is not the same as the subject of the matrix while coreference
between the two subjects is the only possible reading in the sentence without the overt
subject pronoun in (44).
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Even in cases where the verbal morphology makes clear that the subject of the
two clauses is different as in:
(46)

9ali darab
nadia wi hiyya/0 §atamit-u
Ali hitsMs Nadia and she/0
insultedsFs-him
'Ali hit Nadia and she insulted him.'

Eid says that speakers have a clear preference for the sentence with the overt pronoun.
She explains that this is "because the absence of the pronoun signals to the hearer that the
subject is the same as the preceding subject. But under this interpretation the subject
agreement markers on the verb in the second conjunct clash with those required for the
first subject..." (298).
Eid further claims that the subject-switch signaling function of overt pronouns can
be seen in discourses. Eid summarizes this discourse subject-switch principle saying that
"if the subject in the response is the same as that in the question, the pronoun is absent
from the response. But if it is different, then the pronoun is used in the response." Thus, if
a speaker were to ask
(47)

Pali saaf
nadia?
Ali saw3Ms Nadia
'Did Ali see Nadia?'

it would be appropriate to respond with either (48) or (49) below:
(48)

ah, wi 0 kallim-ha
yes and
talkedsMs-her
'Yes, and he talked to her, too.'

kamaan
too
(without pronoun/same subject)

(49)

ah, wi hiyya kallimit-u
yes and she talkedsFs-him

kamaan

too
'Yes, and she talked to him, too.'

(with pronoun/different subject)
But it would not be appropriate to respond with:
(50)

ah, wi 0 kallimit-u
kamaan
yes and
talkedsFs-him
too
'Yes, and she talked to him, too.' (without pronoun/different subject)

It is not difficult to construct counterexamples to Eid's generalization that a
change in subject in a conjoined clause or in closely conjoined discourse sequence must
be signaled with an overt pronoun, or that the absence of such a pronoun will correlate
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with the absence of subject switch. Consider the following slight modification of Bid's
example (42):
(51)

Sali darab
samiir fa
0 ?aam
§atam-u
Ali hitsMs
Samir and so
got upsMs insultedsMs-him
'Ali hit Samir and so he (Samir) up and insulted him (Ali).'

If, instead of the conjunction M we use

which has a resultative meaning, the only

possible interpretation of the sentence without the pronoun is that it is Samir, responding
to Ali's beating, who is doing the insulting in the second clause. I believe further that the
intuitions Bid reports for the meaning of the pronoun in (43) can be explained in terms of
"contrast" and no "subject-switch" fiinction needs to be postulated. In other words, the
pronoun is marking contrast between what Ali did versus what Samir did, rather than
signaling a change in syntactic subject. Further, even with the conjunction m, it is
possible to get a subject switch quite felicitously without an overt pronoun. Consider the
following example fi^om my database:
Context: The family are having breakfast. An awkward moment has just passed and
Afkaar attempts to divert attention from the discomfort by changing the subject and says:
(52) anakallimt ilhallaa? bitaaSak fi-ttilifoon wi 0ha-ygii-lak
dilwaPti
I spoke the barber of you on-the phone and FUT-come3Ms-to you now
'I spoke to your barber on the phone and (he's) going to come now.'
In the example, both T and 'your barber* are mentioned in the main clause and the
fact that the barber is the object of the main clause does not prevent it from being
accessible enough to be referred to in the coordinate clause with a zero anaphor. As we
see, it is easy to find counterexamples to Bid's subject switch proposal. It is possible to
find subject switch occurring without an overt pronoun just as it is possible to find
examples of overt pronouns occurring when there has been no such subject switch. I
believe that it is highly unlikely that speakers have such a parsing rule; one that forces a
"new subject" interpretation on a predicate because of an overt pronoun nor a parsing
strategy that assumes the subject of a conjoined clause will necessarily have the same
subject if there is no such overt pronoun. As with the anti-ambiguity proposal, in order to
demonstrate that such a syntactic parsing mechanism did exist, one would have to
conduct carefully controlled psycholinguistic experiments designed to uncover such a
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parsing mechanism, operating independent of semantic and pragmatic input to that
processing. And even then, if such a mechanism was found to exist, it would be hard to
make a case for its relevance in actual discourse where such semantic and pragmatic
input is always operative.
Eid concludes her article by proposing that the two functions of overt pronouns,
anti-ambiguity and indicator of subject-switch, may in fact be subsumed under a more
general principle. Both functions "are viewed as instances of a more general principle namely, pronouns serve to select a less-favored, or unexpected, interpretation out of more
possible interpretations for a structure." (300). While I do not concur with Bid's analysis,
I would agree that pronouns do sometimes serve to signal an "unexpected" subject of
predication, although this in not directly linked to the syntactic functions of arguments in
matrix and coordinate clauses. My notion of "unexpected subject of predication" is
discussed in more detail in section 4.5.2, below.
Parkinson (1987) analyzed his database of 3,200 clauses from two plays to
ascertain to what extent the subject-switch signaling function proposed by Eid could
account for the occurrence of overt pronouns. He reports that "in a closely conjoined
structure with wi, walla, or la.....walla a change in subject in the second clause is always
accompanied by a pronoun subject, marking the fact that an expectation that subjects will
continue from clause to clause is being broken. Several examples of such structures
occurred in the data" (353).
Parkinson goes on to suggest that perhaps the subject-switch signaling function of
overt pronouns is operative more generally and affecting all clauses in a text, not just
closely conjoined ones. He investigates this possibility by coding all clauses in the text
for subject-switch, i.e., whether the subject of the present clause was identical to, or
different from, the subject of the immediately preceding clause. He concludes that "when
the subject is the same as the preceding clause, less than one-fifth of the clauses have a
pronoun subject, while over one-third of clauses with subjects differing from that of the
preceding clause have pronoun subjects ... it thus appears that Bid's notion of pronouns
marking an 'unexpected' subject change is both a valid concept and one of an even higher
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degree of generality than she implied. 'Different' subjects are forcing a higher percentage
of pronouns than would otherwise be expected" (354).
In fact, I do not believe that there is any actual rule of grammar or processing that
leads to the use of an overt pronoun because the syntactic subject switches. As
demonstrated above in example (52), it is quite felicitous to have a subject switch in a
closely conjoined clause, as long as the new subject is "available" from the prior
discourse and the new subject may well have been introduced into the discourse as
something other than the subject, as is the case in (52). Parkinson's results can be
explained by the fact that overt subjects are used to introduce a new topic of predication
(in particular for first and second person) and topics of predication are frequently
subjects, and so a new topic of predication is likely to be the subject and is by definition
going to be different from the previous topic of predication, which is likely to have been
the subject of its clause. In fact, even if the previous topic was not the subject of its
clause, that subject must be different than the new topic. Otherwise, by definition the
latter would not be new. Thus, one would expect there to be a statistical correlation
between a switch in subject and the occurrence of an overt pronoun. However, there is no
necessary causal relationship between subject switch and overt pronoun use. The
tendency in quantitative analysis, to conclude that there is a causal relationship between
factors that correlate is common, but misguided. The fact that overt pronouns occur
frequently when there is a switch in the syntactic subject is revealing but should not be
interpreted as indicating a necessary causal relationship between them nor an underlying
language processing "rule" or parsing strategy.
2.6.5 Givon's Lookback and Topicality Hierarchy
Givon and several colleagues (1983) have proposed the existence of what they
have called a "scale of topicality". The scale is a continuum reflecting the extent to which
a topic is "accessible" in a discourse. Particular sections of the continuum may be
encoded in somewhat different ways cross-linguistically, but the general features of the
continuum are the same. At the "highly topical/accessible" end of the scale we find
linguistic devices such as zero anaphora and verbal agreement; in the middle of the scale
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we find expressed pronouns and definite nouns and at the "least accessible" end we find
indefinite pronouns. They have proposed a measure of topic accessibility called
"lookback" which assigns to every referring expression a value that encodes how many
clauses separate the referring expression from the most recent mention of the referent. A
lookback score of one, for instance, indicates that the referent was mentioned in the
immediately preceding clause, while an arbitrary score of 20 is assigned to highly
inaccessible topics including those that are new to the discourse or have not been
mentioned recently enough to be still active in the "topic file" of short term memory.
Quantitative cross-Unguistic studies undertaken by Givon et al. have demonstrated that
the hierarchy proposed in the Scale of Topicality can be explained in terms of the notion
of lookback.
In addition to testing and expanding Bid's notion of subject-switch, Parkinson
evaluated his data to see to what extent the notion of lookback proposed by Givon et al.
could account for the occurrence of overt as opposed to null pronouns in his database.
While the two notions overlap to some extent, they are by no means the same. In terms of
lookback, the grammatical function of a substantive in the preceding clause makes no
difference to its lookback score. With Bid's proposed subject-switch analysis that
grammatical function is crucial in that the overt pronoun is purported to occur just in case
there has been a switch in subject since that previous mention.^^ Table 2.2 gives the
results of Parkinson's application of lookback to his 3,200-clause database.
Table 2.2 Average Lookback in Parkinson's database
3.25
Unexpressed Subject
Pronoun Subject
3.81
13.90
Expressed Definite Subject
16.60
Expressed Indefinite Subject
N = 2053
X2 significant to .001 level
Parkinson concludes that the results confirm Givon's notion of a continuous
topicality scale. Furthermore, he points out that although the difference between the
average lookback score for unexpressed (null) subjects versus expressed (overt) pronoun

Parkinson gives a breakdown of the data frona each of the two plays but, since no significant differences
were found, I am presenting the combined data from the two plays.
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subjects is small in absolute terms, it is very statistically significant, at the level of .001.
Parkinson provides the following breakdown of relative frequency of overt and null
subjects according to lookback score;
Table 2.3 Unexpressed vs. Expressed Pronoun Subject by Lookback Score
3-5
6-10
Lookback
1
2
Scores/Range
55.7%
Unexpressed Subject
79.4%
66.1%
57.1%
Pronoun Subject
20.6%
33.9%
42.9%
44.3%
N = 2009
X2 significant to .001 level

11-20
72.2%
27.8%

As the table shows, the percentage of overt pronoun subjects increases as the
lookback score increases except in the highest (11-20) range, where the pattern breaks
down. In this range, the percentage of overt pronouns is actually close to what it is in
clauses with a lookback score of only one. Parkinson explains that there are several
mitigating factors accounting for this seemingly anomalous result. First, he reports that
clauses with first and second person subjects exhibit a ratio of overt/null pronouns similar
to the one in the lower 3-5 lookback range. He explains that "Speaker and Addressee in a
conversation are always lurking somewhere in the register even if they have not overtly
appeared for some time, and thus can be treated as old information" (355). Furthermore,
an examination of the clauses with third person overt or null subjects having a lookback
score in the 11-20 range revealed that only 7.7% had overt pronouns. Parkinson explains
this unusual result by the fact that 1) there are few such clauses to begin with as the
majority of clauses in this range (96.4%) have expressed NP subjects, making both overt
and null pronoun subjects the exception, and 2) the unexpressed subject pronouns are
usually of the generic 'they' or 'he' type which do not require introduction into the topic
register. Parkinson concludes by saying that pronouns are "... related to the notion of
Topic Accessibility, i.e. that the longer it has been since a topic has been in the register,
the more likely a pronoun would be used over an unexpressed subject" (355).
Givon's topic continuity analysis was originally applied to third person referents
only. Clearly, the situation with regard to third person referents on the one hand, and first
and second person referents on the other, is distinct with regard to the notion of what
makes them "accessible", a fact which Parkinson alludes to. In fact, an overt first or
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second pronoun is really comparable to a third person expressed noun phrase subject, not
a third person pronoun. The use of a third person pronoun presupposes that the entity
referred to has already been introduced into the discourse as a topic of predication
whereas, with first and second person referents, that introduction can be accomplished by
the use of the pronoun. A first or second person participant is always "accessible" as a
new topic in a way that a third person non-participant that has not been introduced into
the "topic register" is not. Schematically, the correspondences can be thought of as
follows;
Table 2.4 Referring to enltities: a comparison by person
Next Mention
First Mention
First and Second person
Overt or null pronoun
Overt or null pronoun
Third person
Overt or null pronoun
Indefinite or definite NP
Parkinson does not provide a breakdown of lookback scores and percentages of
overt vs. null pronouns for different persons. One would expect that this distinction,
between first and second person on the one hand, and third on the other, would be
operative in all the ranges, not just the upper range. Parkinson makes use of the
distinction to explain what appears to be an unexpected result, but when the results are
"expected" in that they confirm the expectation that overt pronouns are more likely to be
used as the lookback score increases, there is no further investigation of the role of person
in the results. The identification of the functions of overt pronouns that refer to
participants in a conversation, which in some sense are always accessible topics, clearly
calls for an analysis separate from third person overt pronouns.
2.6.6 Person, predicate type and clause type in Parkinson's analysis
In addition to testing previous proposals about the factors that determine the
distribution of unexpressed and expressed subject pronouns, Parkinson investigates the
role of person, predicate type and clause type in explaining the relative frequency of
unexpressed and expressed subject pronouns.
2.6.6.1 Person
Parkinson notes that first, second and third person subjects are all highly frequent,
each occurring over 600 times in his database. Third person subjects predominate if one
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includes clauses with overt NP subjects in addition to those with an overt pronoun or null
anaphor. Looking only at the 2,053 clauses with null or overt pronoun subjects, Parkinson
reports the following distribution by person of subject:
Table 2.5 Subject by Person of Subject (N=2053)
Unexpressed Pronouns
Expressed Pronouns
65.4%
34.6%
First Person
Second Person
76.5%
23.5%
Third Person
81.2%
18.8%
As can be seen in the table, the percentage of unexpressed (null) subjects is higher than
the percentage of expressed (overt) subject pronouns for first, second and third person.
However, relatively speaking, expressed pronouns are favored more with first person
subjects than with second or third person. Expressed pronouns occur about one-third of
the time with first person but less than one-fourth with second person and less than onefifth with third person. Parkinson reports that this result, that speakers are more likely to
use on overt pronoun if the speaker is the subject of the utterance is "statistically one of
the most stable" of his investigation and seems to be independent of other constraining
factors such as predicate type or subject-switch. The current research was designed to
allow for a more detailed investigation of this result. Since both first and second persons
are "lurking" in the conversation and equally "available", it is not immediately clear why
first person overt pronouns should be more common than second person ones.
Parkinson's analysis was a quantitative one and thus it was not within the scope of his
investigation to offer explanations for the statistical results. Section 4.2.3 below presents
the analysis of my data with regard to the relationship of person and the ratio of overt to
null subjects and a comparison of those results to Parkinson's. I show there that in fact
both first and second person overt subject pronouns are equally frequent and that the
reason Parkinson's data shows more first person overt pronouns is that he included
imperatives in the data analysis. Since imperatives are, by definition, second person and
almost always occur without an overt pronoun, their inclusion in the analysis lead to a
misleading underreporting of the frequency of second person overt pronouns.
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2.6.6.2

Predicate Type
Each of the clauses in Parkinson's database was encoded for its predicate type. He

used a three way distinction in predicate type: conjugated verb^^ equational sentence (not
with a participle), and an equational sentence with a participle. It seems that the
categorization was meant to capture the extent to which the subject can be identified on
the basis of morphological information in the predicate. In discussing the division of
predicate types Parkinson says about conjugated verbs that "although some of the forms
are the same ... in a large majority of cases the person, gender and number of the subject
of a verbal sentence can be deduced from the verb, a fact that makes an independent
expressed subject pronoun redundant." Furthermore, "in equational (verbless) sentences it
is not always as easy to deduce the identity of the subject of the sentence from the
predicate, but in a majority of these cases (i.e. when the predicate is a noun, adjective or
participle) there are agreement morphemes which allow one to extract the gender and
number, if not the person, from the predicate, a fact which again makes an expressed
subject pronoun at least partially redundant."
Parkinson reports the following results of his analysis by predicate type:
Table 2.6 Subject by Predicate Type (Parkinson 1987)
Unexpressed Pronoun Expressed Pronoun
18.7%
Verbal Predicate
81.3%
49.1%
50.9%
Equational Predicate
49.3%
50.7%
Equational with Participle
N = 2014
As the table shows, four out of five clauses with verbal predicates have null subjects
while equational sentences, with or without a participle, have null subjects only about
half of the time. Commenting on these results Parkinson says, "this result makes a great
deal of sense since the identity of the subject can normally be deduced from the
conjugated verb while it can be only partially deduced, if at all, from the equational
sentence predicate." Note that Parkinson observes, on the one hand, that even with
equational predicates that do not allow full identity of the subject from the predicate,
Parkinson classified sentences such as Sandi kitaab, 'I have a book' as verbal sentences although they are
technically equational, as they identify subject phi-features as a verb would (personal communication).
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discourse context "usually makes it clear which pronoun is intended, so that actual
confusion rarely results." (348). And yet, he attributes the occurrence of more overt
subjects with these predicate types to their relatively impoverished subject identification
morphology. The current research was designed to allow a detailed investigation of the
validity of this commonly asserted "morphological recoverability" explanation for the
occurrence of overt pronouns. According to this explanation, when morphological
information identifying the subject of a predicate is missing or impoverished in a
predicate, more overt pronouns will occur. An underlying morphological recoverability
explanation is found then in both discourse-oriented research as well as in the theoretical
syntax literature's descriptions of null subjects.
2.6.6.3 Clause Type
The last factor that Parkinson considers is clause type. Each clause in his database
was encoded for whether or not it was a main clause, a relative clause, a subordinate
clause, or a haal clause. He remarks that some clause types highly favor either the use or
non-use or an overt subject pronoun. For instance, relative clauses in which there is
coreference between the subject and relativized NP favor null subjects. On the other
hand, haal clauses and certain subordinate clauses (such as those introduced with the
complementizer inn) highly favor expressed subject pronouns. In order to eliminate these
clause types that are favoring/disfavoring overt pronouns, Parkinson analyzes and
presents only the data from main clauses with verbal predicates for this part of his study.
He investigates the distribution of expressed/unexpressed subjects by person of subject
and evaluates the role of subject switch in these main clauses.
Tables (2.7) and (2.8) show his results.
Table 2.7 Subject by Person of Subject in Main Clauses with Verbal Predicates
Unexpressed Pronouns
Expressed Pronouns
First Person
72.3%
27.7%
87.05
Second Person
13.0%
9.6%
Third Person
90.4%
N = 840
As the table shows, although the overall frequency of expressed subjects is lower
for all persons, the same pattern emerges. First person subjects are favored over second
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person subjects and expressed pronouns are least common with third person subjects.
This person effect is, as mentioned above, one of the most stable and consistent results of
Parkinson's study.
Table 2.8

Subject by Subject Switch in Main Clauses with Verbal Predicates
Unexpressed Pronouns
Expressed Pronouns
85.1%
Subject same as previous clause
14.9%
78.7%
Subject different than previous clause
21.3%
N = 853
While the results indicate that subject-switch is still correlating with a statistically

significant higher frequency of expressed pronouns, the effect "is much reduced. This
indicates that the subject switch constraint is strongest in clauses that are closely tied
together (i.e. between main and various kinds of subordinate and relative clauses) and is
somewhat less strong between main clauses themselves where the grammatical and
perhaps semantic ties between the clauses are not so strong" (357). In fact it would seem
that the subject switch results disappear once clauses in which overt pronouns are not an
option are taken out of the equation.
2.7 Summary and conclusions
In the treatments of null subjects within the GB version of the Principles and
Parameters theoretical framework various proposals have been made that formalize the
correlation between rich inflectional morphology and the possibility of null subjects.
Although there are many empirical challenges to that correlation, and defining how "rich"
rich morphology needs to be in order to identify null subjects has not been possible, the
intuitive appeal of explaining null subjects in this way has prevailed and all standard
introductory syntax texts offer the generalization to novice linguists as an explanation for
why some languages allow null subjects while others don't or why a language allows null
subjects in some instances, but not in others. Languages that allow null subjects without
having rich inflectional morphology are said to effect the identification of the null subject
through some other "discourse-based" strategy. However, in languages that have rich
inflectional morphology, it is that morphology that identifies the null subject in the event
that it is "licensed" and thus makes it possible to have such null subjects. A language may
have rich inflection and yet not license null subjects for some other reason, but if null
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subjects are licensed, then the morphology plays the "identification" role which is the
final requisite for the occurrence of null subjects. In Hebrew and in Arabic, it has been
argued that "person" is the feature that is crucial in order for null subjects to be identified
and permissible. I will demonstrate in Chapter 4 (section 4.5,1.8) that this generalization,
that person marking is necessary for null subjects to occur in Arabic, is not empirically
supported. My data reveal frequent occurrences of null subjects with both participle verb
predicates, which lack person agreement, and also with bare NP predicates, with no
agreement at all. I propose an alternative explanation of null subjects that does not
require morphological recoverability of the null subject at the sentence level and that
treats that morphological information at the sentence level as being merely grammatical
agreement with a referent "recovered" at the discourse level. My analysis allows a
uniform treatment of null subjects in Cairene Arabic, which allows null thematic subjects
with a variety of predicate types, and that analysis rests on the idea that the referent is
recovered by discourse strategies, regardless of the morphological richness of the
predicate. The analysis I propose can be thought of as a "top-down" approach to
recoverability of null subjects, distinct from the "bottom-up" approaches explicit in the
formal syntactic approaches discussed above.
With regard to Eid's anti-ambiguity proposal, we have seen that it is based on
conflicting judgments about the favored interpretation of coreference relations between
arguments in a matrix and subordinate clauses with and without an overt subject pronoun
in the subordinate clause. I suggested that the conflict is probably a result of the fact that
grammaticality judgments are not an appropriate data source for investigating this kind of
knowledge as they confound issues of semantics and pragmatics with questions of
preferred parsing strategies. Empirical psycholinguistic studies are a more appropriate
data elicitation technique for investigating the notion of preferred coreference readings in
cases like those proposed by Eid. Furthermore, I noted that anti-ambiguity, as envisioned
by Eid, was not useful in explaining the occurrence of overt pronouns in Parkinson's
fairly large (3,200-clause) corpus. Parkinson instead proposes a redefinition of the antiambiguity proposal in terms of subject recoverability from morphological information
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encoded in predicates and suggests that this may be motivating a higher than normal
percentage of overt pronouns with predicates (participles and NPs) that lack such
morphological phi-feature marking, in some circumstances.
Summarizing Parkinson's (1987) conclusions, we see that: 1) anti-ambiguity, as
envisioned by Bid, is not playing a role in constraining the occurrence of expressed
subject pronouns; 2) subject switch (which he points out can be thought of as a kind of
contrast) is relevant, especially in closely tied clauses but also to a lesser extent in main
clauses; 3) person is definitely a constraining factor, with first person subjects showing a
clear and consistent tendency to favor expressed pronoims; 4) predicate type is a
constraining factor and this is explained by the difference across predicate types in how
explicitly they "identify" the subject; 5) clause type is a constraining factor as is 6)
lookback, which measures topic accessibility. In my analysis below (Chapter 4) of a
corpus of utterances from a film, I will be looking in particular at the third and fourth
results. With regard to the variable of person, I will show that both first and second
person overt pronouns are equally frequent once imperatives are excluded from the
analysis. As for the factor of predicate type, I will argue that the correlation between
predicate types that identify the subject less explicitly and the occurrence of an overt
pronoun is a correlational relationship only and not a causal one.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
3.1

Chapter introduction and overview
The sections of this chapter will provide details about the data collection and

recording methods employed in the current study. The research involved: 1) transcribing
the dialogue from an Egyptian film

and then dividing that transcript first into

communicative events and then clauses within each event (described in section 3.2); 2)
creating a database with a record for each clause containing a field for recording the type
of subject in the clause as well as a number of other fields to record information
potentially relevant to the analysis, (described in section 3.3); 3) gathering
grammaticality judgements from six native speaker consultants regarding the
admissibility of a pronoun in various positions in transcribed dialogues from the film and
creating a relational database to record those grammaticality judgements (described in
section 3.4); and 4) interviewing the consultants to further probe the underlying factors
that motivated those judgements (described in section 3.5). Section 3.6 presents a
summary of the methodology and a discussion of its appropriateness in investigating the
questions posed in the study.
3.2

The film
The primary data source for the analysis of pronoun use in Cairene Arabic comes

from the dialogues in a two-hour, 1991 made-for-television film directed by Hani Lashiin
and entitled Avvoub. the Arabic equivalent of 'Job'. The film was chosen as part of a
project to create a resource pool for teacher training about the Middle East. The acting is
excellent. The dialogue is as natural as can be expected given that it is scripted dialogue.
3.2.1 The story and principal characters
The film stars Omar Sharif playing the lead role of Abdel Hamiid Issukkari, a
powerful and wealthy businessman who becomes paralyzed by a stroke at the height of a
lucrative business career. After his stroke, an old friend, Galaal Abu Su'uud, visits him
and suggests that he should start writing his memoirs. Abdel Hamiid becomes convinced
that his paralysis is a kind of divine retribution for the corruption and deceit of his life on
the way to the top. He decides that, in order to be healed, he must publish his memoirs
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and confess the truth of his life to the world. Other main characters in the story include
his wife, Afkaar; his wife's sister, Azhaar and her husband, Mahmoud; his son, Wafii';
and his daughter, Nabiila and her boyfriend, Haamid.
3.2.2 Communicative events
In the first phase of the research, a recording of the audio track was made from a
video recording of the movie. The entire audio recording was then transcribed using a
roman transliteration font. The transcript was divided into communicative events based
on the following definition from Saville-Troike (2003);
The communicative event is the basic unit for descriptive purposes. A simple event is
defined by a unified set of components throughout, beginning with the same general
purpose of communication, the same general topic, and involving the same
participants, generally using the same language variety, maintaining the same tone or
key and the same rules for interaction, in the same setting. An event terminates
whenever there is a change in the major participants, their role-relationships, or the
focus of attention .. . Discontinuous events are possible, if one is interrupted and then
resumed without change in major components. (23)
The three main elements that were considered were the setting, the topic and the
participants. A major change in any one of these elements was considered the boundary
of a new communicative event. Greetings and leave-takings at the beginning and end of
communicative events were considered part of the event. One-sided telephone
conversations were not included. Also excluded from the analysis were three fairly
lengthy narrative sequences in which characters relate past experiences, outside of the
context of a communicative event, for the purpose of developing the story of the film.
The division of the transcript yielded 136 communicative events, 9 of which were
discontinuous. That is, the event was interrupted, usually by a new participant, then a new
event was begun with the new participant and subsequently the original event was
resumed. Given the general nature of movies, it is not surprising that the majority of the
events (64.7%) involved a change in all three components of the event: the topic, the
setting and the participants. Table 3.1 gives a breakdown of the 136 events in terms of the
components that served to mark their initial boundary.
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Table 3• 1

Events by boundary marking components
Boundary marker(s)
Percentage of Events
(N=136)
Change in setting, topic and participants
64.7
Change in topic and participants
17.6
Change in setting and topic
2.2
Change in topic
8.1
Change in participants
5.9
Change in setting
1.5
The next most common boundary marking for a new communicative event, accounting
for 17.6%, was a change in the topic and participants within the same setting. Major topic
shifts without a change in participants or setting, accounted for 8.1% of new
communicative events.
3.3

Database construction and field descriptions
The communicative events were further divided into clauses. Occurrences of

unexpressed pronouns were noted with the symbol 0. (Details of what categories of
unexpressed pronouns were included are given below in the description of the "subject"
field). Each clause was entered as a separate record into a FileMaker Pro® database file.
Each record contained a number of fields for recording information relevant to the
particular clause. The fields and a brief description of their contents are provided in Table
3.2, below. Some of the fields, whose contents require further elaboration, are marked
with an asterix and discussed in the text following the table:
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Table 3.2
Fields in film database
Field ContentsA^alues
Field Name
transcribed clause
Clause
Speaker
name of speaker
number of the conversational event in which the clause
Event
occurred
number of clause within conversational event
Number
complex sentence of which clause was a part if clause was
Complex
not a simple sentence.
clauses in the immediate discourse environment
Discourse*
imperative, declarative, Yes/No interrogative, WhSentence type*
interrogative
Aff/Neg
affirmative clause or negative clause
Clause type*
various
Predicate*
various
Subject *
null, overt, NP, Wh-phrase, clausal
Subject phi-features
person, number and gender features of intended subject
Logical Subject*
null, overt, NP, Wh-phrase
Function of logical
various
subject*
Logical Subject phiperson, number and gender features of "logical subject"
features
Sister of inta*
use of respectful 2"** person pronouns hadritak or siSadtak
Telegraphic null subject*
yes or no
Obligatory overt or null*
yes or no
Type of Obligatory null*
various
Type of Obligatory overt*
various
Word Order*
various
Clausal Order*
various
Collocations*
various
Recovery *
1, 2 or 3 possible referents
* Additional discussion of field below.
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3.3.1 Di scourse field
This field was used to record a sufficient number of utterances prior to and
subsequent to the clause so as to make its discourse meaning clear. This was done so as to
provide a readily available "snapshot" of the utterance in the context in which it occurred
v^thout having to refer to the original transcript again.
3.3.2 Sentence type field
This field
interrogative,

was used to record the basic form of the clause: declarative,

or Wh-phrase question.

Complement clauses embedded

within

interrogatives were not considered interrogative. For instance, in a sentence such as (1):
( 1 ) 0 tihibb 0

nPaggil

iligtimaaS

li bukra?

want2Ms
postponeip the-meeting to tomorrow
'Do you want that we postpone the meeting to tomorrow?'
the matrix clause was tagged as being an interrogative, the embedded as being a
declarative. Note was also made in this field of whether or not, in Wh-interrogatives, the
Wh-phrase was "in-situ" or occurred in a non-canonical position.
3.3.3 Clause type field
This field was used to record the nature of the clause relative to surrounding
clauses; if it was a simple clause; a matrix clause in a complex clause with an embedded,
subordinate, or coordinate clause; or an embedded, subordinate or coordinate clause.
Relative clauses were further identified according to their type (definite, indefinite or
free) and whether or not there was coreference between the relativized NP and the subject
of the clause.
3.3.4 Predicate field
This field was used to record the form of the predicate in the clause. The values
for this field were descriptive and quite numerous. They included; imperative verb,
unmarked imperfect verb, imperfect verb with M- future prefix, perfect verb, equational
predicates of various types (adjective phrases, noun phrases, prepositional phrases, verbal
adjective phrases), a variety of multi-word verb phrases and others. In the event that the
clause was itself a predicate in a complex sentence (see discussion in Chapter 1, section
1,3.3) the predicate field was used to record the predicate of the base sentence.
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The coding in this field was done in such a way that it was possible to extract
three basic "types" of predicates in terms of subject phi-feature marking: "verbal",
"participle" and "non-verbal". The "verbal" category included, in addition to inflected
verbs, 1) participles in collocation with inflected verbs with obligatory coreference
between the two subjects as in Saayiz Panzil, 'wantMs to gois' and 2) the various complex
sentences with clausal predicates with logical subjects that are identified as specifically as
or even more specifically than they would be from a predicate verb. The "participle"
category was limited to equational sentences with verbal participles/adjectives exhibiting
the subject phi-feature ambiguity characteristic of participles. The "non-verbal" category
included all equational predicates other than those with verbal participles.
3.3.5 Subject field
This field was used to record the type of subject in the clause. Options included a
referential NP, a clausal subject, a Wh-phrase, an overt pronoun, or a null pronoun. The
first four categories were fairly straightforward. The last one, however, which involved
identifying a "null subject pronoun" was not so. Counting something that is, by
definition, not there, as is the case with null pronouns, inevitably involves a certain
amount of circularity and subjective decision making. A general rule-of-thumb used in
marginal cases was to include it but identify it clearly enough that it could be excluded
from subsequent analyses if necessary. Many of the "problematic cases" involved
structures that really did not allow for the possibility of an overt pronoun and thus it was
not obvious that a null pronoun should be postulated to exist. Whether or not such null
pronouns exist is a matter of great debate and often the arguments in favor of postulating
their existence in any particular language are highly "theory internal" ones, not
necessarily generalizable to analyses of other languages. In making the methodological
decisions for the current study, an attempt was made to avoid theory specific arguments
and base the decisions more on pragmatic considerations relevant to the objectives of the
research. Table 3.3 summarizes the decisions made regarding which structures were
considered as having either null or overt subject pronouns. Each structure is further
discussed below the table.
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Null/overt subi ects includec in analysis by clause/sentence type
Included when
Clause/Sentence
Null
Overt
Examples from database
Type
Yes/No Yes/No
inti/ 0 haddi PaSsaab-ik
Imperative
Y
Y
youFs calm nerves-yourps
(You) calm your nerves.
ana/0 Seyn-ayya lii-k
Complex sentence:
clausal predicates
Y
Y
I
eyes-my to-you
of logical subjects
1 will do anything for you'
Complement
biyPuulu Pinn-ak 0 ha-txiff
clause with
Y
Y
saysMP
that-youMs will-recover2Ms
complementizer
'They say that you will recover'
Complement
ana Saayiz 0 anzil
li-Podt il-maktab
clause without
Y
NA
I wantMs go-downiMsto-room the-office
complementizer
'I want to go down to the office.'
Definite relative
...ir-raagil illi 0 maat
clause:
Y
NA
the-man that diedsMs
head=subject
'...the man; that ei died...'
Indefinite relative
Samaliyya 0 ha-kkallif-ak
kitiir
clause:
Y
NA
project
will-cost3Fs-you a lot
head=subject
'...a project (that) will cost you a lot...'
Free relative
0 PaPaabil illi 0 yiSgib-ni
clause:
Y
NA
meetis who pleasesMs-me
head=subject
'I'll meet whoever pleases me...'
maama kkallimit imbaarih wi 0 Paalit...
Coordinate clause
Y
Y
mom calledsFs yesterday and saidsps
'Mom phoned yesterday and said...'
huwwa faadil bey zihiP
minn-ik?
Question pronoun
N
N
he
Faadil Bey got-boredsMs from-youps
with interrogative
'Did Faadil Bey get bored with you?
kwayyis inn-i lihiPt-ak
Sentence with
N
NA
good
that-I caughtis-you
extraposed subject
'(It's) good that I caught you'
NA: Did not occur in the data and indicates position that is highly "resistant" to an overt
pronoun if it can occur at all.

Table 3.3
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3.3.5.1

Subjects of imperatives:
The fact that imperatives have unexpressed subjects in Cairene Arabic is clearly

not related to the fact that the subject of finite clauses can be omitted. Most languages of
the world exhibit null subjects with imperatives whether or not those languages otherwise
allow null subjects. Imperative subjects were nonetheless identified and tabulated as it
was of interest to investigate the frequency of and motivation for the use of overt subjects
in imperatives. This null category was clearly indentifiable by the 'imperative' value in
the 'sentence type' field and so they could be easily excluded from selected analyses.
3.3.5.2 Logical subjects:
Logical subjects, overt or null, with clausal predicates' were identified and
analyzed using separate fields in the database record. Details are given below in 3.3.6.
3.3.5.3 Subjects of complement clauses with complementizer
The great majority (94%) of embedded complement clauses occur with the
complementizer Finn, 'that', which requires either that 1) the subject of the embedded
clause be an overt independent pronoun, or 2) that it be realized as an oblique pronoun
suffix on the complementizer, or 3) that there be both a suffix and an overt pronoun.
However, the possibility of a "truly" null pronoun does not exist. Sentences (a-d)
illustrate the grammatical options:
(2)

a. biyPuulu

Finn

inta

ha-txiff

saysMP

that

you

will-recover2Ms

b. biyPuulu
say3MP

?inn-ak
0
that-youMs

ha-txiff
will-recover2Ms

c. biyPuulu
saysMP
d. *biyPuulu
saysMP

?inn-ak
inta ha-txiff
that-you youMs will-recover2Ms
Pinn
0
hatxiff
that
will-recoveriMs
'They say that you will recover'

Focussing on the occurrence or non-occurrence of the overt independent pronoun, clauses
such as (b) were recorded as having a null subject pronoun, while those like (a) and (c)
were recorded with overt subject pronouns.
' See Chapter 1, section 1.3.3 for more discussion and examples of this sentence type in Cairene Arabic.
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3.3.5.4 Subjects of complement clauses without complementizer
Embedded clauses frequently occur without an overt complementizer in verbal
periphrases of two or more verbs or verbal participles where there is obligatory
coreference between the subject of the embedded predicate and either the subject or
object of the matrix predicate, and an overt pronoun in the embedded clause is really not
possible. (3a) is an example:
(3a)

ana Saayiz 0 anzil
li-?odt
I wantMs go-downiMs to-room
'I want to go down to the office.'

il-maktab
the-office

Often, these are structures that would have the empty category 'PRO'^ in an embedded
infinitival clause in their English counterparts. The entire two-word verb sequence can
have only one overt pronoun. It may occur either before the verb sequence as in (3 a), or
after the first verb as in (3b).
(3b)

Saayiz ana 0 anzil
li-?odt
wantMs I
go-downiMs to-room
'I want to go down to the office.'

il-maktab
the-office

But even when it occurs in second position it is really construed as a post verbal subject
of the first verb. It is not possible to have two overt pronouns as in (3c):
(3c)

*anaSaayiz ana anzil
li-?odt
I
wantMs I go-down IMS to-room
'I want to go down to the office.'

il-maktab
the-office

Since an overt pronoun in the embedded clause is not possible in these structures
it was questionable whether or not a null one should be considered to exist. The decision
was made to consider the position as having a null pronoun but then to identify it as being
obligatorily null in the 'obligatory overt or null' field, described below. One reason for
this decision was the possibility, under very specific discourse circumstances, of having
disjoint reference between the two subjects without that subject "switch" being indicated
by a pronoun suffix on the matrix verb as in:
(4)

0Saayiz 0 ni?addim-lu-hum kull it-tashilaat
wantMs offerip-to-them
every the-facilitation
'I want (that) we offer them every facilitation.'

^ See further discussion in Chapter 2, section 2.3.
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This was said by Abdel Hamiid to his board of directors in a meeting in which he was
informing them of what they needed to do to prepare for an upcoming business venture.
In this context both the T and the 'us' are readily recoverable.
3.3.5.5 Subjects of definite relative clauses
The following descriptive generalization is often given of Cairene Arabic relative
clauses: a resumptive pronoun (coreferring with the relativized NP) is used in all cases,
except when the relativized NP and the subject of the clause corefer. Thus, we find the
contrast illustrated in (5):
(5)

a. ir-raagil illi 0maat
the-man that diedsMs
'...the mani that ei died...'
b. ir-raagil illi suft-u
the-mani that sawis-himj
... 'the man that I saw'...

The subject position in relative clauses like that in 5a is thus another position in which an
overt subject pronoun is not found and in which one might not want to consider a null
pronoun to exist. However, there can be, again under very special circumstances,
(discussed in Chapter 4, section 4.6) an overt pronoun in this kind of relative clause so it
was decided to consider the position as having a null pronoun and record the fact of its
being obligatorily null in the 'obligatory null' field.
3.3.5.6 Subjects of indefinite relative clauses
Relative clauses with indefinite head nouns are formed in Cairene Arabic without
a relative pronoun.^ When the relativized noun phrase is the subject of the relative clause,
the subject position is obligatorily null as illustrated in (6);
(6)

a. Samaliyya 0 ha-tkallif-ak
kitiir
project
will-cost3Fs-you
a lot
'...a project (that) will cost you a lot...'
b. *Samaliyya hiyya ha-tkallif-ak
kitiir
project
she
will-costsFs-you a lot
'...a project (that) will cost you a lot...'

^ In Arabic grammatical tenninology these kinds of clauses are referred to as jumlat sifa, 'adjective
sentence' as distinct from a definite relative clause which is called jumlat sila, 'connection sentence'.
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Again, the position was tabulated as having a null pronoun and separate note was made of
the fact that it was an obligatory null pronoun.
3.3.5.7 Subjects in free relative clauses
Although free relative clauses do not have overt heads, there are still those in
which there is coreference between the subject of the clause and an "understood" head
with the meaning of 'the one who' or 'the ones who' or 'that which' or 'whoever' as in (7)
below;
(7)

0 ?a?aabil illi 0 yiSgib-ni
f-il-wa?t
illi 0 yiSgib-ni
meetis who pleasesMs-me in-the-time
that pleasesMs-me
'I'll meet whoever pleases me at the time that pleases me.'

The subject position was null in all of the tokens of this type of free relative clause in the
database. For the most part, consultants rejected the possibility of having an overt
pronoun in this position.
In one particular case, when the free relative is the predicate of an overt pronoun
subject, and the predicate in the relative clause agrees with that overt subject pronoun, the
subject position in the free relative is especially resistant to an overt pronoun. This is
illustrated in (8):
(8)

ana illi 0/*ana badfaS it-taman
I that
I
payis the-price
Lit; 'I am the one that am paying the price'
'I am the one that is paying the price'

An overt pronoun in free relative clauses like (8) is not possible. Both types of free
relatives were tabulated as having null subject pronouns noted as being 'obligatorily null'.
3.3.5.8 Subjects in coordinate clauses
In the majority (71%) of coordinate clauses with null subjects there was
coreference between the subject of the coordinate and matrix clause. The coordinate
clasue subject position is highly "resistant" to the occurrence of an overt pronoun and it is
probably more accurate to think of these as involving coordinate VPs rather that
coordinate clauses. (9) is an example;
(9)

maama kkallimit
imbaarih wi 0 Paalit inn-u
mom
telephoned3Fs yesterday and
saidsFs that-he
'Mom phoned yesterday and said that he has improved.'

0 thassan
improvedsMs
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These constructions were recorded as having null subjects with note made in a separate
field of their being an obligatory context for a null subject.
3.3.5.9 Question pronouns
In Cairene Arabic it is possible to find, at the beginning of a question, a third
person pronoun that is not a referential pronoun although it does exhibit some agreement
with a following head, usually the subject of the question, as in;
(10)

huwwa faadil bey zihi?

minn-ik?

he
Faadil Bey got-boredsMs from-youFs
'Did Faadil Bey get bored with you?'
The occurrence of the clause-initial "dummy" pronoun on some of the
interrogatives in the database raised the question of whether or not all main clause
interrogatives without the pronoun should be considered as having a null counterpart of
that pronoun. It was decided not to explicitly count these pronouns as overt subject
pronouns nor to consider their absence as instances of null pronouns and instead just to
note, in a separate field, the occurrence of the overt "question pronoun" when it occurred.
The function and distribution of these pronouns is discussed fiirther in Chapter 4, section
4.6.
3.3.5.10 Expletive null pronouns
In English we find structures with non-argument subjects as in 'It's good that I
caught up to you', in which an expletive 'it' is construed with a post verbal clause. (11) is
an example of a comparable structure in Cairene Arabic:
(11)

mugarrad inn-i 0 mihtaag 0 Payayyar gaww.
just
that-I needMs
changeis weather
'(It's) just that I need to change my surroundings.'

Three tokens of this structural type from the film database were included in the second
phase of the data collection (described in section 3.4, below). All six of the consultants
rejected the possibility of an expletive pronoun in two of them. In the third, which was
example (11), above, five of the respondents said an overt expletive pronoun was
impossible but one gave the position a rating of '2', indicating that although it was not
preferred, it was at least possible to have an expletive pronoun. Because of their inability
to "host" an expletive pronoun, these structures were not considered to have a null
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expletive subject but were identified in the 'miscellaneous' field so that they could be
extracted from the database for fiirther analysis.
3.3.6 Logical subject field
The nature of the logical subjects of complex sentences with clausal predicates
was recorded in this field. These were recorded in the same record with the information
regarding the "internal" clause and its subject so as not to double count these sentences.
The logical subject can be a null pronoun, an overt pronoun, a Wh-phrase or an NP, just
as a syntactic subject can be. The logical subject cannot, however, like a syntactic
subject, be clausal.
3.3.7 Function of logical subject field
For sentences containing logical subjects besides their syntactic subject, this field
was used to record the grammatical function of the logical subject within its clausal
predicate. Tables 1.10 and 1.11 in Chapter 1, which illustrate the different variations of
this sentence type, was constructed using the information in this field.
3.3.8 Si sters of inta field
The respectful 2°^ person "sister of into" pronouns, discussed above in Chapter 1,
section 1.2, were recorded as overt second person pronouns. This field was used to make
note of their occurrence in order to be able to identify them for fiirther analysis. As noted
above, there is no verb form or pronoun suffix that performs the same function as the
overt pronouns and this fact creates a distinct motivation for their use that is not operative
with other overt pronouns.
3.3.9 "Telegraphic" null subject field
Some null subjects occurred in structures and discourse situations that gave them
something of a "telegraphic" quality. This field

was designed to identify those

occurrences, in anticipation of a need to treat them independently in subsequent analyses.
3.3.10 Obligatorily overt or null field
As discussed in section 3.3.5 above, a number of categories of null pronouns were
considered to exist in positions that would not allow for an overt pronoun. These cases of
obligatorily null pronouns were of interest in identifying the overall system of null vs.
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overt subject pronouns in Cairene Arabic. However, it was also necessary to be able to
exclude them in any analysis of what motivates the use of overt pronouns since clearly
that analysis should be based only on structures that allow both options. By the same
token, overt pronouns that were obligatorily overt had to be identified and excluded from
that analysis. This field was designed for that purpose, to identify cases of obligatorily
null or overt pronouns. Judgements as to whether or not a pronoun in the database was
obligatorily overt or a position was obligatorily null were made tentatively subject to
verification in the second phase of the data collection, described in detail below.
3.3.11 Type of obligatory null field
This field was used to assist in the analysis of the data in the 'obligatory null' field.
Various categories of obligatory null pronouns were identified and tagged in this field to
allow easy access to tokens of specific types of obligatorily null pronouns.
3.3.12 Type of obligatory overt field
In this field, for each obligatory overt pronoun, the reason for its being obligatory
was identified and recorded. This field was used to record the results of data analysis to
facilitate the presentation of those results.
3.3.13 Word order field
Word order in Cairene Arabic is usually SV(0). This field was used to record
instances of less frequent VS(0) or predicate-subject word order, with or without an
indefinite subject.
3.3.14 Clause order field
This field was used to record the order of clauses in complex sentences with a
matrix and subordinate clause and the order of the result and condition clauses in
conditional sentences.
3.3.15 Collocations field
There are a variety of morphemes in Cairene Arabic which occur coupled with an
obligatory overt pronoun at the beginning of matrix clauses. Instances of these
collocations were recorded in this field. An analysis of these collocations is presented in
Chapter 4, section 4.5.1.3.
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and the English translation. Parentheses are used around the English pronoun in the
translation to indicate the occurrence of a null pronoun in the Arabic text.
3.3.16.1

Recovery analysis: predicates with 3-way ambiguity.

The first example is of a participle predicate partially disambiguated by the
combined referential properties of a matrix and embedded clause predicate.
Context of utterance: Abdel Hamiid has called a meeting of the board of directors of his
company and is telling them how he wants to proceed in preparing for their new joint
venture. He tells the board that there are foreign experts coming to do an inspection for
land for the venture. He then says:
(12) 0 Saayiz 0 ni?addim-lu-hum kuU ittashilaat Sasaan 0 yintihu
wantMs offerip-to-them every facilitation so that finishsp
min tarkiib
il-makan
fi PasraS waPt mumkin
from installation the-machines in fastest time possible
'(I) want (us) to offer them every facilitation so that (they) complete the
installation of he machines as quick y as possible.'
# Possible
phi-features of
Subjects
Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Possible Subjects
Level
3
1
lms/2ms/3ms
Participle lacking person marking
2
2
Combination of matrix and embedded
lms/2ms
predicate inflections
3
2
lms/2ms
No further recovery
4
1
Unique coherent interpretation
1ms
By itself, the participle predicate Saayiz is three-way ambiguous and can mean 'lM.,youMs,
or he wants'. However, in combination with the complement clause predicate,
niPaddimluhum, 'we offer them', the referential possibilities are reduced to two. Saayiz
niPaddimluhum can mean 'I want us to offer them' or 'youMs want us to offer them', but
not 'he wants us to offer them'.'* No further identification is affected at the third structural
level and the subject is only fully identified as T at the discourse level. The speaker is
making his wishes known to the hearers. As he is addressing a group, the subject of the

'* 'He wants us to offer them' would require the use of a pronoun suffix on the matrix verb to signal the
subject switch: ''iaayiz-na (J) ni?addim-lu-hum'. The generahzation seems to be that switching subjects
between the matrix and the embedded clause predicates in cases of coreference between the embedded
subject and the object of the matrix predicate is possible without a pronoun suffix if the embedded subject
includes the matrix but not when they are distinct.
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predicate could not possibly be a masculine singular 'you', the other possible referent,
morpho-syntactically.
Example 13 involves another participle predicate, this time identified by
coreference with a bound pronominal suffix on the complementizer, (level 2);
Context of utterance; Haamid and Nabiila are discussing their future marriage plans.
Nabiila wants Haamid to stay in Cairo and try to get financial assistance from her family.
Haamid has told her that he doesn't want to depend on anyone and that he plans to work
overseas to make enough money for them to marry. He explains his course of action to
her as follows:
(13)

?avv kalaam veer illi 0 ?ulti-huu-l-ik 0 ha-yit?aal
inn-i 0 daaxil
any words other that toldis-it-to-you
will-be-saidsMs that-I coming-inMs
tam'iaan fi-fluus ?abuuk-i.
greedyMs in-money father-your
'Anvthine other than what CD have told vou and it will be said that I am coming in
greedy for your father's money.'

Level
1
2

# Possible
Subjects
3
3

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
lms/2ms/3ms
1ms

3
4

1
1

1ms
1ms

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Participle not marked for person
Obligatory
coreference with
bound
pronominal suffix on complementizer
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation

The participle predicate daaxil, can be used with the meaning 'Im am entering', youMs are
entering' or 'he is entering'. However, the subject is uniquely identified at level 2, as there
is obligatory coreference between the subject of the complement clause and the
obligatory bound pronoun suffix on the complementizer inn. At the discourse level also,
there is only one possible interpretation. There is neither a 'youMs' nor a 'he' in the
discourse that could be the subject of the predicate.
The next example involves another participle, but in this case the recovery of the
subject is not affected until the discourse level (level 4). There is an overt pronoun in the
clause but recall that the recovery analysis is performed as if that pronoun were not there.
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Context of utterance: Abdel Hamiid has just returned from a business trip overseas on
which he successfully negotiated a major joint venture contract for his company. His son,
who knows of the successful negotiations, greets him and then opens a conversation by
saymg;
(14)

Level
1
2
3
4

ana mu§ misadda? Finn ihna xadna
1-Samaliyya di.
I
not believeMs that we tookip the-project this
'I don't believe that we got this project.'
# Possible
Subjects
3
3
3
1

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
lms/2ms/3ms
lms/2ms/3ms
lms/2ms/3ms
1ms

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Participle not marked for person
No flirther recovery
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation

The participle predicate mu§ misadda?, without the overt pronoun, can mean 'IM, youns,
or he can't believe'. Nothing in the broader linguistic context fixes the interpretation and
so the entire utterance could mean 'Im can't believe that we got this project', 'youMs can't
believe that we got this project', or 'he can't believe that we got this project.' However, at
the discourse level, the only coherent interpretation is that the subject of the predicate is
T. There is no 'he' in the discourse context to which the speaker could be referring, nor
would it be felicitous for the speaker to be telling the hearer that the latter does not
believe what he himself has just accomplished. The utterance is intended as a statement
of surprise on the part of the speaker at the hearer's accomplishment. It is not a literal
statement of disbelief No other interpretation is reasonable.
Next is another example of a participle predicate with 3-way ambiguity, which is
only disambiguated at the discourse level. The intended subject is 3"^*^ person, singular. In
this case there is no overt pronoun.
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Context of utterance: Galaal has just finished explaining to Abdel Hamiid and his wife,
Afkaar, that he has been working in public hospitals throughout his career as a doctor and
is currently the director of such a hospital. Abdel Hamiid offers the following comment
to Afkar in Galaal's presence;
(15)

Pasl hadritu ba?a ya sitti mabiyuPmins bi-lSiyadaat ilxassa.
'You see the man, my dear, doesn't believe in private clinics.'
OmidayyoS kull wa?t-u fi-l-musta§fa
wastedMs all time-his in-the-hospital
'(He) has wasted all his time in the hospital.'

Level
1
2
3
4

# Possible
Subjects
3
3
3
1

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
lms/2ms/3ms
lms/2ms/3ms
lms/2ms/3ms
3ms

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Participle not marked for person
No further recovery
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation

Without a context, the utterance could mean 'he wastes all his time', 'IM waste all his time',
or 'youMs waste all his time'. Nothing in the immediate linguistic environment of the
clause further restricts the possible interpretations. At the discourse level, however, it can
only mean 'he has wasted all his time'. The immediately preceding utterance is a
predication about 'he' and the utterance is a continuation of that same subject of
predication, 'the man'.
The final example of the recovery analysis applied to a three-way ambiguous
predicate involves a prepositional phrase. In this case, there is some residual ambiguity at
the discourse level.
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Context of Utterance: Azhaar and Mahmoud have been talking about the news that they
have just received that their brother-in-law, Abdel Hamiid, is paralyzed. They have
decided to go and pay him a visit. Mahmoud hesitates, saying that his suit is being
pressed. Azhaar comments to him sarcastically:
(16)

badlat Pee ya raagil inta? huw ihna rayhiin farah?
'What suit?
What, are we going to a wedding?'
dihna fi nayba tiPiila
that-we in catastrophe heavy

ya mahmuud
oh Mahmoud

TNo indeed! we are in a serious catastrophe Mahmoud.'
Level
1

# Possible
Subjects
3

2

3

3

3

4

2

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
1ms/2ms/2fs/3ms/
3fs/lp/2p/3p
lms/2ms/2fs/3ms/
3fs/lp/2p/3p
1ms/2ms/2fs/3ms/
3fs/lp/2p/3p
lp/3p

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Prepositional phrase with no phi-feature
marking
No further recovery
No further recovery
Two coherent interpretations

The prepositional phrase predicate has no marking on it for person, number or gender and
could thus be predicated of any possible subject. There is nothing in the broader linguistic
context to restrict the interpretation. At the discourse level, there are two reasonable
interpretations. The speaker in fact said "we are in a serious catastrophe". Since the
speaker is a close family member, it is reasonable that she should consider the
catastrophe to be her own catastrophe. However, she could also felicitously have said
'they are in a serious catastrophe', referring to her sister and the members of her sister's
immediate family.
3.3.16.2

Recovery analysis: predicates with 2-way ambiguity

We turn now to examples of predicates that are two-way ambiguous. These
involve cases of homophony in inflectional paradigms of the verb as well as participle
predicates partially disambiguated by bound suffixes.
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Utterance Context; Abdel Hamiid and his son, Wafii', are having a conversation about
work one morning when Abdel Hamiid changes the subject by asking;
(17)

0 ?ul-l-i
ya wafii?. 0 mafokkartiS 0 tiggawwiz?
tellMs-to-me oh Wafii'
not-thoughtiMs/is marry2Ms/3Fs
'Tell me. Wafii'. haven't fvou") ever thought to get married?

Level
1
2

# Possible
Subjects
2
1

phi-features
of Subjects
ls/2ms
2ms

3
4

1
1

2ms
2ms

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Homophonous Is and 2ms forms in perfect tense.
Combined inflection on matrix & complement
clause
No fijrther recovery
Unique coherent interpretation.

In this utterance, both the matrix and the embedded clause predicates involve
homophonous verbal forms, mafokkartig could be predicated of either T or 'youu' and
tiggawwiz could be predicated of either 'youMs' or 'she'. The interpretation of the null
subject of the complement clause is controlled by the subject of the matrix clause. They
must corefer. The only subject that is consistent with both predicates is 'youMs'. This is
thus an example of recovery at level 2. At the discourse level also, there is only one
coherent interpretation.
The following example demonstrates an interesting case in which the referential
information that affects disambiguation comes from the gender marking on an adjective.
Context of Utterance; Nabiila comes out of the house to find Galaal fixing his car. As she
approaches, he makes the following comment to her about the car;
(18)

0 Samalit-ha. saSaat
0 tistandil
maSaaya innama 0 Sigariyya
didsFs-it. sometimes misbehavesFs/ajv^ with-me but
congenialps
'She's done it. Sometimes (she) behaves badlv with me, but (she's) congenial.'
# Possible
Level
phi-features of
Subjects
Subjects
Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
2
1
2ms/3fs
Homophonous forms in imperfect verb
2
2ms/3fs
2
No further recovery
3
1
3fs
Coreference with adjective marked for gender
4
1
3fs
Unique coherent interpretation
The intended subject is il-Sarabiyyaps 'the car' although there is no explicit reference to it
in the conversation. The predicate however, might be used for either 'she' or 'youMs'-
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However, in the coordinate clause there is a predicate adjective, also with a null subject
but marked with feminine gender. Since there is obUgatory coreference between the two
subjects in this structure, the subject must match the phi-feature marking on both
predicates and only a third person feminine singular subject does so. At the discourse
level also there is only one coherent interpretation. It should be noted that the linguistic
context fixes the identification of the subject only to the extent that it specifies that the
subject must have the phi-features

person, feminine, singular. The precise

identification of that referent is still a matter of discourse context. This of course is true
whether there is a null or an overt pronoun. For our purposes, recoverability at the first
three levels refers to identification of subject phi-features, while level four, discourse
recovery, involves the identification of the actual entity in the world about which
something is being predicated. In the event that there is any "residual" ambiguity
regarding the phi-features of the subject, this ambiguity is naturally resolved through the
discourse identification of the intended subject.
Next is an example of a participle predicate with an object pronoun suffix that
serves to limit the possible subjects of the predicate to only two. The identification of the
intended subject is affected at the discourse level.
Context of Utterance: Nabiila asks her brother what he has done about getting a job for
the young man that she spoke to him about. The young man in question is her boyfriend
but she has not confided this to her brother. He is suspicious and questions her motives
for wanting this matter taken care of immediately. Nabila responds as follows:
(19)
0ba?ul-l-ak ?axu zamilt-i,
0 mwassiyaa-ni Salee-h,
tellis-to-you brother colleagueps-my, chargedps-me
on-him
'CD tell vou fhe's) the brother of a colleague, fshe) asked me to help him out
wana waSadtaha 0 nSayyinu Sandina fi-§§irka. Paadi-lhikaaya
and I promised her we would hire him in the company. That's the story.'
Level
1

# Possible
Subjects
2

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
2fs/3fs

2
3
4

2
2
1

2fs/3fs
2fs/3fs
3fs

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Participle partially disambiguated by object
pronoun subject
No further recovery
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation
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The participle predicate mwassiyaps, without the object pronoun suffix could be used for
'IF', 'youps' or 'she'. However, the addition of the 1®* person singular object pronoun suffix ni eliminates the possibility of a first person subject reading because the object pronoun
would have to be the reflexive pronoun nafsi 'myself if the intended meaning was 'Ii
asked mei'. So, only two possible interpretations remain: 'youps asked me' or 'she asked
me'. Only the latter is coherent in the discourse context. One reason for this is that the
addressee is a male and thus there is no female addressee "candidate" that could be the
subject. In fact, even if the utterance were addressed to a female no real ambiguity would
exist at the discourse level since the addressee is requesting information about the 'him' in
question and thus it could not be the addressee who asked the addresser to help 'him',
since the addressee doesn't know 'him'.
3.3.16.3

Recovery analysis: unambiguous predicates

In this section I will demonstrate the application of the recovery analysis to
predicates which are unambiguous, that is, which are as clearly marked for the phifeatures of their subject as an overt pronoun subject would be. These predicates are either
1) inflected verbs or 2) one of a variety of clausal predicates with logical subjects that are
coindexed with some resumptive pronoun within that clause (discussed in Chapter 1,
section 1.3.3)
In the first example the predicate is a 3*^ person plural imperfect verb:
Context of Utterance: Wafii' addresses the secretary, asking her to contact the members
of the board. She answers;
(20)

Level

xamas daPaayi? 0 haykuunu mawgudiin.
five minutes
will-be3P
present
(Thev^ will be here in five minutes.
# Possible
Subjects

1

1

2

1

3
4

1
1

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
3p
3p
3p
3p

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Unique inflectional form
No further recovery
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation
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The verb is unambiguously marked for the phi-features of the intended subject. The
intended subject in this case is in fact masculine and this is not marked on the verbal
inflection but gender is not marked on the 3''* person plural pronoun in Egyptian Arabic
so the inflection is as explicit as the independent pronoun is.
In the next example the predicate is a complete clause with its own internal
subject. An additional logical subject of the clause is referred to by an object pronoun on
a predicate preposition.
Context of Utterance; Wafii' tries to persuade Abdel Hamiid to go home and rest. He
reminds him:
(21)

0ma-tinsaa-§ innaharda bi-lleel 0Sandi-na haflit istiqbaal
not-forgetNs today
in-night at-us
party reception
'Don't forget (that") tonight Cwe) have a reception at the house.'

1

# Possible
Subjects
1

2
3
4

1
1
1

Level

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
Ip
Ip
Ip
Ip

fi-l-beet
in-the-house

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Unique inflectional form - bound object
pronoun on preposition
No further recovery
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation

The sentence demonstrates how possession is expressed in Cairene Arabic.

A

prepositional predicate, Sandi-na, 'at-us', is followed by the subject, haflit istiqbaal,
'reception', and literally the sentence reads 'At us (is) a reception'. Although the clause
already has a subject, an overt pronoun coreferring with the logical subject 'us', the object
of the predicate preposition, can be added at the beginning of the clause. The literal
translation of such a sentence would be 'We at us (is) a reception'. With or without the
initial pronoun the sentence means 'we have a reception'. Without the overt pronoun, the
logical, semantic subject is still uniquely identified by the pronominal suffix, in this case
a 1®^ person plural suffix, that appears on the preposition.
Our final example of an unambiguous predicate is another example of
disambiguation of a potentially ambiguous verb form by virtue of a bound pronoun suffix
on the verb.
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Context of Utterance: In a telephone conversation, Faadil Bey tells Abdel Hamiid that he
allowed him to win the contract for the joint venture:
(22)

Level

?ana sibti-l-ak
ilSamaliyya di bi-mazaag-i.
I
leftis/2Ms-to-you the-project this at-pleasure-my
'I left vou this project of mv own accord'

1

# Possible
Subjects
1

2
3
4

1
1
1

phi-features of
Possible Subjects
Is

Is
Is
Is

Nature of Ambiguity/Recovery
Disambiguation of ls/2ms homophony in
perfect tense via indirect object pronoun
suffix
No further recovery
No further recovery
Unique coherent interpretation

The perfect verb form siM can mean either 'I left' or 'youMs left'. In this case however, the
second person interpretation is ruled out by the second person indirect object pronoun
suffix -ak2Ms on the verb. If the subject of the verb were 'youns', the reflexive independent
pronoun nafsak would be required yielding sibt li-nafsak, 'you left for yourself. The
occurrence of the non-reflexive pronoun suffix is thus only compatible with a first person
subject reading.
3.4

Consultants' grammaticality judgements
In a second phase of data collection six native speakers of Cairene Arabic gave

their judgements about the feasibility of having either an overt or null subject pronoun in
various positions throughout transcribed texts of conversations from the movie. In follow
up interviews, consultants were asked to offer explanations, if possible, for their
judgements. The total number of hours required of each consultant was about ten: eight
for viewing the film and providing the judgements and an average of two hours for the
follow-up interview. Consultants were compensated for their time.
3.4.1 The consultants
The consultants included three men and three women, between the ages of twenty
and forty. They were all college-educated. Four of the consultants were from Cairo or its
immediate vicinity. Two were from Alexandria but they had spent time in Cairo and
believed that their language was indistinguishable from that of their Cairene compatriots.
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The four consultants from Cairo confirmed that the language of the two consultants from
Alexandria was the same as theirs. They reported that educated speakers in both cities
basically spoke the same variety of language^.
3.4.2 Data collection procedure
The consultants first viewed the film in its entirety. This was done in the home of
one of the consultants. Later, they viewed individual scenes from the movie and filled out
a questionnaire after each viewing.
3.4.3 The questionnaires
A copy of one of the questionnaires used for the collection of grammaticality
intuitions is included in Appendix C. The questionnaires were written in Arabic script.
They consisted of a transcript of the dialogue from a scene in the movie. Blanks had been
inserted into the text in place of most of the overt subject pronouns which occurred.
Additionally, a number of blanks were inserted into the text in particular structures about
which the consultants' judgements were sought. For each blank, consultants were asked
to indicate, on a scale of 1 to 5, how readily the position of the blank would accept an
overt pronoun. The five choices offered were: 1, 'a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted';
2, 'it is better not to have a pronoun'; 3, 'a pronoun can be inserted or not'; 4, 'a pronoun is
preferred'; 5, 'a pronoun must be inserted'. For each judgement of '2' or above, the
consultants were also asked to insert, in the blank, what pronoun they had in mind. They
were asked to insert all possible pronouns, in the event that more than one pronoun was
possible.
3.4.4 Instructions given to consultants
A copy of the written instructions that were given to consultants for completing
the questionnaires is provided in Appendix D. All instructions, written and verbal, were
given in Arabic. In addition to the written instructions, each of the ratings were orally
explained to the consultants as follows:

^ However, I did notice that the male consultant from Alexandria occasionally used the n- prefix for the l"
person singular forms of the imperfect, a characteristic of the Alexandria dialect.
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1, 'a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted'
Consultants were told to use this rating for positions in which the insertion of a
pronoun was not possible. That is, the insertion of the pronoun would create a
sentence that just did not "work" at all in the conversation. No attempt was made
to have consultants distinguish between syntactic versus semantic or pragmatic
factors in prohibiting the occurrence of a pronoun, but they were specifically
instructed to consider the actual circumstances in which the utterance had been
made in the film in making their judgements.
2, 'it is better not to have a pronoun'
Consultants were told to use this rating for positions in which it was possible to
insert a pronoun but the sentence was really "better", in the context in which it
occurred, without the pronoun. Again, no attempt was made to have consultants
distinguish the reason why the sentence was better without the pronoun. They just
had to indicate that it was better "for some reason" without the pronoun.
3, 'a pronoun can be inserted or not'
Consultants were instructed to use this rating in cases where they felt that the
sentence with or without the pronoun was fine and they had no preference either
way.
4, 'a pronoun is preferred'
Consultants were instructed to use this rating in cases where they felt that
although the utterance was possible without the pronoun, the context made a
pronoun preferable. In other words, the sentence sounded "better", for some
reason, with a pronoun although the sentence could be said without the pronoun.
5, 'a pronoun must be inserted'
Consultants were instructed to use this rating when they felt that the sentence just
didn't "work" without a pronoun, for whatever reason.
Consultants were instructed, in writing and orally, not to try to remember whether
or not the actor used an overt pronoun or not. It was explained that the task was not a
memory task. What was required was their judgement as to how desirable or undesirable
the use of a pronoun was in a particular sentence given the context of the sentence and
what the actor was trying to say. Consultants were encouraged to read the utterances to
themselves both with and without a pronoun in making their judgements.
3.4.5 Research objectives and the methodology
Recall that one of the fields in the records of the database was used to record
whether or not the occurrence of an overt or null pronoun was obligatory. During the
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construction of the film database, tentative decisions were made regarding this question
for some cases but for others a decision was not made. The consultants' judgements were
used then to: 1) verify decisions already made about the obligatoriness of various null and
overt pronouns in particular structures and discourse environments; and 2) determine the
obligatoriness of other occurrences of null and overt pronouns, for which a value for this
field had not yet been assigned. Because of the nature of the information sought, it was
necessary to insert blanks into the original text in order to "force" an explicit judgement
on a particular position. If the original text had an overt pronoun in it, the blank in the
text was placed in the position of the original pronoun. In the case of null pronouns,
blanks were inserted in positions that were deemed to be possible sites for an overt
pronoun or to verify the designation of a site as one that would not allow for an overt
pronoun.
Another objective of the research, that influenced the data collection
methodology, was to ascertain the extent to which native speakers concur on the
desirability or undesirability of a pronoun, given a particular illocutionary intention on
the part of the speaker in a particular discourse context. Previous research by Li and
Thompson (1979) for Chinese indicated that in reconstruction of written texts there was a
fair amount of variability in speakers' judgements of where pronouns should be inserted.
The researchers attributed that variability to the fact that for any given person, differences
exist in the "perception of the relationship between events in the world, both the world he
lives in and the world he is (re) creating in his narrative" (334-335). The current research
design was intended to hold constant, to the extent possible, this "perceptual" world. That
is, since the subjects knew the story of the movie and had watched a particular scene just
prior to filling out the questionnaire, they were presumably all aiming at reconstructing
the dialogue based on a more or less uniform perception of what was "happening" and
what various participants were trying to accomplish and say in the dialogue. Certainly,
there is still room for interpretive differences between viewers of a film as to what is
happening but the added information in a film in terms of facial expressions, intonation
etc, might leave less room for interpretation than a written text. Parkinson (1987: 350)
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also notes the difficulty in determining, in a written text, which pronouns might be
"emphatic" or "contraslive". The problem is that there is more than one way to interpret
what is being "said" when reading a written version of an utterance. With film data,
however, given that one person, in this case the actor who delivered the utterance, has
already made that interpretive decision, asking native speakers to reconstruct that
interpretation, immediately after "witnessing" it, should reduce this variability. The
current research was designed to determine to what extent the use/non-use of overt
pronouns, given a particular illocutionary intent within a particular discourse
environment, is optional.
The consultants indicated a preference to view the scenes and fill out the
questionnaires in one or two long sittings rather than having to come to the data
collection location more frequently. Four of the consultants completed the approximately
six hours in one four-hour and one two-hour session. The other two consultants gave their
judgements in three two-hour sessions.
3.4.6 The text selections
It was not possible to have the consultants view and complete questionnaires for
all of the scenes from the movie. Scenes were chosen that included tokens of null or overt
pronouns about which judgements were sought. Of particular interest were; 1) subject
positions with "bare" verbal participle predicates; 2) subject positions in various types of
relative clauses; 3) conversations that had a high percentage of pronouns in them; 4)
clause initial question pronouns; and 5) "pronouns of separation". Also, conversations
containing tokens of what had tentatively been identified as being obligatorily overt or
null pronouns were included in order to verify those identifications. The consultants
viewed scenes consisting of 53 of the 136 communicative events and gave judgements on
a total of 497 blanks placed in the transcripts of the text. 178 (35.8%) of the blanks were
in positions that contained an overt pronoun in the actual dialogue of the film, and 281,
(56,5%), were in positions that contained null pronouns. The remaining 38 (7.6%) blanks
were in clauses which were not recorded as having either overt or null subjects but for
which judgements were sought.
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3.4.7 The consultant judgement database
In order to record the consultant judgements, a relational database was created
with a record for each clause with a subject or other position for which consultants had
given a judgement. The relational database was "tied to" the original through a 'match'
field, in which a unique number had been assigned to each clause in the original film
database. The relational database was then created by entering the numbers of all the
clauses for which a consultant judgement had been collected. In this way, any of the
information recorded for a particular clause and its subject position was "viewable" in the
relational database and the relational database could be analyzed using those same fields.
The shared fields were tied so that any modifications made in them were automatically
recorded in both databases. In addition to the shared fields, the relational database
included fields for recording individual consultant judgements and their comments on or
explanations of those judgements, gathered through individual interviews with the
consultants.
3.5

The interviews
After being collected, the consultant responses were tabulated on a spreadsheet.

This spreadsheet was then evaluated to identify specific judgements about which ftirther
clarification was deemed necessary or desirable. Unfortunately it was not feasible to ask
the consultants to offer comments on all of their judgements. The judgements identified
for further investigation in the follow-up interview included cases where 1) a consultant
had indicated that a pronoun was obligatory but the original dialogue did not have a
pronoun or, conversely 2) a consultant had indicated that a pronoun was not possible but
the original dialogue had one, 3) a consultant's judgement was out of line with those of
the others, 4) more information was sought about the underlying motivation, as perceived
by the consultant, for the use or nonuse of a pronoun. In cases 1 and 2 a mistake on the
part of the consultant was suspected. For cases of the third type there was the possibility
of a mistake or an alternative interpretation of the discourse and that called for further
inquiry.
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I met with each of the consultants individually for a period of two to three hours.
They were given the transcripts containing their judgements and asked to consider, one
by one, the ones that had been identified for further investigation. The consultants were
asked to give an explanation for their judgement if one occurred to them. It was stressed
that no explanation was required. That is, consultants were told that an answer of "it just
sounds better that way" or "we say it that way" was perfectly fine. This was done in order
to avoid making the consultants feel pressured into "theory building" about their
preferences for overt or null pronoun reference.
Consultants were not given any explanation as to why they were being asked to
consider a particular judgement they had given. They did not know when, for instance,
their answers were out of line with those of the others. It was impressed upon them that
there was no right or wrong answer and that their opinions were valid and useful for their
own sake. The interviews were taped. Subsequently, the tapes were replayed and a
synopsis of the comments offered by the consultants about particular judgements was
recorded in records in the consultant database, described above.
During the interviews the consultants did sometimes change their answers when
they discovered that their original answer was incorrect. The corrected answer was
recorded. In most cases, the change reflected an original error in recording the judgement
on the consultant's part, rather than a change of mind regarding the judgement. The
number of errors could probably have been reduced if the consultants gave their
judgements during shorter periods, interspersed over a few days. However, the
consultants chose to give their judgements in two or three sessions and so sometimes they
were working at it for as much as four hours at a time, with short breaks every hour. As
this was the most convenient for them, I did not insist on shorter sessions although
shorter sessions would undoubtedly have improved the accuracy of the responses.
However, it should also be noted that the fact that judgements were given in a single
session probably helped to ensure the consistency of individual consultant's interpretation
of the rating scale, which may not have been the case had the judgements been given over
a span of time with intervals between sessions.
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3.6

Summary and contributions of current study
The research design and data collection and tabulation methods for the current

study allowed an in-depth analysis of morphological ambiguity in predicates in Cairene
Arabic in order to determine the role of that ambiguity in motivating the occurrence of
overt pronouns. Further, the methodology employed sought to uncover an "emic"^
perspective on the distribution of overt pronouns by asking native speaker consultants to
reconstruct that distribution in dialogues from a film and then offer their own thoughts on
their own reconstructions. Believing that illocutionary intent would play an important
role in explaining the use of overt pronouns, the research was designed to investigate the
use/non-use of overt pronouns, given a particular illocutionary intent within a particular
discourse context.
The current study represents the first attempt to determine the motivations for
Cairene Arabic speakers' use or nonuse of overt clause-initial pronouns using a corpus of
authentic planned spoken conversational data, taking into consideration in the analysis
speakers' own explanations for that use. Most previous studies have offered an individual
linguist's explanations for overt pronoun use, based on individual constructed sentences,
or at the most, short constructed "dialogues" of two turns, without any extended discourse
context. This approach has not been fruitftil in elucidating the motivations for the use of
these pronouns. Our analysis in the following chapter reveals that those explanations at
best fail to explain the actual distribution of overt and null pronouns, and at worse, make
incorrect predictions about when overt pronouns will/can occur. The use/non-use of overt
pronouns is fundamentally driven by discourse considerations beyond the sentence level
and such phenomena cannot be investigated except with data which provides that
discourse contextualization. Parkinson's study (1987) of overt and null subject pronouns
in Cairene Arabic, based on a corpus of written data and using quantitative analytical
tools, did provide a broader context for investigating overt pronoun use. The current
study improves on that study by investigating a corpus of spoken data and seeking native
speakers judgements on the admissibility of overt pronoun use while holding interpretive

® The perspective of participants in a behavior under investigation.
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factors constant to the extent possible. The combined quantitative and qualitative research
methods used to analyze the data will be shown in the following chapter to lead to a
deeper and truer understanding of the motivations that underly the use of overt pronouns.
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS
4.1

Introduction and overview
This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the film database and the

consultant judgement database. Section 4.2 looks at the distribution of null and overt
pronouns in the database in terms of clause type, sentence type and person. Section 4.3
presents an analysis of the consultant judgements and explanations offered for those
judgements and includes a detailed discussion of the extent of agreement and nature of
disagreement in those judgements. Section 4.4 looks at the recoverability, or conversely
the extent of ambiguity, found in the database in terms of identification, in predicates, of
subject phi-features and the role that recoverability plays in motivating overt pronouns. In
section 4.5 I present examples and a discussion of positions that require or favor the use
of an overt subject pronoun and propose a categorization of the discourse and structural
conditions that motivate that use. Section 4.6 discusses the clause initial "question
pronoun".
4.2

Distribution of null and overt pronouns in the film database
The film database contains a total of 1180 (79.9%) null clause initial pronouns

and 315 (21.1%) overt. This is a ratio of about 3.7 null to every 1 overt. The exact ratio
that an analysis reveals will depend on methodological decisions made by the researcher
concerning what to include in the counts of both the null and overt pronouns.' Despite
this inherent variability, the ratio does provides a rough idea of the extent to which
speakers choose null pronouns over overt. Clearly, the grammar of the language allows
for null subjects and this is the statistically preferred option. Nonetheless speakers do use
overt pronouns regularly. Sections 4.2.1^.2.3 present an analysis of the frequency of
occurrence of overt subject pronouns compared to null pronouns in terms of clause type,
sentence type and person of subject, respectively.
4.2.1 Subject type and clause type
Table 4.1 gives a breakdown of the data in terms of the relative frequency of
clause types and the nature of the subject in them.

^ Decisions made for the current research are detailed in Chapter 3, section 3.3.5.
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Table 4.1 Clauses in entire database by clause and subject type

#
1. Simple
769
2 a. Matrix w/embedded complement
173
b. Matrix in complex with coordinate
93
48
c. Matrix in complex with subordinate
3. Embedded complement ^
310
4. Coordinate clause
256
66
5. Subordinate clause
6. Relative clause
166
7. Condition in conditional sentence
32
8. Result in conditional sentence
22
9. haal clause
9
Total
1944
(% of clauses)
Clause type

%
39.6
8.9
4.8
2.5
15.9
13.2
3.4
8.5
1.6
1.1
.5
100.0

Type of subject
%Overt %Null %R-exp
18.2
46.7
35.1
60.1
28.3
11.6
18.3
50.5
31.2
18.8
62.5
18.8
78.1
4.8
17.1
65.8
16.0
18.3
9.1
81.8
9.1
120
83.1
4.8
71.9
12.5
15.6
63.6
22.7
13.6
100.0
0
0
N=315 N=1180 N=450
60.7
16.2
23.1

Nearly 40% of all clauses were in simple, single clause sentences'^. Embedded
complement clauses accounted for about one-sixth of all the clauses. 13% of the clauses
were coordinate clauses. About one-third of all clauses in simple sentences and in matrix
sentences with coordinate clauses had subjects that were referring expressions (NPs or
clausal). All other clause types had between 10% and 20% referring expression subjects
with the exception of subordinate clauses and relative clauses, which had 9.1% and 4.8%,
respectively. Finally, there were no tokens of haal clauses with expressed subjects other
than overt pronoun subjects, haal clauses are an obligatory context for an overt pronoun
subject and are discussed further in section 4.5.1.1, below.
The primary focus of this research is a comparison of the occurrence of an overt
pronoun versus a null pronoun since they are, in many structures, potential "alternatives"

^ The number of embedded clauses is greater than that of the number of matrix clauses with embedded
sentences because many of the matrix clauses with embedded complement clauses were themselves
coordinate clauses or embedded clauses. As such, they were encoded as embedded or coordinate clauses
and so are not included in the count of matrix clauses in complex sentences with embedded clauses.
^ One coordinate clause had both an overt logical subject and a null syntactic subject in it and so the totals
for subject types is one more than the total number of clauses.
This figure may be something of an overstatement of the percentage of simple sentences because
sentences with clausal predicates, discussed in Chapter 1, section 1.3.3, are included and these sentences
are, strictly speaking, complex.
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for one another. A referring NP subject, on the other hand, has distinct functions that
cannot be served by either an overt or null pronoun. Therefore, the relative frequency of
overt and null pronoun subjects will be considered within clauses with either an overt or
null pronoun, excluding clauses with referring NP subjects. That distribution is shown
below in Table 4.2, again divided according to clause type.
Table 4.2 Null and overt pronoun subjects jy clause ype in pronominal subject clause
#of
%of
Type of Subject
Clause type
clauses clauses % Overt %Null
499
33.4
28.1
1. Simple
71.9
32.0
153
10.2
68.0
2 a. Matrix w/embedded complement
4.3
26.6
64
73.4
b. Matrix in complex with coordinate
2.6
23.1
39
76.9
c. Matrix in complex with subordinate
257
17.2
5.8
3. Embedded complement
94.2
14.0
19.5
209
80.5
4. Coordinate clause
60
4.0
10.0
90.0
5. Subordinate clause
10.6
158
12.7
87.3
6. Relative clause
27
1.8
14.8
85.2
7. Condition in conditional sentence
19
1.3
26.3
73.7
8. Result in conditional sentence
9
.6
100.0
0.0
9. haal clause
1494
100.0
N-315 N-1180
Within this subset of the clauses, simple and matrix clauses with various
embedded or coordinate clauses, categories 1 and 2(a-c), account for 47.8% or nearly half
of all the clauses. The remaining clause types account for a percentage of the clauses
ranging from a low of .6% for haal clauses to a high of 17.2% for embedded complement
clauses.
As to the distribution of overt and null subject pronouns, haal clauses are an
obligatory context for an overt pronoun and so they have overt pronoun subjects 100% of
the time. Otherwise, the percent of overt pronouns ranges from a low of 5.8 percent in
embedded clauses to a high of 32.0% in matrix clauses with an embedded complement
clause. The proportion of overt pronoun subjects in all simple or matrix sentences ranges
from a low of 23.1% s in matrix clauses in complex sentences with subordinate clauses to
the high of 32% in matrix clauses with an embedded complement clause. Other clause
types all exhibit less than 20% overt subject pronouns.
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4.2.2 Subject type and sentence type
Clauses in the database were coded for sentence 'type'^ Table 4.3 presents a
breakdown of the number of clauses of each type contained in the database as well as the
distribution of overt, null and referential NPs subjects within each type.

% with P subject
% with N subject
% with RE subject

Dec
16.9
58.9
24.2

Imp
5.5
94.5
0

Y/N-inter
28.7
52.7
18.7

Wh-inter
9.7
44.4
45.8

All types
16.2
60.7
23.1

N (% of clauses)
1469 (75.5) 182(9.4)
150(7.7)
1945(100)
144 (7.4)
Key; P; overt pronoun; N: null pronoun; RE; referring expression; Dec; declarative; Imp;
imperative; Y/^-inter; Yes/No interrogative; Wh-inter; Wh-interrogative
Overall, a little less that a quarter of all clauses had a referring NP subject, while the
remaining three-quarters had either an overt or null pronoun subject. A little over three
quarters of the clauses in the database were declarative. Approximately one-tenth were
imperatives and the remaining 15% were interrogatives, fairly evenly divided between
Yes/No interrogatives and Wh-interrogatives.
The sentence type with the highest percent of overt pronoun subjects (relative to
the other two subject types in that same sentence type) was Yes/No interrogatives. 28.7%
of all Yes/No interrogatives had an overt pronoun in them. The second highest percentage
of overt pronoun subjects (16.9%) is found in declarative sentences. Not surprisingly, the
lowest percentage (5.5%) is found in imperatives, reflecting the strong tendency towards
null subjects in that sentence type. There are, of course, no imperatives with referring NP
subjects. Wh-interrogatives have the highest percentage (45.8%) of referring NP subjects
followed by declaratives with approximately 25% and lastly Yes/No interrogatives, with
just under 20%.
I will shift my focus now to just the subset of clauses with either an overt or a null
pronoun subject. The distribution therein of null and overt pronouns for each sentence
type is show in Table 4.4.

^ See Chapter 3, section 3.3.2 for details.
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Table 4.4 Null and overt pronoun subjects by sentence type
Imp
Y/N-inter
Dec
35.2
5.5
% with P subject
22.3
64.8
% with N subject
77.7
94.5

Wh-inter
17.9
82.1

All types
21.1
78.9

78 (5.2)
N (% of clauses)
1113 (74.4) 182 (12.2) 122 (8.2)
1495(100)
Key; P: overt pronoun; N: null pronoun; Dec; declarative; Imp; imperative; Y/N-inter;
YES/NO interrogative; Wh-inter; Wh-interrogative
The sentence type with the highest proportion of overt pronouns is Yes/No
interrogatives. A little over one third (35.2%) of the tokens of this sentence type (that did
not have a referential NP subject) had overt pronoun subjects, compared to only 22.3%
for declaratives. However, there are a number of structures included in the sentence type
category 'declarative' that are skewing the picture. The primary one is clauses with
obligatory null pronouns. That is, clauses that do not allow for an overt pronoun
syntactically and thus are not really positions where a choice exists between an overt or
null pronoun. There are 316 such clauses in the database, and 290 of them are included in
the declarative clauses. The figures for overt and null pronouns in clauses other than
those with obligatory null subjects are given in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Overt and null pronoun subject by sentence type excluding clauses with
obligatory null subjects
Imp
Dec
Y/N-inter
Wh-inter
All types
% with P subject
30.1
6.0
35.5
20.3
26.7
% with N subject
69.9
64.5
79.7
94.0
73.3
N (% of clauses)
823 (69.8) 166 (14.1) 121 (10.3)
69 (5.9)
1179(100)
Key; P; overt pronoun; N; null pronoun; Dec; declarative; Imp; imperative; Y/N-inter;
YES/NO interrogative; Wh-inter; Wh-interrogative
Looking at the distribution of overt and null pronouns within this subset of the
clauses, we see that although the Yes/No interrogatives still appear to have a higher
percentage of overt pronouns than declaratives (35.5% compared to 30.1%), the
difference is much less striking than when the obligatory null pronouns were included in
the count (35.2% to 22.3%). Moreover, there is still, within the set of declarative clauses,
a number of clause types which are highly resistant to an overt pronoun subject. They
include, among others; 1) definite relative clauses with coreference between the head and
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subject of the clause; and 2) clauses embedded with the complementizer inn-, 'that',
where the complementizer requires a bound suffix pronoun designating the subject and so
the subject is phonologically represented, but with a pronominal sufiFix, not an
independent pronoun. On the other hand, haal clauses require an overt pronoun subject.
In order to "clear" the results from the clause specific structural biases towards either a
null or overt pronoun, the distribution analysis was performed on clauses in simple
sentences and matrix clauses in complex sentences only. Table 4.6 gives the result of
that analysis.
Table 4.6 Overt and null pronoun subject by sentence type in simple sentences and
matrix c auses only
Y/N-inter
Imp
Wh-inter
All types
Dec
36.3
35.0
6.9
18.3
28.5
% with P subject
63.7
81.7
71.5
% with N subject
65.0
93.1
437 (57.9) 145 (19.2) 113(15.0)
60(7.9)
755 (99.9)
N (% of clauses)
Key: P; overt pronoun; N: null pronoun; Dec: declarative; Imp: imperative; Y/N-inter:
YES/NO interrogative; Wh-inter; Wh-interrogative
As we can see, the difference between Yes/No interrogatives and declaratives in
terms of percentage of overt subjects virtually disappears when we look at this subset of
the clauses. Simple sentence clauses and matrix clauses Avithin complex sentences occur
with an overt pronoun subject a little over one-third of the time in both declaratives
(35.0%) and Yes/No interrogatives (36.3%). Below, I discuss in more detail some of the
motivations for using an overt pronoun and we will see that some of the motivations are
specific to interrogatives, while others are specific to declaratives. However, overall there
w;ould seem to be an equal level of motivation for overt pronouns in declaratives and
Yes/No interrogatives even if the nature of the motivation is different.
4.2.3

Subject type and person
Many studies of subject pronouns, especially those based on narratives, look only

at 3'^'' person pronouns. However, an analysis of conversational data clearly calls for a
consideration of all persons and in fact an analysis of the variable of person reveals an
interesting bias in the distribution of overt pronouns. Table 4.7 presents a breakdown of
null and overt pronominal reference for all the pronominal subject clauses in the
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database. For ease of comparison, the figures from Parkinson (1987) are included in
parentheses.
Table 4.7 Overt and null pronoun subjects by person
% Overt Pronoun Subject % Null Pronoun Subject
Parkinson
Person
Current
Parkinson Current
ist
(65.4)
(34,6)
31.6
68.4
2nd
(76.5)
(23.5)
78.3
21.7
3rd
(81.2)
(18.8)
93.6
6.4
Except for the discrepancy in the figures for third person, (discussed below), the current
figures are quite close to those reported in Parkinson (1987). The figures suggest a
tendency for speakers to use an overt pronoun more if they are speaking in the first
person. Parkinson's concludes that "speakers are using pronouns more often when they
themselves are the subject of their sentences, than when either their addressee is the
subject or when some other person or thing is the subject" and that "person is an
independent constraint affecting the outcome of the pronoun frequency in all
environments." (356).
It is true that person is an important factor constraining the use or non-use of overt
pronouns, but a closer look at the distribution of subjects within different sentence types
reveals a role somewhat different from that suggested by Parkinson (1987). Specifically,
the low percent of second person overt pronouns (relative to first person) reported in that
study would appear to have resulted from the inclusion of imperatives in the analysis.
When imperatives are excluded, first and second person pattern together. Recall that, in
the current study, approximately 12% of the clauses in the database are imperatives and
that the great majority of them (94.5%) have null subjects. Naturally, they are all second
person. Table 4.8 gives a breakdown of sentence type by person of subject.
Table 4.8 Sentence types by person of subject
Declarative
Imperative
Y/N-inter
1
44.6%
0%
16.4%
2
22.9%
100.0%
63.9%
3
32.5%
0%
19.7%
N
1113
182
122

Wh-inter
19.2%
55.1%
25.6%
78

All types
35.5%
37.3%
27.2%
1495
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Note also that there is a predominance (44.6%) of 1®* person declaratives, but in both
Yes/No interrogatives and Wh-interrogatives, we find a predominance of second person,
63.9% and 55.1% respectively. This is hardly a surprising result. Speakers are more apt to
make statements about themselves but ask questions about their addressees.
Returning to the question of the relative frequency of first and second person
pronouns, consider the distribution of overt pronoun subjects in our database, broken
down by sentence type, shown in Table 4.9. The totals for all indicative (declarative and
interrogative) sentences are given and can be compared to the totals for all sentence
types. Those total percentages are underlined.
Imperative
Total
Indicative
% overt
% overt
% overt
% overt
% overt
ist
31.6
0
31.7
45.0
13.3
2nd
29.5
5.5
29.8
32.1
23.3
3rd
6.4
0
37.5
10
4.1
All
35.2
23.2
5.5
22.3
17.9
N=78
N=182
N=122
N=1313
N-1113
Key; Y/N-inter: Yes/No interrogative; Wh-inter: Wh-interrogative
Person

Declarative Y/N-inter

Wh-inter

All types
% overt
31.6
21.7
6.4
21.1
N-1495

As the table shows, if imperatives are excluded from the calculation, the
difference between first and second person all but disappears (31.6% compared to
29.5%). The generalization appears to be that about one third of the time, speakers use an
overt pronoun when they or their addressees are the subject of their indicative sentence,
but they use overt pronouns only 6.4% of the time when the subject of the sentence is
some other third person or thing. When speakers use an imperative the subject is always
2"'' person, by definition, and has a null subject almost 95% of the time.
Before turning to an analysis of the distribution of pronouns by person, in various
sentence types, I will address the question of the difference between the current study and
that of Parkinson (1987) in the figures for third person overt pronouns. The figures in the
current study are consistently lower for overt pronouns than those reported in Parkinson
(1987) but the difference is marked in the third person figures. Our study reveals only
6.4% overt pronouns for third person, while Parkinson reports 18.8%. Parkinson has
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generously shared his database and so it has been possible, when noticeable differences
arise, to investigate their source. In this case, the source of the difference is at least
partially due to different data encoding decisions. Recall that in the current study, the
subject position of an embedded clause introduced with the complementizer inn- with a
bound pronoun suffix designating the subject of the clause was considered to have a null
subject.^ Parkinson encoded the bound suffix as an overt (or, in his terms, an expressed)
pronoun, while in the current study the clause was encoded with a null subject. Also, nonreferential third person pronouns^ were not counted as overt subject pronouns in our
study, while they were so in Parkinson's. The differences due to different encoding
methods are more noticeable in the 3'^'' person because the sample is smaller and tends to
have many tokens of precisely those types of subject positions which were treated
differently in the two studies. Despite these differences, the figures are, to a large extent,
comparable.
Before leaving the subject of person, a few comments are in order about the
percentage of first person overt pronouns in various sentence types. In Table 4.9, we see
that the percentage of overt first person pronouns in Yes/No interrogatives is rather high,
45.0%. So, while Yes/No questions with first person subjects are relatively infrequent
(16.4% compared to 63.9% with second person subjects), it seems that when speakers do
ask such a question, they use an overt pronoun with greater frequency than is the case
with second or third person Yes/No interrogatives. An examination of the first person
questions with overt subjects reveals that they are almost all (8 out of 9) rhetorical and
sometimes sarcastic questions and this makes the pronoun nearly obligatory. Questions of
this nature are highly favored for use of overt pronoun subjects and also tend to collocate
with certain clause initial morphemes which create an obligatory syntactic context for an
overt pronoun. These collocations are discussed further in 4.5.1.3, below.

® See Chapter 3, section 3.3.5.3 for details.
' See Chapter 3, section 3.3.5.9 for details.
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4.2.4

Section summary
This section has presented an analysis of the distribution of overt and null subject

pronouns in the database in terms of clause type, sentence type and person. In terms of
clause type, we saw that the percent of overt pronouns ranges from a high of 100% in
haal clauses to a low of 5.8% in embedded clauses. The proportion of overt pronoun
subjects in all simple or matrix sentences ranges from a low of 23.1% in matrix clauses in
complex sentences with subordinate clauses to the high of 32% in matrix clauses with an
embedded complement clause. In terms of sentence types, we saw that declaratives and
Yes/No interrogatives exhibit about the same level (one third) of overt subject pronouns
if we exclude certain clause types, predominant in declaratives, which do not allow or are
highly resistant to overt pronouns. The percent of overt subject pronouns is least (6.9%)
in imperative sentences. Finally, we saw that the percentage of first and second person
overt pronouns is about the same (approximately 30% each), if imperatives are not
included in the count, while the percentage of third person overt pronouns in indicative
(declarative and interrogative) sentences is only 6.4%. Finally, I noted that although
Yes/No interrogatives with first person subjects are relatively infrequent compared to
those with second or third person, when speakers do ask such a question, they use an
overt pronoun with greater frequency than is the case with second or third person and this
was explained in terms of their rhetorical nature.
4.3

Consultant database
This section (4.3) presents an analysis of the consultants' judgements on the

desirability of having an overt pronoun in particular positions in the scripted
conversations from the film and the explanations that consultants offered for those
judgements.^ Section 4.3.1 gives a brief profile of each of the consultants in terms of their
response to the research and the task they were asked to perform. Information about the
extent to which the consultants exhibited an awareness of morphological distinctions and
potential ambiguity will also be discussed. Section 4.3.2 presents a general overview of
the types of explanations consultants gave for their judgements. An analysis of the extent
^ See Chapter 3, section 3.4 for details.
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of agreement between the consultants and the underlying reasons for disagreement are
presented in the various subsections of 4.3.3. Section 4.3.4 presents a section summary.
4.3.1 Interviews: "theories" and awareness of morphological distinctions
Each of the consultants was interviewed and asked to comment on the judgements
they had given for particular utterances. The interviews were particularly focussed on
probing the consultants' intuitions about why they preferred the use of an overt pronoun
in certain contexts. As mentioned previously®, it was stressed to the consultants that "it
sounds better that way", was a perfectly acceptable answer as to why they preferred a
pronoun in any given position, and that they should not feel obliged to offer any more
explicit explanation.
There were clearly differences between the consultants in terms of how
comfortable they were about articulating their motivations for wanting or not wanting a
pronoun in a particular position. Three of the consultants offered very little in the way of
explicit causal explanations and were less confident of those explanations that they did
offer. They seemed not to have any "theory" for why the pronoun was better in some
cases and were somewhat uncomfortable with the task. They tended towards answers like
"we just say it that way", or "we are used to hearing it like that", or "the average guy says
it like this" and similar broad statements that indicated basically that they were operating
on the basis of an intuitive "feel" rather than any explicit rule that they could articulate.
One of these "theory-free" consultants, at the end of the interview, expressed surprise that
anyone would want to study the subject of overt pronouns in Cairene Arabic and was
quite sure that there was no regularity to it at all and that whether or not a pronoun was
used would depend on the speaker's social class, education, gender and many other
factors that could not be fixed. The consultant was convinced that the attempt to find
order in the system of overt pronoun use was a futile undertaking. Individual response
patterns are discussed below. I note here just that this is the consultant who showed a
marked preference for the '3' rating, and was much less likely than any of the other
consultants to commit to any preference, for or against a pronoun.

® Chapter 3, section 3.4.4.
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Another of the consultants that did not seem to be operating on any clear "theory"
of overt pronoun use also showed a unique response pattern in that he had a definite
preference for the '5' rating. In the course of the interview it became clear that the
consultant had been using a strategy to respond to the questionnaire which involved
reading the sentence with and without a pause. If the text could be read with a pause
before the position for the pronoun, then an overt pronoun was needed because it was
"the beginning of the talk". It actually seemed that the consultant may not have been
taking the context into account in order to determine the desirability of a pronoun, as his
answers were fairly often out of line with the others and his explanations frequently
reflected a reinterpretation of the discourse situation that was clearly not faithful to the
original intent. During the interview, he changed a number of his original judgements
upon further reflection.
The other three consultants seemed to have a more developed theory of what
motivates overt pronouns and were able to articulate that theory better. For instance, one
consultant explained that the occurrence or non-occurrence of the pronoun didn't affect
the well-formedness of the sentence but reflected the nature of the conversation and the
participants in it. For instance, according to one consultant, when a husband and wife are
speaking intimately the pronouns "disappear" because of the desire of both participants to
mitigate the separation between them by avoiding using T and 'you' a lot. On the other
hand, when a boss is talking to an employee, he explained, he is likely to use T and 'you'
a lot in order to establish the social distance between them and his authority over the
employee. He also explained that when there was anger in a situation, overt pronouns
would surface.
Another consultant clearly believed that inflectional considerations were the most
important motivation for using an overt pronoun and offered inflectional ambiguity (or,
as she put it, "la conjugation") as an explanation for preferring an overt pronoun
frequently. During the interview it became clear that this consultant was very aware of
inflectional ambiguity and had given '4' ratings whenever it occurred. The explanation
was far-fetched in some cases, as the alternative reading was not coherent in the
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discourse context. The consultant in fact seemed to become aware of this during the
interview and changed some of her '4' responses with ambiguous predicates to '3'
responses.
Besides this one consultant who was clearly very cognizant of inflectional
morphology and its potential ambiguity, the consultants did not exhibit a very finely
developed awareness of inflection. It was not uncommon for respondents to indicate,
when explaining the need for a pronoun with an ambiguous predicate, that even though
the predicate made it clear who the subject was, a pronoun was preferred for some other
reason. In other words, they did not recognize the ambiguity. Obviously, this was
especially true in cases where the alternative reading was not coherent in the discourse.
On one occasion a consultant went to rather great lengths to convince me that it would be
unnecessary and hence undesirable tikraar, 'repetition', to use an overt pronoun in one
case^° because the predicate made it quite clear that the referent was 'she'. In fact, the
predicate in question was a 2-way ambiguous participle but the consultant was clearly
unaware of the alternative interpretation. His own understanding of the intended referent
seemed to preclude his contemplating the alternative interpretation, since it was not in
fact an alternative, from a discourse perspective.
4.3.2 Explanations offered for overt pronoun preferences
Rather than try to quantify the explanations given by the consultants in the
personal interviews Table 4.10 presents a list of the types of explanations that were
offered. There were a core set of terms that were used by all the consultants at one point
or another which probably represent terms familiar to them from school grammar classes.
Those terms are given in Arabic with an approximate translation. The explanations are
roughly arranged from the more general to the more specific.

This is example (68), given and discussed further in 4.5.1.8.4
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Table 4.10 Explanations offered for preferences of '4' or '5'
don't know why
our tongues have grown accustomed to saying it like this/we are used to saying it like
that
doesn't sound right without the pronoun/sounds more natural with pronoun/ it has
"flavor" with the pronoun/ its "heavy" without the pronoun
it sounds more polite with the pronoun
the beginning of the sentence/the talk requires the pronoun
the sentence needs a mubtada?, 'subject' (literally; a 'starter' of a nominal sentence)
the sentence doesn't have a meaning without the pronoun (with NP predicate)
when comparing two things you have to mention both
in situations of argument/discord pronouns are used to emphasize differences in opinion
taPkiid/tawkiid ?ala-§§axs, 'emphasis on the person'
pronoun is for taxsiis, 'specification'
tQwdiih, 'clarification' of who did it/ without the pronoun, it could be a different subject
emphasizes/clarifies that proposition is true of X, not anyone else
speaker is hedging/reluctant to say what he has to say and uses pronoun to stall
the pronoun occurs because there is Sitaab, 'mild reproach', in the situation
use of pronoun shows istihqaar, 'despising' of addressee
speaker is taking responsibility/showing sincerity/determination so must say T
without the pronoun the utterance has a "by the way" flavor to it that is not appropriate
there is tafxiim 'giving importance' to the person/ there is takabbur, 'making grand'
without the pronoun there is a kind of istigwaab 'interrogation' (in an interrogative
sentence
use of pronoun makes speaker important, reduces status of hearer/ speaker uses T to
show authority over hearer
A number of these reasons were given repeatedly. In all, they represent the range of
reasons supplied by the consultants for their judgements that a pronoun was necessary or
preferred in a particular situation.
4.3.3 Extent of agreement among consultants
Recall that one of the motivations for collecting judgements from native speakers
based on a film, immediately after their viewing the film, was the hope that in doing so,
there would be less room for interpretative differences and so there would be a high level
of agreement among native speakers regarding the desirability of having or not having an
overt pronoun in a given position. The following analysis of the consultants' judgements
examines to what extent there was agreement and what factors played a role in cases
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where opinions diverged. Section 4.3.3.1 discusses judgements on positions that had
overt pronouns in the original text. Section 4.3.3.2 discusses judgements on positions that
were null in the original. Section 4.3.3.3 deals with individual response patterns relative
to the group and the question of task interpretation.
4.3.3.1 Judgements of positions with overt pronouns in original
Table 4.11 presents the results of an analysis of consultants' judgements of the
178 tokens of positions which had overt pronouns in the original text of the film
(henceforth overt pronoun blanks). Ten patterns were identified, ranging from the highest
level of agreement (unanimous) to cases of marked discrepancy in judgements among
one or more of the consultants. The patterns were further grouped into three broad
categories of agreement: strong, moderate and weak.
Table 4.11 Level of agreement regarding overt pronouns in orianal text
#
Pattern of agreement/disagreement

%

54
30.3
or 1. All 5s (Unanimous agreement)
33
18.5
2. All 5s and 4s
10
3. All 4s and 3s
5.6
(97)
(54.4)
Subtotal
32
4. All 4s and 5s and one 3
18.0
Moderate
Agreement
5. All 3s and 4s, or 3s and 2s, except one
14
7.9
(46)
(25.8)
Subtotal
8
6. One outlying opinion
4.5
7. Judgements distributed over three levels
14
7.9
Weak
8. Judgements distributed over four levels
11
6.2
Agreement
9. Judgements distributed over five levels
2
1.1
(35)
(19.7)
Subtotal
178
Total
99.9
Rating key; 1, 'a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted'; 2, 'it is better not to have a
pronoun'; 3, 'a pronoun can be inserted or not'; 4, 'a pronoun is preferred'; 5, 'a pronoun
must be inserted'
Unanimous
strong
agreement

The consultants were unanimously agreed that 30.3% of the blanks required an
overt pronoun. There was unanimous agreement only on the rating of '5'. That is, there
were no cases of all six consultants agreeing on the rating for a position except with '5'.
There was near unanimous (5 out of 6) agreement with only the ratings of '4' and '5'. The
second and third categories are cases where judgements exhibited a split between two
adjacent rankings. 18% of the positions were judged by all consultants with either a '4' or
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'5', and another 5.6% were rated with either a '3' or a '4'. There were no cases of all 2s and
3s or all Is and 2s. So, in approximately 55% of the cases there was unanimous or strong
agreement among consultants about the desirability of an overt pronoun in an overt
pronoun blank.
The next level of agreement which I call "moderate agreement" included 1) 32
cases in which all consultants rated a position with a '4' or a '5' but one rated the position
a 3 and 2) 14 cases in which all consultants except one rated the position with a) either a
'3' or a '4' or b) a '2' or a '3'. The outlying opinion was adjacent (on the rating scale) to at
least one other opinion in the group. The total of these cases of moderate agreement
amounted to an additional 25.9%. This brings to approximately 80% the total of cases
which consultants were moderately to unanimously agreed on.
On the remaining 20% of the positions there was a clear difference of opinion
about the level of desirability of the pronoun. In 8 cases (4.5%) one consultant's
judgement was out of line with the judgement of the other 5. The "dissenting opinion"
was at least 2 rating levels from another judgement in the group. In all of these cases, the
consensus of the other consultants was that the pronoun was either a '4' or a '5', while one
consultant gave the position a three or two. In other words, the majority was agreed on
the need for a pronoun but one consultant didn't recognize the element(s) in the discourse
which were motivating an overt pronoun. (1) is an illustration of this:
Context: Abdel Hamiid is very agitated because his son, Wafii', brought home a man,
Faadil, whom Abdel Hamiid considers his enemy. After he throws the man out of his
house, he reprimands his son and ends by saying:
(1) kulluhum mistanniyiin lamm-0-a?aS Sa§aan 0 yinhaSu fi lahmi. faadil maySattibS
sarikaati wana Saayis. wana hssa mamuttis ya wafii?.
'They are all waiting for me to fall so (they) can dig into my flesh. Faadil is not to
enter my companies as long as I am alive. And I haven't died yet, Wafii.'
All the consultants judged the position of the underlined pronoun as a '5', requiring a
pronoun, with the exception of one, who rated it a '2', 'better not to have a pronoun'.
When asked about the judgement in the follow up interview, the consultant said that you
would have a pronoun "if there was tension" in the situation. There was in fact a great
deal of tension in the situation and the speaker was clearly speaking with great anger, but
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the consultant didn't seem to recall or take that into consideration in making his
judgement. In general, this points to another issue relevant to the data collection method.
Although the consultants were all instructed to consider the context of the utterance,
some seemed to do so more than others and there was evidence in the interview that
consultants were sometimes "redefining" the situation to some extent when making their
judgements. A better training procedure for consultants would probably have reduced this
element of variability in the basis for judgements.
Approximately 15% of the overt pronoun blanks elicited judgements from the six
consultants that were spread over three, four or sometimes even all five ratings. (2)
illustrates one case which elicited this kind of mixed judgements:
Context; Nabila's mother is trying to persuade Nabila to get ready to greet some guests
who are coming to the house. Nabila has discovered that these people are bringing their
son with them who her mother is interested in marrying her off to. Nabila is not at all
interested and says to her mother:
(2) ya maama ana la yumkin Paggawwaz bi-ttarii?a di
'Mom, I can't possibly get married in this way.'
Two of the consultants judged the position of the pronoun underlined as '3', 'a pronoun
can be inserted or not', two judged it a '4', 'a pronoun is preferred', and two judged it a '5',
'a pronoun must be inserted'. The utterance potentially has two distinct illocutionary
functions in the discourse, one a literal and direct one and one with a more indirect,
inferred meaning. Directly, it serves as a statement of refusal on the speaker's part to be
involved in her mother's plan to find her a husband. As the speaker and hearer are
involved in a battle of wills, the speaker wishes to be very definite about the conviction
behind her statement. Her tone of voice indicates this, as does her choice of the somewhat
high register phrase la yumkin, rather than the more colloquial mu§ mumkin. As such, a
firm delivery of the utterance without any overt pronoun is sufficient. However, in
addition to the direct refusal, Nabila could be telling her mother something like 'Other

people may agree to get married like this and you may think it's a good idea, but I, for
one, can't marry like this.' Two consultants were asked about their judgements of '4' for
the pronoun in this example and they indicated that the reason for their preference was
because the pronoun gave this kind of 'I, of all people,' reading to the utterance which
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they believed to be a faithful rendering of the speaker's intent. However, the speaker
could also have felicitously been simply making a statement, in which case the pronoun
would not be as important. It is interesting to note that this 1, of all people' reading is
only possible when the pronoun is overt. Although the "modification" in this case is
implied, it still requires an overt pronoun. Below in section 4.5.1.4 are examples of
modified pronouns that create obligatory contexts for an overt pronoun when the
modification is explicit and lexical. Returning to our consultants' judgements, note that
differences in judgements can be explained in terms of subtly different perceptions of
what illocutionary act the speaker was performing in contexts where there is more than
one possible interpretation and only one of the interpretations favors or requires the use
of an overt pronoun.
It is possible also that gender differences were playing a role in this case. The two
consultants who gave ratings of'3' were both females who exhibited, during the course of
their interviews, an awareness of the potential rudeness involved in the use of overt
pronouns. They may have been trying to "soften" the utterance a little to make it more
appropriate, in their eyes, as an utterance spoken by a daughter to her mother.
Another rather striking case of disagreement in judgements occurred with regard
to the utterance illustrated in (3):
Context; Abdel Hamiid's friend, Doctor Galaal, is talking to him about being in a
wheelchair and is trying to convince him to fight to overcome his affliction. He tells him
that God has given every human being a power - the power of his will - but that most
people do not take advantage of it or use it and so it withers. Then he says:
(3) law Pidirt inte 0 taktaSif bisihhit ilPiraada guwaak ...saddaPni 0 hatPuum wi-0txiff min year ayy Silaag tibbi.
'If you are able to discover the truth of the will that is inside of you...believe me
(you) will get up and recover without any medical cure.'
The position of the underlined pronoun was judged everything from T, 'a pronoun cannot
possibly be inserted', to '4', 'a pronoun is preferred'. The speaker in fact intends to make
an (implicit) contrast which can be paraphrased as 'Most people do not do X, but if you,
on the other hand, are able to do X, then you will be healed'. Note however that there is
no explicit encoding of this contrast. There is no contrastive conjunction at the beginning
of the conditional clause for instance which would signal the contrast overtly.
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Furthermore, the utterance is quite coherent in the discourse without the extra 'you,
compared to others' reading. In reconstructing the conversation then, it is not surprising
that those consultants that recognized the possible contrastive meaning gave the position
of the pronoun a higher rating. However, the low ratings of 1' (from two consultants) and
'2' (from one consultant) still require an explanation. I suggest that the answer may be
structural. The clause is a conditional clause in a conditional sentence with coreference
between the subject of the conditional and the result clause. This is a position which is
especially resistant to an overt pronoun unless it is clearly motivated and since the
utterance can be interpreted as a continuation of the same subject of predication" (i.e., the
will that God has given every man) an overt pronoun subject is not motivated and a null
pronoun is preferred.
Another example of discrepant responses occurred regarding the example in (4).
(4) ya Sabdil hamiid ana lamma qtaraht Saleek innak 0 tiktib muzokkaraatok mm
kunt ?a?sud hagteen
'Oh Abdel Hamiid, I when (I) suggested to you that you write your memoirs, I
meant two things...'
In this construction there is an overt pronoun in the beginning of a complex sentence
made up of a subordinate clause followed by a matrix, also beginning with another,
coreferential overt pronoun. There were two examples in the database of this "parallel
pronoun" construction, both produced by one actor. Two of the consultants did not like
this construction. They gave high ratings (a '4' and a '5') to the first pronoun but rejected
the possibility (with a rating of '1') of having another one in the matrix. Another
consultant rated the second pronoun with a '2', one rated it a '3' and two, for whom the
construction did not seem unusual, rated the second pronoun a '4'. This construction may
actually be dialectal and the two consultants who rejected it are not as familiar with the
variation as the others were.
To summarize, there seems to be a fairly high level of agreement between
speakers as to the desirability of inserting a pronoun in positions that did have pronouns
in the original text. There was strong or unanimous agreement in approximately 55% of

" See section 4.5.2.2 below for more discussion of the notion of "expected subject of predication".
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the cases, moderate agreement in another 25%. In approximately 20% of the cases, there
was marked disagreement in the judgements that is explicable, to a large extent, in terms
of variability in the consultants' perception of certain aspects of inferred meaning of the
utterance being judged. Sometimes consultants' perception seemed not to take into
account clear factors in the context of the utterance while in other cases discrepant
judgements were based on plausible alternative interpretations of the utterance within the
discourse context. Also, one structure involving "parallel pronouns" elicited widely
divergent judgements that suggest an underlying dialect difference.
4.3.3.2 Judgements of positions with null pronouns in original
Table 4.12 presents the results of an analysis of consultants' judgements of the
279 tokens of blanks corresponding to null pronouns in the original text (henceforth, null
pronoun blanks). Thirteen patterns were identified and grouped into three broad
categories of agreement level: strong, moderate and weak.
Table 4.12 Level of agreement regarding positions with null pronouns in original text
#
Pattern of agreement/disagreement
%
42
15.1
Unanimous or 1. All Is and All 3s (Unanimous agreement)
strong
26
9.3
2. Five Is and one 2
3. All Is and 2s (other than pattern in 2, above)
agreement
41
14.7
14
5.0
4. All 2s and 3s
8
2.9
5. All 3s and 4s
(131)
Subtotal
(47.0)
35
Moderate
12.5
6. All Is and 2s and one 3
Agreement
27
9.7
7. All 2s and 3s except one adjacent rating
15
8. All 3s and 4s except one adjacent
5.4
(77)
Subtotal
(27.6)
16
5.7
9. One outlying opinion
3
10. Split judgements
1.1
Weak
25
11. Judgements distributed over three levels
9.0
Agreement
12. Judgements distributed over four levels
24
8.6
3
13. Judgements distributed over five levels
1.1
(71)
Subtotal
(25.4)
279
Total
100.0
Rating key:
, 'a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted'; 2, 'it is better not to have a
pronoun'; 3, 'a pronoun can be inserted or not'; 4, 'a pronoun is preferred'; 5, 'a pronoun
must be inserted'
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The consultants were unanimously agreed on 15% of the blanks. The great majority of
these cases (39 out of 42) were unanimous agreement on a rating of'1', signifying that the
position could not take an overt pronoun. Additionally, there were three cases of
unanimous agreement on a rating of '3'. Another common pattern was an almost
unanimous agreement (5 out of 6) on a rating of '1' with just one rating of '2'. This
occurred for 26 or 9.3% positions. The other patterns (3-5) making up the "strong
agreement" group were 63 cases (22.6%) in which all consultants' judgements fell into
two adjacent rating levels. The total number of cases in the strong agreement group was
131, or 47%.
The "moderate agreement" group consisted of 3 patterns, all involving cases
where 5 out of 6 of the consultants gave ratings in two adjacent rating levels ('2' and '3',
or '3' and '4', etc) but one consultant gave an outlying rating that was adjacent to the high
or low rating of the judgements of the group. So, for instance, a case where 3 consultants
gave a rating of '3' and 2 gave a rating of '4' and 1 gave a rating of either '2' or '5' would
be included in this pattern. 27.6% of the responses fell into this group, bringing to 74.6%
the total of cases that consultants were at least moderately agreed on. This is comparable
to the 80% strong to moderate agreement shown above for the overt pronoun blanks
The consultants exhibited marked disagreement in judgements for just over 25%
of the null pronoun blanks. One pattern identified was when there was agreement among
all of the consultants except one, whose judgement was substantially (at least two rating
levels) different from the others. This pattern was found in 16, or 5.7% of the responses
for the null pronoun blanks. One interesting case occurred in the judgements for the
position underlined in example (5);
Context: Afkaar is sitting on the bed next to Abdel Hamiid just before retiring.
(5) Abdel Hamiid Safkaar....0 Sayzik 0 tinaami fi Pooda tanya
'Afkaar, (I) want you to sleep in another room.'
Afkaar leeh Siabdilhamiid? inta zaSlaan minni fi haaga?
'Why, Abdel Hamiid? Are you angry at me about something?'
Abdel Hamiid 0 mus zaSlaan.
'(I)am not angry.'
Afkaar Pummaal leeh 0 Sawizni 0 Panaam fi Pooda tanya?
'Well then why do (you) want me to sleep in another room?'
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Although there was no overt pronoun in the original, 3 of the consultants gave the
position a rating of'4', two gave it a '3' and one gave it a T. One of the consultants who
gave a '4', when asked in the interview about his judgement, suggested that it was the
argumentative tone of the conversation that made the pronoun preferred. While it is true
that the conversation was an argument of sorts, the speaker of the utterance in question,
was almost dejected when he asks his wife to sleep in another room. He is clearly not
happy about having to do so and there was really nothing argumentative in his tone.
However, the conversation could have been an argument and overt pronouns do have a
tendency to emerge in arguments. In this case, the consultant who gave the rating of T
was actually reconstructing the conversation in a way that was closer to the original
delivery than the one imagined by the consultant who gave the blank a '4', pronoun is
preferred. However, since the other consultants gave the blank a rating of '3', a pronoun
could be inserted or not, this left the '1' response as an 'out of line' response. It is
interesting that such different reconstructions of a conversation can occur so shortly after
being witnessed.
Other patterns of difference involved a spread of responses over three, four or
occasionally even all five levels of the rating scale. Similar factors seem to be responsible
for the divergence here as those found to be relevant for the divergent cases with
judgements of overt pronoun blanks. Consider the following example, which seems to
have been reinterpreted by one consultant in such a way that he indicated a strong
preference for an overt pronoun while the other consultants agreed there should not be
one:
Context: Mahmoud and Azhaar have gone to visit Abdel Hamiid in his home. Abdel
Hamiid's wife greets them in a parlor room and, finding her sister very agitated, she
instructs her to come with her so that she can explain the situation to her. As they are
leaving, Mahmoud, who is being left alone in the parlor, says:
(6) 0 baPuul eeh ya si Pafkaar. Slastanna-ana hina liyaayit ma-d-duyuuf yinzilu?
say
what oh Afkaar. Wait-I
here until
the-guests come down
'(I) tell you what Afkaar. Shall I stay here until the guests come down?'
The initial phrase baPuul eeh, is used frequently, without an overt pronoun, as an
opener to asking a question or requesting guidance, as it was used in this exchange from
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the film. The translation in fact is misleading as the utterance is more closely akin,
functionally, to something like 'What do you say....'. All the consultants except one
judged the blank as a T or a '2', indicating a strong preference not to have a pronoun in
the phrase.
However, although the utterance occurs with this meaning without the pronoun, it
is also possible to use the phrase before offering a suggestion delivered not as a question
but as a statement. So, one might say for instance:
(7) ana baPuul eeh ya si Pafkaar. Sastanna ana hina liyaayit ma dduyuuf yinzilu.
say
what oh Afkaar. Wait
I here until
the-guests come down
'I tell you what Afkaar. I'm going to stay here until the guests come down'
The use of the pronoun would be particularly appropriate if the suggestion was being
offered with a 'Here's what 1 think' sense to it in which the speaker draws attention, for
whatever reason, to the fact of the suggestion being his. It may be that the one consultant
who gave the blank in (6) a rating of '4' actually was reading this utterance as if it was
(7). Both would be felicitous in the discourse context and it would be easy to overlook
the question mark at the end of the utterance in (6), which radically changes the speech
act potential of the utterance.
To summarize, there was a fairly high level of agreement among consultants
regarding the desirability of a pronoun in blanks that had a null pronoun in the original
text. Almost 75% of the time, the consultants agreed strongly or at least moderately on
the use or non-use of a pronoun. In the cases where there was a marked lack of
agreement, Idid not find evidence of a fundamental difference in grammar. In most cases
it was not the case that the consultants judged differently because they would say "the
same thing" differently but rather there was evidence that they were in fact "saying"
something different, pragmatically at least, if not in terms of truth value.
4.3.3.3 Response patterns and task interpretation: overt pronouns
Another aspect of consultant responses which is interesting to consider is the
response patterns of the consultants as a group compared to responses of individual
consultants in terms of the extent to which certain parts of the rating scale were utilized.
Some interesting individual differences emerge that suggest a difference in task
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interpretation and criteria used in making judgements. Responses to overt pronoun blanks
and then to the null pronoun blanks will be considered, in turn. Table 4.13 shows the
responses of the six consultants to the 178 overt pronoun blanks. The table also indicates
the extent to which consultants "agreed" with the original actor's (or the film
scriptwriter's) decision to deliver an utterance with or without an overt pronoun.
Table 4.13 Consultant responses by rating for blanks with overt pronouns in original text
Con6f
Rating Con 1 m
Con 2 f Con 3 m Con4f Con 5 m
Ave
% Resp
% Resp
% Resp
%Resp
%Resp
%Resp
% Resp
5
72.5
47.8
47.8
57.7
64.0
64.0
42.7
33.1
10.7
33.1
23.0
24.6
4
27.0
26.4
3
10.7
17.4
17.4
6.2
32.0
14.0
5.1
3.9
1.7
1.7
2
2.8
2.9
2.2
2.8
0.0
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
2.2
1.7
Key: Con: consultant; m: male; f: female; % Resp: % of Responses; 1, 'a pronoun cannot
possibly be inserted'; 2, 'it is better not to have a pronoun'; 3, 'a pronoun can be inserted
or not'; 4, 'a pronoun is preferred'; 5, 'a pronoun must be inserted'
On the average, 57.7% of all the responses to overt pronoun blanks were '5' and
another 24.6% were '4'. In other words, for those utterances in which the actor used an
overt pronoun in the film, 82.4% of the consultant judgements, indicated that the
consultants thought that a pronoun should or must be used. They rated the blanks as being
positions that could take a pronoun another 14% of the time. In all, the consultants then
"agreed" with the original choice of an overt pronoun 96.4% of the time. Only 2.8% of
the time did consultants indicate that the utterance was better without the pronoun (in
essence disagreeing with the actor's and/or the scriptwriter's assessment of the desirability
of a pronoun) and in just under one percent of the judgements did the consultants indicate
that a pronoun could not be used although the actor used one. Clearly this represents a
high level of agreement as to the desirability of using a pronoun in a particular structure,
given a particular discourse context. There is not really much optionality in the system
once speaker intent and the context of the utterance are taken into consideration.
Some interesting differences among individual consultants are evident from the
table. Consultant 1 had a clear preference for the '5' response relative to the other
consultants. He used the '5' rating almost three quarters of the time, while three of the
other consultants used it less than 50% of the time and two used it about two-thirds of the
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time. It seems that the '5' rating had a somewhat different meaning for this consultant.
That is, the consultant's interpretation of the scale was different from that of the other
consultants. In fact there were 8 instances in which consultant 1 gave a rating of 5 in a
blank when none of the other consultants did so. When asked about two of these
instances in the follow-up interview the consultant indicated they were necessary for
tawkiid. 'emphasis' but did not elaborate. It seems that this consultant had a very definite
idea, although he was not able to articulate it, about what the function of the pronoun was
in the conversation and was more inclined than other consultants to find the utterance
"not possible" without it. The utterance was "not possible" only in the particular
discourse however, as in each case the utterance without the pronoun could readily occur
in a different context.
Another noticeable difference between consultants can be seen in the use of the '3'
rating. Consultant 6 was quite reluctant to use the '4' and '5' ratings and used the '3' rating
almost one-third of the time. The other consultants used the '3' rating anywhere from
5.1% to 17.4 percent of the time. Another way to express this is that the other consultants
had a definite preference ('4' or '5') for an overt pronoun over 80% of the time, while
consultant 6 had such a preference only two-thirds of the time. Consultant 6 also gave the
least amount of '5' ratings of any of the consultants. There were 23 instances in which
consultant 6 gave a judgement of '3', no preference, when all other consultants gave a
rating of either '4' or '5'. One example of this involved judgements of the pronoun
underlined in (8).
Context: Wafii' is at the house of a some obviously very rich and influential person. He
has come to pay him a bribe in return for assistance in procuring land for a business
venture. He hands him the envelope with the money and says, "A hundred and fifty
thousand sterling just as your excellency ordered. The rich man takes the money and
says:
(8) aim tobSan mabaxud§is ilmabaaliy ilhayfa di. bass inta liwahdak wi muhtaag taggiiS.

'I of course don't take petty sums like this. But you're alone and need encouragement.'
In this case, consultant 6 gave a rating of'3' to the blank of the overt pronoun, which all
the other consultants agreed was a '5'. The pronoun is not, strictly speaking, required for
grammaticality in this instance. The presence or absence of the pronoun does not change
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the meaning of the utterance in terms of the truth value of the locution. Furthermore, the
tone and demeanor of the man as he speaks to Wafii' makes clear his intent to convey that
he is a very important man and doesn't usually take such petty sums as bribes, and is only
doing it this time as a favor to Wafii'. There is clearly a sense of'/, who am an important
rich man, certainly am above taking such a petty bribe.' It seems that the 'I, of all people,
don't do X' sense of this utterance would be conveyed even without the pronoun, although
as one consultant put it, it would "lack flavor". When asked about this example,
consultant 6 indicated that although the pronoun could be used, it wasn't necessary
because the verb was Savda Sala-lmutakallim, 'referring back to the speaker'. It may be
that the consultant was using morphological recovery as a criterion for making decisions
on the blanks and not considering other elements in the discourse that might be
motivating the pronoun as much as were the other consultants.
4.3.3.4 Response patterns and task interpretation; null pronouns
I turn now to a consideration of consultant responses for the 279 blanks which did
not contain an overt pronoun in the original text, the null pronoun blanks. Table 4.14
presents the average of responses of individual consultants and averages for the entire
group. The table also indicates the gender of each respondent and points to a gender
difference that appeared in the responses that will be discussed below.
Table 4.14 Consultant responses by rating for blanks with a null pronoun in original text
Ave
Rating Con 1 m Con2f Con 3 m Con4f Con 5 m Con 6 f
%Resp
% Resp
% Resp
%Resp
% Resp % Resp %Resp
37.3
54.1
26.9
44.7
62.0
24.7
63.1
1
39.4
12.2
28.3
16.9
37.6
10.8
24.2
2
20.1
21.5
40.1
3
16.5
22.0
21.1
12.5
2.9
11.8
4.7
3.2
15.4
8.4
4
12.5
5
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.7
1.4
1.1
1.1
Key; Con; consultant; m; male; f; female; % Resp; % of Responses; 1, 'a pronoun cannot
possibly be inserted'; 2, 'it is better not to have a pronoun'; 3, 'a pronoun can be inserted
or not'; 4, 'a pronoun is preferred'; 5, 'a pronoun must be inserted'
We see from the table that on the average consultants gave a rating of'1' 44.7% of
the time and they gave a rating of'2' about a quarter of the time. Combining the '1' and '2'
responses, we see that about two-thirds (68.9%) of the time, the consultants indicated that
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a pronoun could not or should not be used in cases where the actors had chosen not to use
a pronoun. This is somewhat less than the corresponding figure of 82.4% for overt
pronoun positions. In other words, on average, the consultants were more likely to have a
preference to have an overt pronoun in an overt pronoun blank than they were to have a
preference not to have a pronoun in a null pronoun blank. A higher percentage (22%) of
the null pronoun blanks were rated a '3' than was the case with the overt pronoun blanks,
(14%). Consultants thus "agreed" with the original choice not to use a pronoun about
90.9% of the time. 8.4% of the time the consultants gave a rating of '4', in essence
disagreeing with the actor's decision to not use a pronoun. This is more than the 2.8% of
the overt pronoun blanks that were judged better without a pronoun. Overall, it appears
that there was a slight tendency towards judging pronouns to be desirable more often than
the actor's actually chose to use them, although it does not seem to be a very strong
tendency.
The two consultants who displayed a distinct pattern of responses for the overt
pronoun blanks. Consultant 1 and 6, show similar patterns in their response to null
pronoun blanks. Consultant 1 shows a preference for the extreme '1' rating while
consultant 6 clearly avoids that rating, as well as the '2' rating, in favor of the '3', no
preference, rating. What is striking in the responses for the null pronoun blanks is the
gender difference in responses. Table 4.15 presents the average responses, by rating, for
males and female consultants.
Table 4.15 Consultant responses by gender for b anks with a null pronoun in the text
Female Consultants
Rating
Male Consultants
% of Responses
% of Responses
29.6
1
59.7
35.1
13.3
2
3
27.1
16.8
7.6
9.2
4
0.5
5
1.0
Key: 1, 'a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted'; 2, 'it is better not to have a pronoun'; 3, 'a
pronoun can be inserted or not'; 4, 'a pronoun is preferred'; 5, 'a pronoun must be inserted'
The male consultants, on average, used the '1' rating twice as often as the female
consultants did. The female consultants' responses show a fairly equal distribution of
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90% of their responses over the '1', '2', and '3' rating, choosing each about 1/3 of the time.
On the other hand, the males opted for the T almost 60% of the time and only chose the
'2' or '3' rating a total of 30% of the time. It is not clear what is behind this difference
which doesn't seem to have a counterpart in the ratings for the overt pronoun blanks, as
we can see in Table 4.16.^^
Table 4.16 Consultant responses by gender rating for blanks with an overt pronoun in text
Rating
5
4
3
2
1

Male Consultants
% of Responses
63.9
21.5
9.4
3.4
1.9

Female Consultants
% of Responses
51.5
27.7
18.5
2.2
0.0

As we see, there is some difference in the extent to which the female and male
respondents used the '5' rating, and again the males, on the average, favored the extreme
rating, using it 63.9% to the female average of 51.5%. However, the absolute difference
is nothing like the difference seen in table 4.15 between male and female responses for
the null pronoun blanks. Furthermore, in the case of the overt pronoun blanks, the
difference in the average is largely due to there being one male that used the '5' rating a
lot and one female that used it less than most. On the other hand, as Table 4.14 shows, for
the null pronoun positions, all of the females consistently used the extreme T rating less
(24.7% to 37.3%) than all the males did (54.1% to 62.0%).
4.3.4 Section Summary
In this section I have presented an analysis and discussion of various aspects of
the consultants' judgements about the possibility of inserting overt pronouns in blanks in
scripted conversations from the film and their explanations for those judgements. We saw
that the consultants differed in terms of the extent to which they had a "theory" about

A possible explanation for this gender difference in responses is that the female consultants were more
hkely to recognize a possible indirect meaning that could be imparted to an utterance if an overt pronoun
were used. Since 1 was focussing, during the interviews, on judgements given for positions that contained
overt pronouns in the original text, I did not collect information that would be needed to further explain
this result.
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why pronouns were favored in certain positions. Three of the consultants had no such
theory, while three did have definite rationales for their judgements, involving variables
such as inflectional morphology, level of politeness, the speaker's commitment to the
proposition uttered, the relationship between the participants in the conversation and the
tone of the conversation. A table was presented listing the range of explanations offered
by the consultants for their judgements.
Regarding agreement on the desirability of having an overt pronoun in a blank
which had an overt pronoun in the original text, we saw that speakers exhibited strong or
moderate agreement for 80% of the positions. For the other 20%, where disagreement
occurred, we saw that different interpretations of the speaker's intention or some other
aspect of the communicative event accounted for most of the discrepant answers. In one
case, two consultants seemed to reject a particular structure involving double "parallel
pronouns". In the case of null pronoun blanks, consultants similarly agreed strongly or
moderately on 75% of the positions about the desirability of inserting a pronoun and
again differences were largely attributable to varying interpretations of the import of the
utterance in the communicative event.
I concluded that there is not really much optionality in the system once speaker
intent and the context of the utterance are taken into consideration. The consultants
"agreed" with the original actor's use of an overt pronoun, with a rating of '4' or '5', about
82.4% of the time and about 68.9% of the time they concurred with the actor on the lack
of a pronoun, giving judgements of'1', '2'. Overall we see that, as a group, the consultants
were slightly more prone to judge that a pronoun was desirable when one was not
actually used (9.1%) than they were to judge that a pronoun should not be used when in
fact one had been used in the original film script (4%).
Some marked individual differences were pointed out in the consultants' response
patterns. One consultant used the extreme '5' and 'T ratings substantially more frequently
than the others and another used the '3' rating much more often that the others. Finally I
noted a marked gender difference in the responses given for the desirability of having an
overt pronoun in null subject blanks. The male consultants (individually and as a group)
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used the T rating much more frequently than the women, whose answers were
distributed fairly evenly over the '1', '2' and '3' ratings.
Despite some clear diflFerences between the consultants' judgements and their
explanations for those judgements, the level of agreement between the consultants and
evident lack of "optionality" in pronoun use suggest an underlying system guiding
speakers in their decision to use, or not to use, an overt pronoun in particular discourse
circumstances. I turn now to a consideration of and attempt to give shape to that system
by considering possible motivations for choosing an overt pronoun over a null one, as
they are revealed in the context of the current database of scripted conversational
utterances.
4.4

Recoverability
The first factor I consider for its role in motivating overt pronouns is

recoverability. By recoverability, I mean the extent to which inflectional information in a
predicate identifies the subject of the predication. This section presents the results of the
recoverability analysis performed on the predicates in the database. 4.4.1 looks in detail
at the extent of ambiguity, its sources and what proportion of the ambiguity is resolved
within the linguistic context and what proportion requires some discourse level
inferencing for resolution. 4.4.2 presents a detailed analysis of the homophony present in
the verbal system and attempts to "tease apart" the overlapping variables of person and
referential ambiguity in explaining the high levels of overt pronouns found with first and
second person subjects. 4.4.3 gives a summary of results and conclusions.
4.4.1 Extent of ambiguity and its sources
The method used to measure recoverability of a predicate is described in detail in
Chapter 3, section 3.3.16. Recall that for all predicates with either an overt or a null
pronoun subject, an analysis of the recoverability of the subject of the predicate was
performed at four levels of structure. The analysis for predicates with overt pronouns was
performed as if the pronoun were not expressed. At each level, a determination was made
as to how many possible subjects (in terms of phi-feature bundles) the predicate could be
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predicated of. A maximum value of '3' was given to any predicate with three or more
possible subjects.
The first question I might ask of the data is what proportion of the ambiguity that
exists at the predicate level survives to the discourse level. In other words, what
proportion of the ambiguous predicates are not disambiguated through some fairly local
linguistic mechanism and actually require some kind of discourse based pragmatic
inference strategies to identify the subject of predication. Table 4.17 presents the results
of the recoverability analysis which allow us to answer that question.
Table 4.17 Ambiguity by levels of structure
# Possible
Level 2
Level 1
subjects
%
%
69.6
61.1
1
16.7
21.3
2
3
13.7
17.5

Level 3
%
75.5
14.2
10.3

Level 4
%
99.5
0.4
0.1

From the table we can see that 61.1% of all predicates are unambiguous at Level
1, taking into consideration only the predicate itself and any bound affixes on the
predicate. 21.3% of all predicates have 2 possible subjects, and 17.5% have 3 (or more).
By level 2, taking into consideration additional recovery information available in the
clause,

including embedded

complement clauses

and

bound

suffixes on

a

complementizer, the proportion of predicates which are unambiguous increases to 69.6%,
the proportion of clauses with two possible subjects decreases to 16.7% and the
proportion with three possible subjects decreases to 13.7%. At level three, taking into
consideration coreference with a head noun in a relative clause, and information available
in coordinate or subordinate clauses, 75.5% of all predicates have uniquely identified
subjects, 14.2% have still two possible subjects and 10% have three. Level 3 is the last
structural level considered and so the figures for this level represent the proportion of the
ambiguity which, in the absence of an overt pronoun, is disambiguated only at the
discourse level, through context dependent, pragmatic, inferencing strategies. Between
the first and third level of analysis, the percent of ambiguous predicates (row 2 and 3
together) decreases from 38.8% to 24.5%, a decrease of 36.9%. In other words, a little
over a third of the ambiguity that exists at the predicate level (our Level 1) is resolved
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within a fairly local linguistic domain. Roughly 25% of the ambiguity remains
unresolved until the discourse level. Finally, at the discourse level most of the ambiguity
is resolved with the exception of a few cases, discussed below, in section 4.4.2.2.
Another question I can ask is what the sources of the ambiguity are and how
much each source is contributing to that ambiguity. Details of each of the potential
sources of ambiguity were presented in Chapter 1. Table 4.18 presents a breakdown of
the extent of ambiguity that persists to the pre-discourse, level 3, in terms of the three
sources: homophony in verbal predicates, verbal adjective (participle) ambiguity, and
ambiguity in non-verbal equational predicates (NP predicates, PP predicates and AP
predicates that are not verb participles).
Table 4.18 Sources of ambiguity at pre-discourse level
3 pos refs
Ambiguity Source
2 pos refs
N=154
N=213
.6%
Verbal predicates
92.0%
56.5%
Participle predicates
5.2%
42.9%
Non-verbal predicates
2.8%
Key: pos refs; possible referents

>1 pos refs
N=367
53.7%
26.7%
19.6%

As the table shows, a little over half of the cases of ambiguity (53.7%) involved
homophony in conjugated verb predicates. Participle predicates accounted for just over a
quarter (26.7%) of the ambiguous cases and non-verbal predicates accounted for just
under a fifth (19.6%) of the cases. The majority of the cases (92.0%) of ambiguity in
which there are two referents congruent with the linguistic form of the predicate and its
immediate linguistic surroundings results from homophony in verbal paradigms. A small
percentage results from participle (5.8%) or other non-verbal predicates (2.8%). In cases
of 3-way ambiguity, the major contributor is the participle predicates, accounting for
56.5% of the ambiguous cases. Other non-verbal predicates account for most of the
remaining ambiguity. There was just one case in the database of a three-way ambiguity in
the irregular verb form tirmiih, which could mean 'youps throw it', 'yo^Ms throw it' or 'she
throws it'.
It is not surprising that verbal predicates are implicated as often as they are in
potential referential ambiguity since the homophonous forms in the perfect and the
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imperfect verb forms both involve referents of high frequency in a conversational
database, T and 'youMs'^^- Table 4.19 gives a breakdown of the ambiguity in terms of the
person of the intended subject referent.
Person of subject
1
2
3

2 pos refs
20.7%
34.6%
2.7%

3 pos refs
17.7%
13.6%
10.6%

>1 pos refs
38.4%
48.2%
13.4%

As the table shows, almost half of the ambiguous cases involve a

person

pronoun, and nearly two-fifths involve a 1®* person pronoun. Only 13.4% of the cases
occur with a third person pronoun. Together, first and second person subjects are
involved in over 85% of the cases of ambiguous predicates. The highest percent of
ambiguity is found in predicates with 2"^ person subjects and approximately three fourths
of that ambiguity involves 2-way ambiguity, primarily due to homophony in the verbal
inflectional system. Ambiguous predicates with 1®^ person subjects are more evenly
distributed between 2-way and 3-way ambiguity. This is not surprising as the second
person is implicated in cases of 2-way ambiguity in both the imperfect and the perfect
verbal paradigms, while the T' person is involved in the perfect paradigm homophony
only. The 1®* person imperfect form is unambiguous. Only 13.4% of the ambiguous
predicates have 3'^'' person subjects, with most of the cases stemming from 3-way
ambiguity with verbal participles or other, non-verbal equational predicates.
Recall that we saw above in section 4.2.3 (Table 4.9) that there is a marked
tendency to use overt pronouns more with first and second person pronouns. Now we
also notice that a large portion of the ambiguity in the inflectional system also occurs
with first and second person. It is only reasonable to ask if the ambiguity in predicates
with first and second person subjects is motivating to some extent this higher use of first
and second person overt pronouns. This question is addressed below.

Recall that in the imperfect verb paradigm, the 'youMs' and 'she' forms are homophonous, while in the
perfect paradigm, the 'youMs' and T forms are homophonous.
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4.4.2 Ambiguity and overt pronouns
For the sake of comparison, I begin by considering the distribution of overt and
null pronouns in the three basic predicate types: verbal, participle and equational. The
verbal category included, in addition to inflected verbs, 1) participles in collocation with
inflected verbs with obligatory coreference between the two subjects as in Saayiz ?anzil,
'wantMs to gois' and 2) the various complex sentences with clausal predicates with logical
subjects that are identified as specifically as or even more specifically than they would be
from a predicate verb. The participle category was limited to equational sentences with
verbal participles/adjectives exhibiting the subject phi-feature ambiguity characteristic of
participles. The non-verbal category included all equational predicates other than those
with verbal participles. Parkinson's (1987) data is similarly analyzed and his results are
presented in parentheses along with those for the current database in Table 4.20.
Table 4.20 Distribution of overt and null pronouns by predicaltetype
% Overt Pronoun Subject % Null Pronoun Subject
Predicate type
Current
Parkinson
Current
Parkinson
N
84.6
(81.3)
15.4
(18.7)
Verbal predicates
1184
49.6
(49.1)
50.4
(50.9)
137
Participle predicates
37.4
(49.3)
62.6
(50.7)
Non-verbal predicates
174
78.9
(73.5)
1495
21.1
(26.5)
All predicates
The results of the analysis of the film database are very similar to those reported
in Parkinson (1987) based on data from plays. The differences that do occur are probably
due to differences in methodological decisions concerning what to treat as a null subject.
The overall pattern is very similar however and confirms that verbal predicates exhibit a
much lower percentage of overt pronouns than either participle equational predicates or
other equational predicates. Parkinson notes that "One of the surprising results is that
while participles and other equational sentence predicates clearly favor pronouns
compared to verbal predicates, we still have about half of the cases even with participles
and equational predicates in which no pronoun appears." (356). In section 4.5.1.8 below I
will consider in detail the circumstances under which null subjects do occur with
equational predicates of various types. Overt pronouns that occur with verbal participles
are discussed in section 4.5.1.8.4.
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4.4.2.1 Ambiguity in verbal predicates and overt pronouns
Parkinson notes further that the fact that verbal predicates are less likely to occur
with overt pronouns "makes a great deal of sense since the identity of the subject can
normally be deduced from the conjugated verb while it can be only partially deduced, if
at all, from an equational sentence predicate." (356). The statement reveals an acceptance
of the basic assumption that referential ambiguity in predicates motivates the use of overt
pronouns. However, because a result is consistent with a particular explanation of those
results does not make the explanation the correct one and in this case I will argue that
referential ambiguity is not in fact a driving force behind speakers' choice of overt
pronouns, if it plays a role at all.
In order to probe the relationship between subject identification and the
occurrence of overt pronouns, the film database was analyzed further to determine more
precisely the role of ambiguity in subject marking in motivating overt pronouns. Recall
that it is true in general that verbal predicates have a higher level of subject person
marking than equational predicates, but the verbal predicates exhibit a fair amount of
homophony themselves which could also be motivating the use of overt pronouns.
Consider Table 4.21 which gives a breakdown of the proportion of overt pronouns by
ambiguity level of the predicate. The figures are based on indicative sentences only
because of the independent bias in imperatives towards null subjects in unambiguous
imperative verb predicates.
Table 4.21 Percent of oven pronouns by ambiguity level for indicative clauses
Ambiguity Level
% of overt pronouns
Unambiguous
15.3
2-way ambiguous
30.5
3-way ambiguous
63.6
The ambiguity level of predicates indicates the number of possible subject
referents when all recovery information available in the immediate linguistic environment
(our Level 3) is taken into account. As the table shows there is an approximate doubling
of the percentage of overt pronouns as we move from first unambiguous predicates with
15% overt pronouns to two-way ambiguous predicates with 30% and finally 3-way
ambiguous predicates with a little over 63.6%. Recall that the majority of the 2-way
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ambiguity results from homophony in the verbal system (see Table 4.18), and so the
increase from 15.3% overt pronouns with unambiguous predicates to 30.5% with 2-way
ambiguous predicates is occurring largely with these homophonous verb forms. However,
recall that the homophonous forms frequently involve

or 1®* person subjects, which

motivate overt pronouns independently. In other words, it is not clear that the homophony
is the cause of the increased percentage of overt pronouns. It could also be that first and
second person pronouns in general motivate overt pronouns and since the homophonous
cases involve those persons, they occur with overt pronouns more frequently, but the
relationship is correlational, not causal. There are two ways that I can try to "tease apart"
the effect of these two variables. First, I can compare the percent of overt pronouns with
ambiguous and non-ambiguous predicates keeping person constant. Second, I can
consider consultants' intuitions about the need for an overt pronoun in cases of ambiguity.
I will pursue each of these lines of investigation in turn.
In order to tease apart the effect of ambiguity and person on the occurrence of
overt pronouns I first need to consider a more detailed breakdown of the distribution of
overt pronouns by person than the one that was given in Table 4.9. Table 4.22 gives that
more detailed breakdown for each phi-feature bundle identified in the predicate system.
The table gives information for verbal, indicative predicates only.
Table 4.22 Percent olf overt pronoun bv subject phi-features in indicative clauses
% overt pronouns
% overt pronouns
Singular
Plural
masculine
feminine
13.9
First Person
26.7
17,9
Second Person
21.4
20.9
0
Third Person
3.7
2.4
The distinction between 1®* and 2"'^ person on the one hand and third person on the other,
is still evident in this more detailed breakdown. The potentially ambiguous forms are
bolded. In first person we see that the singular form favors overt pronouns more than the
plural, but a fair number of plural forms (13.9%) also occur with overt subject pronouns.
In second person, the potentially ambiguous second person masculine forms occur with
an overt pronoun a high 20.9% of the time but the second person plural forms, which are
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unambiguous, occur with an overt pronoun with an even slightly higher frequency of
21.4%. The second person feminine forms, which are unambiguous, occur with overt
pronouns somewhat less than the masculine singular but not much less. In third person,
the one form which is involved in the homophony of the verbal inflectional system, the
third person singular form, did not occur with an overt pronoun even once. There were 41
tokens of third person feminine singular verb forms and 5 of them were ambiguous but
the ambiguity did not lead to the use of an overt pronoun.
The verbal forms for the persons in bold in Table 4.22 are not always ambiguous,
naturally. A further analysis was done to reveal the relative frequency of occurrence of an
overt pronoun, for each phi-feature bundle, with ambiguous verbal predicates versus the
frequency with unambiguous verbal predicates. Those results are presented in Table 4.23.
Table 4.23 Overt pronouns with ambiguous and unambiguous verbal predicates by
person of subject
Ip
3ms
3fs
2p
3p
Is
2ms
2fs
0.0%
Amb
31.9% 22.1%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
3.7%
0.0%
13.9%
Unamb 25.4% 14.8%
21.4%
3.4%
17.9%
5/35
0/79
N
69/283 107/108 0/56
0/188
0/14
0/59
N= tokens of ambiguous and unambigous verbal predicates
Key; Amb; ambiguous verbal predicates; Unamb: unambiguous verbal predicates
We see from the table that in the two cases where there is the possibility of both
ambiguous and unambiguous verbal predicates, first person singular and second person
masculine singular, there are more overt pronouns in both cases when the predicate is
ambiguous, 31.9% versus 25.4% and 22.1% compared to 14.8%, although the differences
are not striking. In the case of the third person feminine singular forms however, no overt
pronoun is motivated, despite the ambiguity. This seems a very reasonable result. With
the first person and the second person masculine singular form there is the real possibility
of ambiguity in face to face conversations when the addressee is male. The inflectional
ambiguity between those two forms and the possibility of its motivating an overt pronoun
to avoid ambiguity, is thus enhanced by the possibility of a discourse situation in which
there is true ambiguity as to the speaker's intended meaning. On the other hand, the
possibilities of a discourse situation where there is ambiguity between some third person
singular 'she' and a second person singular 'you' are much less likely. If inflectional
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ambiguity does have an independent effect in motivating the use of overt pronouns, one
would predict, other things being equal, that there would be less motivation for and thus a
lower frequency of pronouns in conversations addressed to females. The clauses in the
database were not coded to allow such a comparison and a larger database would
probably be necessary to evaluate that hypothesis.
In conclusion, a quantitative analysis suggests that there may be some motivation
towards use of an overt pronoun with first and second person subjects that can be
attributed to inflectional ambiguity. Certainly, the entire 15% increase in overt pronouns
with 2-way ambiguous predicates relative to the proportion in clauses with unambiguous
predicates cannot be accounted for by the ambiguity itself. Rather it seems to be due to
the fact that the ambiguous cases include a high percentage of first and second person
referents which motivate overt pronouns independent of the fact that they are
morphologically indeterminant. Although the quantitative analysis seems to suggest a
role for recoverability in motivating overt pronouns, a detailed, qualitative analysis of
examples of true ambiguity, discussed below in section 4.4.2.2, leads us to conclude that
recoverability is not a factor.
4.4.2.2 Consultant judgements and verbal ambiguity
Another way to investigate the role of ambiguity in motivating overt pronouns is
to consider the consultants' judgements about the need for the pronouns in ambiguous
cases and tiieir explanations for those judgements. First we will consider the case of an
utterance which was truly ambiguous even at the discourse level. Even taking into
consideration the context of the utterance, there were two coherent possibilities for the
predicate subject. The example is given in (9).
Context: Galaal has just heard a portion of the tape on which Abdel Hamiid has recorded
his memoirs and realizes that he is intending to publish them and bring scandal on
himself and his family. He tries to persuade him not to publish them, telling him that
when he suggested writing them he did so with the idea that it would be entertaining for
Abdel Hamiid and at the same time it would be a kind of purification. Abdel Hamiid
responds to Galaal, asking him rhetorically:
(9) huwwa ittatahhur inn-ilwaahid yusdu? maSa nafsu 0 yikdib Sala-nnaas?
'Is it purification that someone be truthful to himself, (but) lie to other people?'
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Then, without waiting for a response he defends his intention to publish the memoirs by
saying:
ya galaal inta hatteet Piidi Sala Paxtar tagriba fi hayaati.
oh Galaal you putis/2Ms my hand on most important experience in life-my
'Oh Galaal, ym have put my hand on the most important experience in my life.'
The perfect verb hatteet, 'put' can be used for either T or 'you2Ms'. In the utterance, Abdel
Hamiid actually says 'you' as he is acknowledging that it was Galaal's idea that he write
his memoirs and he believes now that this is the key to his recovery. However, it would
also have been perfectly felicitous for him to simply be saying 'I have got my hands on'
this important experience without actually acknowledging that Galaal was responsible for
that happening. The verbal morphology is consistent with both readings.
The consultants were split on their reconstruction of the utterance. Two of them
reconstructed the original 'you' pronoun but four reconstructed it with T. In other words,
four out of the six consultants reconstructed the utterance "incorrectly" relative to the
original text. None of the consultants actually indicated at the time that they were filling
out the questionnaires that both pronouns were possible. Recall that the consultants were
asked to write in all pronouns that they thought were possible. The consultants were
unanimously agreed that the pronoun was necessary in this context. They all rated it a '5'.
One would predict that if ever there was a role for ambiguity in motivating an overt
pronoun, it would be in a case such as this, involving true discourse level ambiguity, with
two equally felicitous readings within the given context. During the consultant
interviews, five of the consultants were asked about their judgements on this sentence.
Table 4.24 provides the reasons given by the consultants, along with the pronoun they
reconstructed.
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Table 4.24 Consultant explanations of judgements of ambiguous utterance
Consultant Pronoun
Explanation
1
I
it gives emphasis to the fact that the thing happened; it
emphasizes that I am the one who did it; without the pronoun
the sentence lacks "flavor"
you need the pronoun so that you know that it's T and not 'you'
2
I
3
you
you need the pronoun, or else it is confusing; "who put?"
5
I
you have to have the pronoun in order to make clear/distinct
who the subject is
6
I
without the pronoun it has a "by the way" sense that is not
right; it's the beginning of the sentence and you need a
pronoun to give strength. Without the pronoun, the sentence is
"weak"
Two of the consultants, consultant 2 and 3, upon reflecting on the utterance,
seemed to be aware of its potential ambiguity and gave this as the reason for the use of
the pronoun. Consultant 2, for instance, explicitly pointed out the ambiguity. I note
however, that consultant 2 was operating on a "theory" that inflectional ambiguity
motivated the occurrence of a pronoun and offered it regularly as an explailation
whenever there was ambiguity, even in cases where the alternative reading was
infelicitous in the discourse and unlikely to actually be playing a role in motivating the
pronoun. Consultant 3 also seemed at least somewhat aware of the potential ambiguity in
the utterance. The other three consultants seemed not to be explicitly aware of the
ambiguity and were even rather surprised to realize that the utterance could be
reconstructed with a pronoun other than the one they had chosen. Note that consultant 5's
explanation that the pronoun was needed to "make the subject clear/distinct" was one that
he offered in many cases where there was no ambiguity in the subject marking on the
predicate. It did not mean "make clear" because the inflectional morphology was
consistent with more than one subject. His use of this explantation would be more
accurately rendered as "to highlight the subject". One has to wonder then, how important
the role of ambiguity could be if, in a case where there is genuinely a potential ambiguity,
as evidenced by the fact that the consultants reconstructed the utterance with two
different pronouns, only 2 of the 5 consultants were aware of the ambiguity and
mentioned it as the reason for needing the pronoun. Further, it is likely that even those 2
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consultants were not aware of the ambiguity until they contemplated the sentence in the
interview as neither of them indicated that two pronouns were possible at the time of
completing the questionnaire. In other words, the recognition of the ambiguity and
identification of that ambiguity as the motivation for the overt pronoun seems to be a
product of the "theory" that the consultant had developed about why overt pronouns
appear rather than the actual basis on which the original judgement was made. I would
argue that speakers are generally not consciously aware of the potential ambiguity of
utterances they hear or produce. They tend rather to understand and settle on a meaning
that "blinds" them to other potential meanings. If there is some sort of parallel processing
going on with these ambiguous predicates, whereby speakers or listeners are actually
processing alternative readers of utterances involving ambiguity in subject reference, it is
highly unlikely that speakers are going to be consciously aware of it and some kind of
psycholinguistic experiment would be necessary to establish that such processing even
occurs.
There were many other cases of homophony between the first and second person
perfect in conversations where the addressee was a male, in which the consultants did not
show a similar preference for an overt pronoun. Consider for instance the following
exchange:
Context: Galaal and Abdel Hamiid are meeting for the first time in twenty years. Galaal
tells Abdel Hamiid that he was aware of what was going on in his life because he was
following his career in the papers and magazines. Abdel Hamiid asks him, with mild
rebuke, why, then, he didn't keep in touch. The conversation continues:
(10)
Galaal: 0 xuft ya Sabdilhamiid.
'(I) was afraid Abdel Hamiid.'
Abdel Hamiid: 0 xuft?
'(You) were afraid?'
Galaal: ?ah, 0xuft...
'Yeah, (I) was afraid.'
The perfect verb predicate xuft, 'I/youMs fearpAsi', occurs three times in this exchange
without an overt pronoun. The consultants gave a total of 18 judgements on the
desirability of a pronoun in the blanks corresponding to the three null subjects. There
were 8 judgements of'1', 'a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted', 5 judgements of '2', 'it is
better not to have a pronoun', 3 judgements of'3', 'a pronoun can be inserted or not', one
judgement of'4', 'a pronoun is preferred', and one of'5', 'a pronoun must be inserted'. This
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was one of the cases where there was an outlying opinion. One consultant interpreted the
question in the second line of the dialogue as being delivered in shocked surprise that the
hearer, of all people, would be afraid. That consultant rated the pronoun as a '5'.
However, this was not how the utterance was delivered and represents an incorrect
reconstruction on the part of the consultant of the speaker's (actor's) original intent. Other
than this one outlying opinion, there is clearly a strong preference not to have overt
pronouns in any of the three positions in the dialogue although they all involve the same
ambiguity as exists in example (9), above, where the pronoun was judged to be
necessary. The reason for this difference is clear, although a formal statement of the
reason is not a simple matter. Intuitively, the subjects in (10) are all "expected". Abdel
Hamiid asks Galaal why he didn't do Y. Galaal responds by explaining '(I) Xed'. It is
expected that he will offer an explanation that begins witii T. Abdel Hamiid doesn't
understand. He asks for clarification by asking '(You) Xed?'. Galaal confirms that 'Yeah,
(I) Xed' and then proceeds to explain that he hadn't contacted Abdel Hamiid for fear that
it might seem that he was trying to take advantage of their former friendship, once Abdel
Hamiid became rich and famous. At each turn in the exchange, the subject of the
utterance is easily anticipated. In example (9), on the other hand, the utterance
immediately preceding the one that was judged by all the consultants as requiring an
overt pronoun subject, was "about" an entity distinct from the subject of the utterance.
Abdel Hamiid and Galaal were discussing the question of what purification ought to
entail. Abdel Hamiid's statement, the one requiring an overt pronoun, was introducing a
new subject of predication and I believe that is why it needs to be overtly expressed."*
Once we see that the introduction of a new subject of predication requires or
strongly favors an overt pronoun, the reason for the abundance of first and second person
pronouns becomes clear. When a third person entity is introduced as a new subject of
predication, it will be introduced with a referring NP of some kind, an indefinite NP if the
entity is entirely new and being introduced into the discourse, or a definite NP if it is
assumed to already be "available" in the topic register as a possible subject of predication.

See section 4.5.2 below for more discussion of this motivation for overt pronouns.
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Once it is established as the subject of predication it can be referred to with either an
overt pronoun or a null pronoun. As we have seen, with third person subjects, the
motivations to use an overt pronoun are not strong and the null pronoun option is chosen
most of the time. On the other hand, for first and second person pronouns, there is
nothing, logically, that corresponds to the first function which requires an NP with third
person subjects. First and second person subjects are inherently present in a face-to-face
conversation and available in the topic register without having to be explicitly introduced
into it. However, when a speaker chooses a first or second person pronoun as a new
subject of predication his only option is an overt pronoun. There is nothing comparable to
a definite referring NP for first and second persons and so introducing first and second
persons as a new subject of predication must always be accomplished with an overt
pronoun.
To illustrate this, consider example (11) in which a first person overt pronoun is
used without any contrastive or emphatic meaning and apparently is required because the
speaker is introducing T as a new subject of predication.
Context: The family are having breakfast. An awkward moment has just passed and
Afkaar attempts to divert attention from the discomfort by changing the subject and says.
(11) Sala likra, ?9,^kallimt ilhallaa? bitaaSak fi-ttilifoon wi 0 haygiilak dilwaPti

'By the way, umm, I spoke to your barber on the phone and (he's) coming now.'
The underlined pronoun at the beginning of the utterance was judged a '4' by most of the
consultants, indicating that the pronoun was preferred but not obligatory. Imagine that the
speaker wanted to report that someone else had called the barber. The subject would have
to be some referring expression, a name or a definite NP. Table 4.24 provides a schematic
representation of this difference in the available options for referring to entities:
Table 4.24 Referential options by person of subject
Introduction as new
Person Introduction into
subject of predication
discourse
NA
overt pronoun
1
NA
overt pronoun
2
3
Definite NP
Indefinite NP
The fact that first

Reference to "expected" subject
of predication
overt pronoun or null pronoun
overt pronoun or null pronoun
overt pronoun or null pronoun

and second persons are introduced as new subjects of

predication with overt pronouns is only part of the reason why overt subjects are so much
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more frequent with first and second person subjects. There are other functions of overt
pronouns (discussed in more detail in section 4.5.2, below) which are unique to first and
second person subjects, or at least are responsible for motivating overt first and second
pronouns more frequently than third person pronouns. However, this function of overt
pronouns of introducing a new subject of predication, one that cannot be "anticipated"
from immediately prior discourse, is clearly a factor in the relatively high frequency of
overt pronouns with homophonous verbs which frequently have first or second person
subject.
I conclude that morphological ambiguity does not seem to be playing a role in
motivating overt subjects. Even in a case in which there was morphological ambiguity
accompanied by true discourse ambiguity, in that both of the subjects allowed by the
verbal inflection were possible in the discourse circumstances, there is no evidence that it
was that morphological ambiguity that motivated the consultants preference for the use of
the overt pronoun, except as an afterthought. The underlying motivation for the increase
in the proportion of overt pronouns with verbal predicates that are ambiguous is probably
not the ambiguity itself but rather the fact that first and second person subjects, which are
frequent in homophonous forms, motivate overt pronouns for other reasons, independent
of their involvement in homophonous verb forms. The one motivation discussed
specifically here was the use of the first and second person pronoun to mark a switch in
the subject of predication. That this function should lead to more first and second person
pronouns than third was explained in terms of the range of possible NPs for referring to
first and second person subjects on the one hand as compared to third person subjects on
the other.
4.4.3

Section summary
Section 4.4 has presented an analysis of the nature of the recoverability of subject

phi-features in the database clauses. We saw in section 4.3.1 that, at the predicate level,
just over 60% of all predicates contained uniquely identifying subject phi-features. The
remaining 40% involved some level of ambiguity. A little over one third of these cases of
ambiguity could be resolved by some coreference relationship in the local linguistic
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environment. The remaining ambiguity persisted to the discourse level, leaving 25% of
all clauses requiring some form of discourse based inferencing strategy to determine the
subject referent, in the absence of an overt pronoun. A little over half of the cases of
ambiguity (53.7%) involved homophony in conjugated verb predicates. Participle
predicates and non-verbal predicates accounted for 26.7% and 19.6% of the ambiguous
cases, respectively. Further, we saw that almost half of the ambiguous cases involve a 2"''
person pronoun, and nearly two-fifths involve a 1®* person pronoun. Only 13.4% of the
cases occur with a third person pronoun. Approximately three fourths of the ambiguous
cases with 2°^ person subjects involves 2-way ambiguity, primarily due to its implication
in two cases of homophony in the verbal inflectional system, one in the perfect and one in
the imperfect verb paradigm.
In section 4.4.2 I considered in greater depth the possible connection between
referential ambiguity and the occurrence of overt pronouns and attempted to "tease apart"
the confounding variables of morphological ambiguity and person in motivating overt
pronouns. Section 4.4.4.1 considered the actual distribution of overt and null pronouns
with ambiguous predicates, focusing in particular on a comparison of ambiguous and
unambiguous first and second person predicates. I concluded that the evidence supporting
the claim that morphological ambiguity motivates overt pronouns is in fact very weak.
The fact that first and second person pronoun subjects are involved in various discourse
based motivations for using an overt subject pronoun (discussed further in section 4.5.2)
is undoubtedly the principle reason behind the high percentage of overt pronouns with
first and second person pronouns. In section 4.4.4.2 I discussed the explanations offered
by native speaking consultants regarding their preferences for overt pronouns with
ambiguous predicates. I concluded that the ambiguity in verbal predicates is unlikely to
be the true motivation behind the use of an overt pronoun. The arguments presented were
that 1) even in cases where there is truly an ambiguity at the discourse level, with both
interpretations congruent with the ambiguous inflectional morphology being felicitous,
consultants offer the ambiguity in the inflection as an explanation for preferring an overt
pronoun as an afterthought and 2) there are cases of potentially ambiguous verbal
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predicates which not only didn't motivate an overt pronoun but where consultants
strongly preferred not to have an overt pronoxm. These were cases in which the subject of
predication was "expected". This aspect of the subject referent, the extent to which it is
"expected" in the discourse was argued to be the true underlying motivation to use or not
use an overt pronoun, rather than the morphological ambiguity.
If ambiguity does play a role, careful psycholinguistic testing would be needed to
establish that this kind of parallel processing goes on as we speak. There is little evidence
that speakers are aware of the possible alternative ways in which their utterances can be
interpreted when multiple interpretations do exist. Speakers tend to have a message in
mind and assume that the hearer will understand that meaning as the speaker intended it.
When miscommunication occurs, it is repaired after the fact and not actively anticipated.
Future research with authentic discourse might reveal some role for morphological
ambiguity in motivating overt subjects but I find no evidence to support positing such a
role in the current database of scripted conversational utterances.
4.5 Conditions that motivate an overt pronoun choice
If subject identification is not what motivates speakers to use an overt pronoun, it
remains to be seen what does. The aim of the analysis presented in this section is to
identify the environments in which the use of an overt pronoun is obligatory or highly
preferred. We saw (section 4.3.3.1) that there is a high level of agreement between native
speakers as to where an overt pronoun should be used, which suggests an underlying
shared knowledge base underlying that use. Recall that, the consultants exhibited strong
or moderate agreement on the desirability of having an overt pronoun for 80% of the
blanks which had an overt pronoun in the original text. In this section, I will attempt to
describe that knowledge base. The identification of obligatory overt pronouns is
interesting from a theoretical standpoint. One argument for postulating the existence of a
null pronoun is that its distribution is purported to be parallel to that of an overt pronoun.
Identifying cases where overt and null pronouns are not substitutes for one another is thus
a necessary first step towards a formal description of the conditions for, and restrictions
on, the occurrence of each type of pronoun. In addition to being interesting from this
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formal, theoretical point of view, the identification of obligatorily overt pronouns is a
crucial first step in achieving another aim of the current study, namely to identify the
factors that motivate the use of an overt pronoun in environments where speakers have
the option of using either an overt or a null pronoun. Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 discuss
structurally obligatory overt pronouns and pragmatically obligatory overt pronouns
respectively.
4.5.1 Structurally Obligatory Overt Pronouns
There were a total of 84 "structurally" obligatory overt pronouns in the database.
This represents 26.7 % of the 315 overt pronouns Most of these overt pronouns can be
characterized as being syntactically obligatory, in that the strings without the pronoun are
ungrammatical. However, in some cases semantic considerations play a role in making
the overt pronoun obligatory, in that the string without the pronoun is grammatical but
would have a very different meaning from the string with the pronoun. The criteria used
in establishing this set of obligatory overt pronouns was quite conservative. If it seemed
that it would be possible, however awkwardly, to express the utterance without a
pronoun, it was not considered obligatory. There were in fact cases (discussed below in
4.5.2) where the consultants agreed that a pronoun was necessary in order for the
utterance to be felicitous Avithin the discourse context in which it was uttered, that I
nonetheless did not consider structurally obligatory overt pronouns. Native speaker
judgments were collected for 37 of the 84 cases of obligatory overt pronouns and in each
case there was almost'^ unanimous agreement that the pronoun was necessary; that is, all
six respondents gave a rating of '5', 'a pronoun must be inserted, to the blank in the
position of the original pronoun in the text.
Nine categories of structurally obligatory overt subject pronouns were identified.
The categorization enabled me to organize the data for presentation and see what
generalizations might be made about the structural environments in which overt pronouns
are obligatory. However, I do not make any claims about the psychological reality of
these categories in grammars of native speakers of EA. The categories are shown in

Excqjtions are discussed for individual cases.
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Table (4.25), along with the number of tokens of each and percentage of obligatory overt
pronouns in the film database that are accounted for by the category.
Table 4.25; Obligatory Overt Pronouns by Category in Film Data jase
% of Obligatory
No. of tokens
Category
Overt Pronouns
9
10.7
Subject of a haal clause
13
15.5
Pro + illi focus construction
16.7
14
Collocation with clause initial morpheme
4
4.8
Modified subject pronoun
Subject of complement clause
2
2.4
Contrastive subject pronoun
4
4.8
1
Emphatic subject pronoun
1.2
Question pronoun
1
1.2
36
42.9
Subject of predicate with "weak" phi-features
84
100.0
Total N
I will discuss each of the categories and provide at least one example of each.^^ The
obligatory pronoun is underlined in the examples. The judgements of the native speaker
consultants are discussed for each category of obligatory overt pronouns.
4.5.1.1 Subject of a haal clause
Recall that Arabic exhibits a type of adverbial clause called a haal or 'condition'
clause, so called because it describes a condition obtaining at the time of the event or
state mentioned in the matrix. The haal clause creates an obligatory context for an overt
subject pronoun. Nine, or 10.7%, of the structurally obligatory overt subject pronouns in
the database occurred in haal clauses such as (12);
(12)

faadil maySattibs §arikaat-i
w-ana SaayiS
Faadil not-enter companies-my and-I living
'Faadil is not to enter my companies while I am living.'

Five of the haal clauses, with blanks in place of the overt pronouns, were included
in the texts for which native speaker judgements were elicited. In each case, there was
unanimous agreement among the consultants that it was necessary to have an overt
pronoun in the clause.

A complete list of the tokens are given in Appendix E.
" See Chapter 1, section 1,5 for further explanation.
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Recall that Eid (1983) argues that the obligatory overt pronoun in the haal clause
is one example of the "anti-ambiguity" function which she proposes for overt pronouns.
However, in fact, within a particular discourse context, there is never the possibility of
any real ambiguity as the contexts for using each structure are distinct. Omitting the overt
pronoun in all the examples of haal clauses in the database do not lead to ambiguity, but
incoherence. The structure without the overt pronoun can not be a haal clause and its
interpretation as a conjoined clause beginning simply with 'and' is not coherent. Consider
the example above. Without the overt pronoun, the utterance means "Faadil is not to enter
my company and I am living". The conjunction reading which results from the omission
of the overt subject pronoun is clearly incoherent.
It seems that the conjunction in the haal clause plus the subsequent pronoun or
referring NP are analogous to the other collocations discussed below in section 4.5.1.3, in
which some clause initial morpheme forms a unit with the overt pronoun to convey a
unique semantic interpretation. In this case the collocation is what produces the 'while'
meaning of the conjunction M in the haal clause.
4.5.1.2 Pronoun + M focus construction
In this construction, an overt pronoun is followed by a headless relative clause
introduced by the relative pronoun M. This construction accounts for 12, or 15.5% of the
structurally obligatory overt pronouns. (13) is an example of this construction.
(13) y-azhaar intu Poraayib maSa boSd. w-inti illi dayman 0 bitwiddii-hum.
oh-Azhaar youp relatives each other and youps who always seek-to-befriend2Fs-them
'Azhaar, youp are relatives to one another and VOUTO are the one who always seeks to
befriendssthem.'
As indicated by the translation of the example, the meaning conveyed by the
construction is similar to that of a cleft construction in English of the form 'pro am/is/are
the one/s who X' where pro represents a personal pronoun and X some predicate. The
Arabic construction differs from the English however, in that in Arabic, the predicate in
the relative clause must agree with the focussed subject pronoun. It cannot carry 3rd
person singular agreement as the verb does in English. Example (13) illustrates this.
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The pronoun in this construction is typically in contrastive focus, explicitly or
implicitly, as in (13) where the speaker intends to say something like 'you, and not I,
always visit them'. However, at times the contrast is implicit in the discourse and not
explicitly focussed on the pronoun referent. Consider, for instance, the example in (14);
Context: Azhaar has found out about Abdel Hamiid's paralysis and has just arrived at the
house where she is speaking to his wife, Afkaar, and daughter, Nabila. Azhaar is very
upset that she was not informed earlier about the illness.
(14)
Azhaar nabiila... kida bardo ya habibti. 0 matgii§ yaxti 0 tiPuliili inn Pabuuki itSall?
'Nabila, so is that it my dear, you don't even come and tell me that your father
is paralyzed?'
Afkaar ana illi 0 Pultilhum 0 mayMuuS liPayy hadd ilia lamma 0 nirgaS min issafar.
'I am the one who told them not to tell anyone until we return from the trip.'
The contrast in 'I am the one who told them' is not explicitly between T and some other
person who might have told them. Rather, the contrastive meaning is something like: ^She
didn't decide herself not to tell you about her father's paralysis, so don't blame hex for not
telling you. I told her not to tell and therefore I am responsible.' The speech act involves
an expostulation on the part of speaker B of a belief held by Speaker A that can be
inferred from the discourse.
Speaker A (to C):
Speaker B (to A):

Why did you do X? (inference: C is responsible for X)
I (am the one who) told C to X.

Speaker B is correcting Speaker A's assumption, implicit in the discourse, that C is
responsible for X.
There was one example of this construction for which consultant judgements were
elicited. The blank corresponding to the subject pronoun was unanimously given a rating
of a '5', 'pronoun must be inserted'.
4.5.1.3

Collocations
The film database included five types of collocations involving utterance initial

morphemes that require the overt subject pronoun that follows them. The initial
morpheme and pronoun form a single phonological unit. There are 14 overt pronouns in
the film database that fall into this category, comprising 16.7% of all the structurally
obligatory overt pronouns. In some cases, the clause initial morphemes occurred with an
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overt pronoun but that overt pronoun would have to be present regardless of the presence
of the initial morpheme because of the nature of the predicate in the clause. These were
categorized below in 4.5.1.8 with similar examples not involving the collocations.
Included here are only those clauses which could possibly be expressed without the entire
complex of initial morpheme + pronoun, and hence the occurrence of the pronoun was
judged to be motivated by the utterance initial morpheme. One example with each type of
initial morpheme with overt pronoun is given below.
1.

ma + pronoun:

Context: The hearer has just asked the speaker if he would intercede to help him acquire
some land. The speaker is surprised at the request and responds by stating the reason why
his help should not be required
(15)

ma-ntu waxdin-ha bi wadS ilyadd
but-you taken-it by laying the-hand
'But you have taken squatters rights to it'

All the consultants agreed that this pronoun after the initial ma was obligatory.
What the speaker says is 'but you have done Y'. The further, indirect implied meaning is
'so why are you asking me to do X when you have already done Y which should make X
unnecessary'. Badawi and Hinds (809) describe this use of ma as signaling 'expostulation'
on the part of the speaker. The American Heritage dictionary defines expostulation as "to
reason earnestly with someone in an effort to dissuade or correct." In this instance, the
conjunction laakin, 'but', the prototypical conjunction of expostulation, could have been
used to convey much the same meaning although the clause initial m cannot always be
replaced by 'but'.
2.

^ + pronoun
(16)

d-ana yaama ruht wi-0-geet
da-I oh-how went and came
'Oh how I used to get around!'

Hinds and Badawi (273) refer to this initial morpheme as an exclamatory particle
meaning either 'but', 'why' or 'really'. Three of these clauses were included in the texts
that consultants judged. For two of them, there was unanimous agreement that the
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pronoun was necessary after the initial

However, one of the six consultants indicated

that the pronoun in (17), while it was preferred, was not entirely obligatory:
(17)

dana Sand-i maSaad
muhimm dilwaPti
da-I at-me appointment important now
'I have an important appointment now.'

In other words, the consultant considered the string in (18), without the overt pronoun:
(18)

da 0 Sand-i maSaad
muhimm dilwaPti
da
at-me appointment important now

to be equivalent to (17) and acceptable. I asked the consultant about this judgement in the
follow-up interview and he was quite firm about considering the string without the
pronoun to be acceptable in this case. Perhaps the nature of the predicate can account for
this judgement. This sentence is an example of a clausal predicate with a logical subject,
whereas the other two sentences had verb phrase predicates. Despite this dissenting
opinion about the obligatory nature of the pronoun I included it with the other cases of
obligatory pronouns after sentence initial

The majority rejected the possibility of

having the clause initial morpheme without some NP (pronominal or other) immediately
following it.
3.

huwwa "question pronoun" + pronoun
(19)

huwwa ihna rayhiin farah?
it
^ going a wedding party
'Are we going to a wedding party?'

Cairene Arabic exhibits a so-called "question pronoun" that can occur sentence
initially in interrogatives and that generally requires an overt NP subject to follow it^^. If
the NP happens to be a pronoun, the pronoun is obligatory. Badawi and Hinds (918) refer
to this clause initial pronoun as an "interrogative particle signaling surprise or mild
disbelief." The six native speaker consultants unanimously agreed that the one pronoun in
the respondent database that occurred in this environment was obligatory. This type of
"surprise" question is discussed below in section 4.5.2 and identified as one of the
motivations for use of an overt pronoun, whether or not the clause initial "question
It is possible to find the question pronoun at the beginning of a sentence without a following NP as in
huwwa mafiis hadd guwwa?, 'Isn't there anyone inside?'
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pronoun" occurs. This question pronoun was not itself considered an overt pronoun in the
current study but its distribution is discussed further in section 4.6, below.
4.

m + pronoun
(20)
w-ihna na?siin-u?
and-we lacking-it
'And are we lacking?'
The collocation of the conjunction m and a pronoun can be used to ask a

rhetorical, sarcastic question, particularly common with first person subjects as in (20). In
order for the question to have the sarcastic tone either the pronoun itself or the collocated
conjunction and pronoun must precede the predicate. Otherwise it is interpreted as a
direct question.
5.

following lahu
(21)

lahu inta Sayz-ni 0 ?a?bal il-Sawad
ya Sabdilhamiid bee?
NEG-ityou want-me accept the-compensation oh Abdel Hamiid Bey
'Surely not, you want me to take compensation for it?'

The database included a single example of an overt pronoun following the
sentence initial morpheme lahu. It serves to convey the surprise of the speaker at the
hearer's behavior or beliefs and the overt pronoun following it is obligatory, and conveys
the meaning 'surely it isn't true that X". It is possible to delete lahu along with the
following pronoun but not the pronoun alone.
4.5.1.4 Modified subject pronoun
Pronouns which occur with some kind of modifying phrase are obligatory. A
pronoun cannot be modified unless it is explicitly stated. There were four such pronouns
in the database, comprising 4.8% of the obligatory overt pronouns. (22) is one example of
this kind of obligatory modified subject pronoun. It occurred in a conversation between
Abdel Hamiid, his daughter Nabila and her boyfriend Haamid.
Context; Haamid is asking for Nabila's hand in marriage. He is explaining to Abdel
Hamiid his plans for setting up their household. He tells Abdel Hamiid that he plans to
work in one of the new cities on the outskirts of Cairo and that he was in fact hired just
that day to begin work the next. Nabila interjects the following comment:
(22)
wana bardo ?amma-0-txarrag PinSaalla haStayal wi...
And I too, when I graduate, will work God willing and
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The meaning of this utterance is 'I too (in addition to Haamid) will work', and can only be
conveyed with the overt pronoun. Without the pronoun the utterance can be used to
convey 'I will also work' (in addition to doing something else) but not 'I too will work.'
The other examples in this category similarly involve an overt pronoun followed by some
kind of modifier which requires the overt pronoun to be present. The complete list of
examples is included in Appendix E.
Three of these obligatory modified subject pronouns were included in the
respondent database. For two of them, the consultants were unanimously agreed that the
pronoun was a 5, 'pronoun must be inserted'. In one case, example (22), four consultants
gave the pronoun a rating of 5 but one gave it a rating of 4, 'pronoun is preferred but not
necessary' and one gave it a rating of 3, 'pronoun optional'. This discrepancy is most
likely attributable to the consultants not judging the string in terms of its meaning within
the context of the text. I have verified with other native speakers that the pronoun is in
fact obligatory in this example in order to convey the speaker's intended meaning.
4.5.1.5 Respectful subject of complement clause
As discussed above in 3.3.5.3, in a complement clause introduced with the
complementizer inn, the complementizer may have a bound pronoun suffix indicating the
subject of the complement clause or the complementizer may be bare, in which case an
overt subject, either a pronoun or other referring expression, must follow. Since the
respectful second person pronoun form hadritok, has no clitic form, a speaker, addressing
someone with whom they wished to use this pronoun, would have no options for forming
the complement clause other than to use the full independent hadritok/ik. An example is
given in (23):
(23) ana Pawwal marra PaSraf inn hadritak bithibb 0 tiPra innooS da min ikkutub
I first
time knowisthat youRESp like2Ms read2Ms the kind this of books
'This is the first time I know that y^ like to read books of this kind.'
There were two examples like this in the database, with an pragmatically obligatory full
form of the respectful hadritok/ik pronoun. Of course the pronoun could be left out and
replaced with an informal second person pronoun clitic on the complementizer but that
would not, pragmatically, be an equivalent utterance.
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4.5.1.6 Contrastive subject pronoun
The number of obligatory overt pronouns that can be explained directly in terms
of the notion of contrast is remarkably few (only 4), considering that the contrastive
function of the overt pronoun is the one most often cited by native speakers and offered
as an explanation for the occurrence of overt pronouns. Clearly it is not their frequency
which makes them prototypes for the function of overt pronouns in the minds of native
speakers. I believe that it is the relative transparency of this function and the fact that it is
identifiable without reference to any context larger than an isolated declarative sentence
that makes it "accessible" to generalization by native speakers. An example of an
obligatory contrastive subject pronoun is given in (24);
(24) Abdel Hamiid;
Galaal;

Sisriin sana min year ma-0-suufak?
'Twenty years without me seeing you?'
laakin aim kunt baSuufak. 0 ba§uufak fi-lmagallaat
wilgaraayid, w-0-asmaS Paxbaarak Pawwal bawwal
'But, I saw you. I saw you in the magazines, and the
newspapers and I heard your news as it broke.'

Note that it is not only the subject that is contrasted in (24) but both the subject and
object. The contrast is really between a difference in the two statements regarding the
distribution of theta roles of the verb to the two participants in the exchange. The English
equivalent would most likely have stress on the object pronoun; 'But I saw>'OM', or both
the subject and the object; 'But / saw you\ but not just the subject pronoun, as in the
Cairene Arabic utterance.
Three of the four tokens of obligatory contrastive subject pronouns were included
in the consultant database and in each case the consultants all gave the pronoun a rating
of 5, 'pronoun must be inserted'.
4.5.1.7 "Emphatic" subject pronoun
There was one occurrence of an obligatory overt pronoun that I categorized as an
emphatic subject pronoun. The meaning more precisely is 'pro, of all people'. It occurred
in a scene in which Abdel Hamiid, as a young man, is being chastised by his boss for
taking a bribe. He says;
(25)

inta ya Sabdil hamiid ya issukkari taaxud ra§wa?
You. Abdel Hamiid Is-sukkari, (would) take a bribe?
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The boss expresses his surprise that Abdel Hamiid, of all people, would take a bribe. The
"emphatic" function is generally offered as an explanation for the occurrence of overt
pronouns in null subject languages without any explanation of the actual range of speech
acts and discourse circumstances that might be involved in this "emphatic" use of the
pronoun. The tacit assumption would appear to be that it is not necessary to expound on
the details of the emphatic function of the pronoun, presumably because they are agreed
upon. On more careful consideration however, this is clearly not the case. The term
"emphatic" really only refers to the fact that the pronoun generally receives phonetic
stress when it occurs in certain uses and this is what makes it "emphatic". The underlying
semantic and/or pragmatic functions that are served by the "emphatic" pronoun are not
revealed by simply designating it as emphatic. "Emphatic", in other words, may be a
phonological primitive, but it is neither a semantic nor a pragmatic one.
In (25) above, it would be agreed that the speaker was being emphatic. The
pronoun certainly was produced with added phonetic stress. The actual meaning that is
conveyed can be paraphrased as 'pro, of all people'. However, not all instances of
emphatic, or stressed, pronouns were obligatory. Consider for instance the occurrence of
the overt pronoun (underlined) in the following discourse;
Context; Nabila and Afkaar and Wafii' are waiting at home for Abdel Hamiid to come
home from his evening out with his friend. Doctor Galaal. It is late and they are getting
worried that something may have happened to them. Wafii' asks Nabila if she knows Dr.
Galaal's telephone number; She doesn't respond to his question directly, but says;
(26) ahu 0 mumkin nutlub ilmustaSfa humma yiPululna Slaleeh
Well, we can call the hospital. They would tell us what it is.
The pronoun here has something of the 'pro, of all people' meaning seen in (26) above. In
addition, there is an implicit contrastive meaning;'/ don't know his telephone number, but

they do'. However, here the pronoun is optional. The utterance could have been produced
without the pronoun, albeit with some difference in the illocutionary act being performed.

Specifically, without the pronoun, the utterance no longer evokes the same contrastive
meaning. Recall that my designation of an obligatory overt pronoun requires that the
utterance without the pronoun not be possible in the discourse context in which it
occurred. The fact that the pronoun might change the sense of the utterance in some way.
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without altering its truth value, was not enough to categorize it as being structurally
obligatory. In many of the cases considered, what makes the pronoun obligatory is that
the locutionary act, including any inferred meaning that is associated with the utterance
with a pronoun, is effected not just with the pronoun, but with other lexical material or
with a particular syntactic structure and it is this specific linguistic context that makes the
pronoun structurally obligatory, according to the classification schema of obligatory vs
optional pronouns used for the current study. In example (25) above, the emphatic
pronoun is obligatory not because it is emphatic, per se, but because of the additional
vocative phrase ya Sabdil hamiid ya issukkari, 'Oh Abdel Hamiid Issukkari'. One might
actually think of the phrase as a modifier, in which case the example could be categorized
with other overt pronouns rendered obligatory by virtue of being modified, but it seemed
distinct enough to warrant separate treatment.
4.5.1.8 Predicates with "poor" inflection
Non-verbal predicates occur less frequently with null subjects and they often
require an overt subject. These include bare prepositional phrases, bare noun phrases and
some bare adjective phrases.'^ The 36 overt pronouns that occurred with non-verbal
predicates account for 42.9% of the obligatory overt pronouns. It certainly is not the case
that null subjects are prohibited with any of these predicate types categorically. There are
numerous examples in the database with each of them occurring with null subjects. I will
discuss each of the predicate types and compare their occurrence with an obligatory overt
pronoun to examples where the predicate type occurs with a null pronoun in order to
identify the factor or factors that determine when a null pronoun can be used with such
predicate types and when an overt pronoun is obligatory. The assumption that these
predicate types do not occur with null pronouns because they lack subject agreement
marking faces serious empirical challenges and cannot account for the distribution of null
versus overt pronouns with these predicates. I will show that there are a number of cases
where it is possible to have null pronouns with these predicate types and so any syntactic

By bare, I mean predicates which are not combined with an inflected temporal verb as in: 0 kaanit
doktoora. See Chapter 1, section 1.3.2.
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representation which judges them "ungrammatical" is overly restrictive. Further I will
consider cases in which the overt pronoun is obligatory but the lack of subject marking in
the predicate cannot be what makes the pronoun obligatory. Instead I will argue that the
pronoun serves an information processing function which I call "predicate signaling".
4,5.1.8.1

Prepositional/adverbial phrases^"

Null subjects can occur with prepositional phrase predicates in two syntactic
environments. They occur in relative clauses where the relativized NP is the subject of
the relative clause as in:
(27)

...mawduuS ilPard
illi 0 fi siidi Sabdirrahmaan...
...subject the land that in Sidi Abdel Rahman...
'...the subject of the land that is in Sidi Abdel Rahman...'

In fact, all eleven tokens of this type in the database, of a relative clause with a PP
predicate, occurred without overt pronouns. Four of them were included in the texts that
consultants gave judgements on and for the most part they rated the subject position a 1,
'pronoun not possible'. PP predicates thus conform to the generalization (see Chapter 3,
section 3.3.5.5 and 3.3.5.6) that the subject of the relative clause must be null when there
is coreference between it and the relativized NP.
Null subjects also occur with PP predicates in embedded clauses introduced by a
complementizer, such as Finn, with a bound pronoim suffix that refers to the subject of
the complement clause:
(28)

...Pultiili
?inn-ik
0 fi tibb
Pilqaahira...
you told me that-you
in medical Cairo
'You told me that you are in Cairo medical (school).'

However, it can be argued that these two structures in Cairene Arabic do not
really contain null subjects at all. In the first case, the relative clause head noun may be
considered the subject of the prepositional phrase. It has simply "moved" to the position
before the relative pronoun and the null element in the subject position of the relative

The examples in this category are predominantly prepositional phrases but one example of the adverb
phrase predicate hina 'here' is included.
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clause is a trace of that movement^\ In complement clauses, it could be argued that the
object suffix on the complementizer is the subject, realized as an accusative case clitic on
the complementizer because the complementizer assigns accusative case to the subject of
the embedded clause and accusative case pronouns are always bound suffixes in Cairene
Arabic. Recall that the subject position in complement clauses such as (28) was tabulated
as having a null subject because it is possible to have, in addition to the pronoun clitic, an
overt independent subject in this position. (See Chapter 3, section 3.3.5.3.)
In addition to the above two syntactic environments that allow null subjects with
PPs, one null subject occurred with a PP predicate in a matrix clause. That example is
given in (29).
Context: Galaal and Abdel Hamiid are talking as they meet for the first time after a 20
year separation. Galaal has just cracked a joke. Abdel Hamiid says to him;
(29) 0 zayy ma-nta ya waad. kaPinn iz-zaman mayayyarS fii-k
haaga
like
you oh guy as if the-time not-changed in-you a thing
'(You're) just like you always were. As if time hasn't changed you a bit.'
The null pronoun in this example has much the same "feel" as the English translation
without the overt pronoun and auxiliary.
There was one overt pronoun with a prepositional phrase predicate that was at
least somewhat optional. It occurred in the the following conversation between an official
from a government office and Wafii':
(30) Official; ana hama§§iilak ilSamaliyya wi lamma dduur ilSagala maSaak,
'I am going to get this project going for you and when things get rolling,
0 hayibPalna kalaam taani.
we will speak again.'
Wafii';
taht ?amr saSadtak ya baa§a
'I (am) at your service Sir.'
The pronoun in question is the underlined ana, T. It occurs in a highly standardized
expression used to signal the speaker's willingness to comply with the hearer's request.
Two of the respondents rated the blank in this position as a 5, 'pronoun obligatory'.
However, three of the respondents rated it as a 4, 'pronoun preferred' and one rated it a 3,

What remains unexplained is why the trace cannot be lexicahzed since the trace of other NP movement
from the relative clause is. Cairene Arabic has obligatory resumptive pronouns when the relativized NP is
not the subject of the relative clause.
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'overt or null pronoun possible'. I believe the possibility of dropping the pronoun in this
case is parallel to the null subject in the equivalent English expression 'at your service'
which is an abbreviated version of'I am at you service'. It is, in other words, comparable
to the kind of null subjects that are possible in spoken English and is somewhat
"telegraphic", as the English phrase is.
Other than these very restricted environments, the prepositional phrase requires a
pronoun, even when the referent is easily recoverable from the context. Consider, for
example, the following utterance in which the same predicate in (30) occurs, but this time
in a syntactic environment that makes the overt pronoun unquestionably obligatory:
Context; Wafii' asks Faadil Bey to help him gain the cooperation of some people
concerning land that he wants to acquire. Faadil says that the people are greedy, hinting
that they will have to be bribed. Wafii' responds as follows:
(31) mahu-lbaraka fi hadritok ba?a faadil bee
'Well of course you can handle them, Faadil Bey,
0 titfaahim maSaahum w-ana taht Pamrak
(You) come to an agreement with them and I (am) at your service.'
The consultants all agreed that in this case the pronoun could not be omitted. From the
discourse it is clear that the intended subject of the clause is ana, and yet the pronoun is
obligatory^^. Null subjects with prepositional phrases are quite limited. A complete list of
the 12 obligatory overt subject pronouns that occurred in the database with a
prepositional phrase are listed in Appendix E. Nine of them were included in the
consultant response texts. In all nine cases, there was unanimous agreement among the
six consultants that the pronoun was obligatory.
In summary, prepositional phrases can occur without overt subject pronouns in
relative clauses where the relativized NP is the subject of the clause, in embedded clauses
introduced with a complementizer such as inn with a bound suffix pronoun referring to
the subject of the predicate and in limited, "telegraphic" expressions. Otherwise, PP
predicates require an overt pronoun subject. In the next section I will consider the

We note that a similar utterance with a verbal predicate might also have a 'preferred' overt subject
pronoun because of the contrastive meaning 'you do X, and (then) I'll do Y). However, with a verbal
predicate the pronoun would not be obligatory.
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possibilities of having null pronouns with NP predicates and suggest an explanation,
based on that discussion, for why PP predicates do not occur with null pronouns more
frequently.
4.5.1.8.2

Noun Phrases

There were 14 occurrences in the database of noun phrase predicates with overt
pronouns that were obligatory. 8 were included in the texts that consultants were asked to
judge and in each case all six consultants agreed that the pronoun was obligatory. Again,
as with prepositional phrases, the overt pronoun is necessary even when the intended
referent is inferable from the discourse context. (32) gives an example of an obligatory
overt subject pronoun with a definite noun phrase predicate:
Context: Afkaar is questioning Galaal about his work. He says that he has a hospital. She
asks if it is a private hospital and he answers;
(32) la?. Saamm. musta§fa ilhummiyaat fi-mbaaba.
'No. General. The infectious diseases hospital in Imbaaba.'
ana 1-mudiir
il-Sumuumi bitaaSu baPaali talat-tuShuur bass
I the-director the-general of-it be-to-me three months only
'I have been the general director of it for just three months.'
This example is interesting in that the identification of the subject of the NP
predicate is clear from the discourse context without the overt pronoun, if the entire
utterance is considered. However, if the utterance occurred without the overt pronoun, the
definite NP ilmudiir ilSumuumi bitaaSu, 'its general director', when first uttered, is likely
to be interpreted as being the subject of a (forthcoming) predication. The subject of
predication in the immediately previous clause is 'the hospital'. Should the speaker then
continue with the phrase 'its general director", the hearer assumes that the speaker is
introducing a new subject of predication, i.e., the general director of the hospital. This
interpretation can be maintained until the beginning of the clause baPaali talat-tuShuur
bass, 'I have (been) for just three months', which clearly indicates that the subject of the
(still to come) predication is T, at which point the possible status of the initial NP
becomes limited to a topicalized NP extracted from a non-subject position. Finally, at the
end of the utterance, when no predicate is forthcoming, a reanalysis of the initial NP, as a
predicate rather than a subject, would be forced in order to make the sentence coherent.
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The hearer will have "gardenpathed" in his interpretation of the utterance. Note further
that the same utterance with a different order of presentation as in (33) requires no overt
pronoun.
(33)

0ba?aali talat-u§huur bass ilmudiir
il-Sumuumi bitaaSu
be-to-me three months only the-director the-general of-it
'For just three months, (I) have been the general director of it.'

The adverbial phrase at the beginning of the sentence signals that a predicate is
forthcoming and that its subject is T. The adverbial phrase does so because it is a
complex predicate with a logical subject marked with an indirect object pronoun clitic on
the verb form ba?a.
I believe that this characteristic of NPs, that they are potentially subjects of
predication, is an important reason why they cannot occur as freely with overt pronouns
as other predicates, since if they did, there is the possibility of interpreting their utterance
as a new subject rather than the predicate of a null subject. In the utterance in (32), the
relevant information needed to infonn the hearer that the NP is not the subject, is
delayed, making the overt pronoun especially important. The overt subject pronoun
serves to identify the NP as being a predicate of that subject pronoun and not a new
subject that is being introduced into the discourse. This function of the pronoun is
reminiscent of the function of the "pronoun of separation" in Arabic, although the
traditional definition of that pronoun needs to be modified to accommodate the function
of the overt subject pronouns I am discussing here. The term "pronoun of separation" is
commonly used for the underlined pronoun in (34):
(34)

ilyaPs
huwwa ilSadw
il-ha?ii?i li-l-insaan
the-despair it
the-enemy the-true to-the-human
'Despair (is) the real enemy of the human.'

It is called a pronoun of separation because it separates the subject from the
predicate. As there is no present tense copula to mark this constituent break, a pronoun is
used instead. The pronoun signals that the subject has ended and that what follows is the
predicate. It is not obligatory but according to Abdel-Massih et al., "Most definite phrases
functioning as predicate must be preceded by a pronoun whose antecedent is the subject"
(218). However, if we think of the pronoun of separation as signaling that what follows it
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is the predicate, then the two phenomena share a common function. In an utterance with
an IMP predicate, an overt pronoun in initial position serves not to identify the referent of
the subject, but to signal that the following NP is the predicate of the utterance. In this
case the initial overt pronoun is obligatory.
Related to this predicate signaling function of overt pronouns with definite NP
predicates, is the fact that NP predicates cannot occur freely with null subjects in relative
clauses where the relativized NP is the subject of the relative clause. I will illustrate this
by contrasting a case where a null subject is possible with a case where it is not. The two
examples in the film database of an NP predicate in a relative clause occurred in headless
relative clauses. The utterance containing both clauses is given in (35);
(35) Pilli 0 ?add iS-Suyl yiStayal w-illi 0 mu§ ?add-u yiwarrii-ni Sard kitaaf-u
who equal the-work woric and-who not equal-it show-me width shoulders-his
'Whoever is up to the work can work and whoever isn't can get out.'
The predicates in both clauses are NPs and a null pronoun is possible. The first
clause was included in the consultant database and the position of the null pronoun was
judged a 1, 'pronoun not possible', by four of the respondents, consistent with the general
restriction against overt pronouns in this position.
However, not all NP predicates can occur in this position and in fact with certain
NPs an overt pronoun is obligatory. There were no examples in my film database of an
NP predicate in a relative clause with an obligatory overt pronoun; so to illustrate this
point I will use an example from Salim (1974), one of the two plays that Parkinson
(1987) used in his analysis of overt pronouns in Cairene Arabic.^^
Context: The speaker is objecting to the leadership role being taken by one Tawhiid, who
has a lower official rank than others who could assume that role. He says:
(36) mi§ maSPuul yibPa Sandina mudiir Saamm illi huwwa issayyid mudiir ilPiskaan
winsiibu winaaxud ilPax tawhiid illi lissa fiPa xamsa.
'(It's) not reasonable that we should have a general director, who he (is) the director
of housing, and we leave him and take this guy Tawhiid who is still level 5.'

While the example is referred to in Parkinson (1987: 353), it is not actually given in the article. I received
it through personal conununication with the author who points out also that the example seems to be an
exception to the oft cited generalization, said to be true in all varieties of Arabic, that the relative pronoun
only occurs with definite NP heads.
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The pronoun in the subject position of the relative clause is obligatory. Without it,
the definite NP predicate is interpreted as the subject of the relative clause and causes the
hearer to "gardenpath" in processing the clause. It is clear that the role of the overt
pronoun here has nothing to do with the identification of the subject phi-features as the
subject position is generally obligatorily null when the relativized NP is the subject of the
relative clause as is the case in this example. Another reason why it cannot be argued that
it is the lack of subject agreement features on the predicate which causes the pronoun to
be obligatory here is that there are no subject agreement features on PP predicates, and
yet, as we saw above, PP predicates do occur in this position and never create an
obligatory context for an overt pronoun. I suggest that this difference is due to the fact
that the prepositional phrase predicate is not a potential subject and therefore the
coreference between the subject of the relative clause and the relativized head is
established as soon as the clause is begun. Thus, the predicate signaling function of the
overt pronoun is not required with PP predicates. Furthermore, when the NP is one which
is not interpretable as a subject, as is the case with ?add iS-Suyl in (35) above, the null
pronoun is the preferred option.
If the reason that NP predicates do not allow null subjects is because an overt
subject is needed to identify the NP as being a predicate rather than a subject of
predication, we would expect that even an NP predicate that does clearly identify the phifeatures of its subject would still require an overt subject if that NP can be interpreted as
a subject. In fact, this is precisely what does occur in the case of NP predicates which are
free relative clauses as in (37);
(37)

anailli badfaS it-taman
I who pay is the-price
'I am the one who is paying the price.'

Recall from the discussion of these structures in 4.5.1.2 that in structures of this kind in
Cairene Arabic there is agreement between the subject and the verb in the free relative
clause, unlike English in which the verb carries 3"^ person singular agreement. In other
words the free relative illi badfaS it-taman, cannot be predicated of any subject other than
T, and yet an overt pronoun is necessary. If recovery of the subject from inflectional
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morphology in the predicate was a sufficient condition for licensing a null pronoun, it
should be possible to drop the pronoun in utterances like (37).
To summarize what I have argued so far, NP predicates which can be
interpreted as (new) subjects of predication require overt subject pronouns to proceed
them in order to clearly signal their status as predicates. This is true in matrix clauses as
well as relative clauses and accounts for the fact that with "subject-like" NPs, an overt
pronoun is actually obligatory, contrary to the usual preference for a null pronoun in the
subject position of a relative clause when there is coreference between the relativized NP
and the subject of the clause. This function of the overt pronoun is very similar to the
function of the pronoun of separation and is another example of how in languages like
Arabic that lack a present tense copula, pronouns often perform functions performed by
copulas in languages that have them. In this case the copula-like function of the pronoun
has been characterized in terms of its signaling that a subsequent NP is a predicate.
Not all the occurrences of overt pronouns with NP predicates can be explained in
terms of this "predicate signaling" function, however. In order to further characterize the
restrictions on the occurrence of null subjects with NP predicates we must consider cases
where NP predicates can occur with a null subject. First, as we saw above in (35), NP
predicates can occur with null subjects in relative clauses as long as the NP predicate in
question is clearly a predicate and cannot itself be misinterpreted as the subject of the
relative clause. Also, NP predicates without overt subjects occur in embedded clauses
introduced by a complementizer with a bound pronoun suffix referring to the subject of
the embedded clause as in (38):
(38)

w-anaSaarif innuhum 0habayb-ak
and-I know that-they friends-your
'And I know that they are your friends.'

Besides these syntactic environments, bare NP predicates occurred in 19 clauses.
In (12) of them, the lack of an overt pronoun would also be possible in English in a
comparable utterance. (39) presents an example:
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Context; Abdel Hamiid and Galaal are sitting in a room talking when Abdel Hamiid's
daughter, Nabila, enters and says to Galaal:
(39)
masaa? ilxeer ya Punkil
'Good evening uncle.'
Galaal responds;
masaa? ilxeer. 0 bintak? ma saa? allaah, ma saa? allaah, ma §aa? allaah
'Good evening. (Is she) your daughter? Praise God, praise God, praise God.'
As the translation shows, the question '(is this/she) your daughter?' addressed towards
Abdel Hamiid in this particular context is possible in spoken English. The two utterances
have much the same "telegraphic" feel to them.
In addition, there were 6 other occurrences of null pronouns with NP predicates in
the data. (40) provides an example;
Context; In a meeting with the company board of directors, an engineer has raised
objections to the use of certain land because there is a lawsuit pending concerning it.
Abdel Hamiid says to the engineer;
(40) Sard ilma§ruuS bitighaz zayy ma baPuul, w-innizaaS da yxuss i§§u?uun
ilqanuniyya. 0 yitsarrafu fiih. 0 mus suylak inta. 0 waadih?
'The land for the project is to be prepared as (I) say and that lawsuit concerns the
legal affairs department. (They) will take care of it. (It's) not your business. (Is
that) clear?'
The underlined 'it' in the next to last clause refers to the lawsuit, which is the
subject of predication in the preceding two clauses. Notice that in the immediately
preceding clause 'the lawsuit' is not the syntactic subject of the clause but rather the
object of the preposition ffi-, indexed with a bound object pronoun, and yet it is still what
the utterance is "about". In their discussion of zero anaphora in Chinese narrative texts, Li
and Thompson (1979; 313) state that the "topic chain", where the topic established in the
first clause serves as the referent for the unrealized topics in the chain of clauses
following it, is the most frequently occurring type of zero anaphora. This notion of a
"topic chain" or what I refer to as "subject of predication" chain, can account for the
possibility of having zero subject anaphora in Cairene Arabic with a bare NP predicate
which lacks any subject agreement marking as in (40), above.
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In contrast, NP predicates that are predicated of a subject that is not a continuation
of the previous subject of predication, or topic, require an overt subject. An example of
this can be seen in (41);
Context: Abdel Hamiid is angry about the way his family has been treating him. He calls
them together and angrily says:
(41) 0 laazim tifhamu inn ilbeet da beeti ana. mu§ Sasaan 0 raPadt 0 ?ab?a
xalaas..Sayyil 0 bitrabbuuh wi 0 tu§xutu fi Pashaabu. illi 0 mu§ Paadir 0
yistahmilni wana kida yitfaddal 0 yiwarriini Sard kitaafu. ana mu§ Saala Sala
Wdd
'You must understand that this house is my house. Just because I am bed-ridden
doesn't mean that I am a child that you are raising and can bellow at his friends.
Whoever is not able to put up with me in this condition, is welcome to show me
the width of his shoulders^'*. I am not a sponger on anyone.'
Here we see that the clause immediately preceding the clause with the overt T is not
about T but rather about whoever can't put up with T. Notice that although T is referred
to in the preceding clause, T is not the subject of predication and thus cannot be referred
to with a null subject anaphor in the final clause which contains the NP predicate.
Although this particular example was not in the texts which were judged by native
speaker consultants, two other native speakers have confirmed that the pronoun in this
case is obligatory. To demonstrate that there is nothing inherent in this phrase that
prevents it from occurring with a null subject consider the following (imaginary)
discourse context in which the phrase could occur without an overt pronoun:
Context: A person has been charged with not being self-sufficient. He responds with;
(42) izzaay ba?a? dana badfaS Pigaar i§gaPPa, wi basrif Sala miraati wi Siyaali. yaSni
mu§ Saala Sala hadd.
'What do you mean? I pay the rent on the apartment and provide for my wife and
children. In other words (I am) not a sponger on anyone.'
In this context, when there is an unbroken sequence of predications of the same person in
the immediately prior discourse, a null subject pronoun with the same NP predicate we
see in (41) is possible.

This is an idiomatic expression meaning 'get out'
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Li and Thompson (1979) suggest that the probability of having an overt pronoun
increases when the "conjoinability" of a clause to the previous clause decreases. They
mention that one factor that reduces conjoinability is the occurrence of a contrastive
morpheme such as 'but' or 'however'. The following example of a null subject with an NP
predicate from our database however, demonstrates that these contrastive conjunctions, in
Cairene Arabic at least, do not necessarily motivate overt anaphora:
Context; Wafii' follows Abdel Hamiid out of a meeting in which one engineer Ra'ouf
made Abdel Hamiid really angry by raising objections to his plans. Trying to appease
Abdel Hamiid's anger, Wafii' says to him;
(43) hadritok Saarif ilmuhandis raPuuf da biyhabbik habbiteen. laakin 0 humaar Suyl
'You know, Sir, that engineer Ra'ouf nickpicks a bit but (he's) a workhorse.'
In this example, it is not the subjects of predication that are in contrast but the two
predicates themselves. The first, 'nickpicks a bit', is a negative attribute, while the second
'(is) a workhorse' is a positive one. This example demonstrates again the possibility of
having a null subject with an NP predicate in a sequence of clauses, as long as the subject
of predication remains constant across the clauses. Note that the conjunction joins a
verbal predicate and an NP predicate. This kind of conjunction is allowed in Cairene
Arabic. There is no "parallel" restriction on the conjunction of predicates that requires
that the predicates be of the same lexical category.
A sequence of clauses with the same subject of predication may be uttered by one
speaker or it may involve an exchange between two speakers. But sometimes, in
conversational exchanges between two speakers, the conditions that license null subject
pronouns are different from the conditions that are operant in a sequence of clauses
uttered by one speaker. Consider for instance the following example;
Context; Abdel Hamiid is talking to Wafii' about the subject of marriage. Abdel Hamiid
expresses his surprise to learn that Wafii' has no intention of manying. The following
conversation ensues:
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(44)

Wafii': leeh.. huwwa hadritak tiftikir inn iggawaaz Pahamm min
ilhurriyya? Sumuuman ana mu§ naPisni haaga xaalis. kull illi 0
baSuuzu 0 baSmilu. yibPa b-ilSa?l, luzuumu ?eeh iggawaaz?
Abdel Hamiid: inta bitPuui b-ilSa?l?
Wafii': tabSan. 0 mu§ tilmiiz Sabdil hamiid bee?
Wafii' 'Why...do you think that marriage is more important than
fi^eedom? Anyway, I am not lacking anything. Everything I want
to do, I do. So, logically, what's the need for marriage?'
Abdel Hamiid 'You say logically?'
Wafii' 'Sure. (Am I) not the student of Abdel Hamiid?'

There is a fair amount of implicit meaning involved in this conversation. Abdel Hamiid's
response to Wafii' indicates that he does not find Wafii's views on the importance of
marriage to be "logical" at all, although he presents them as being so, and indirectly
invites Wafii' to offer an explanation for or justification of those views. It is thus
expected that he should respond by offering some reason why he holds the views that he
does about marriage. And that he should offer some statement about himself that explains
those views is also expected, although by no means necessary. In this context the subject
of the predication 'not the student of Abdel Hamiid?' is "expected" and thus readily
recovered as being T and a null subject is possible.
Another example of a null subject licensed by a discourse context that creates a
pragmatically expected subject of predication is found in (45):
Context; Haamid is acting childishly. The following exchange occurs:
(45)Nabila: ya salaam ya haamid ya Paxi. 0 maSPuula harakaat ilSiyaal bitaStak di?
'Oh brother Haamid. Are they reasonable, these childish pranks of yours?'
Haamid: 0 PaSmil Pee baPa. 0 Sayyil wi 0 bahibb layyila
What can I do? (I am) a child and I love a child.
The phrase 'What can I do?', which Haamid offers as a preface to his utterance in which
the null subject occurs, clearly indicates his intention to offer an explanation for his
childish behavior. Furthermore, that his explanation should come in the form of some
kind of predication about himself that explains his behavior is also expected. This is then
another case in which a null subject is licensed with an NP predicate by virtue of their
being a readily recoverable "expected" subject of predication based on the immediately
prior discourse.
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The last two null subjects with NP predicates occurred in situations where the
speaker is offering a predication about an entity in the physical environment which is the
focus of attention at the time of the utterance. In the first case, given in (46), the subject
of the predication is a physical entity in the environment.
Context: Afkaar comes into a room where Abdel Hamiid is sitting. She is carrying an
incense burner and begins to walk around, spreading incense smoke in the room. The
following exchange occurs:
(46) Abdel Hamiid: Pee illi 0 bitiSmiliih-da ya Pafkaar?
'What (in the world) are you doing Afkaar?'
Afkaar: bizimmitak. 0 mu§ riiha tgannin? da buxuur hindi mumtaaz
'Honestly, (is this) not a wonderful scent? This is excellent Hindi
incense.'
Abdel Hamiid's question to Afkaar implicitly refers to the incense that she is waving
about. It is the fact that the incense is the focus of attention in the exchange that makes it
possible for Afkaar, in her answer, to use a null anaphor to describe its scent.
In the second case, given in (47), it is the general situation under discussion, which is
referred to with a null pronoun.
Context: Afkaar is apologizing to the guests at her home about having to cancel a party
due to Abdel Hamiid's unexpected illness. One of the guests comments on her plight,
saying:
(47) ?in§aalla
ya haanim 0 sidda
wi-tzuul
God willing oh madam hard time andpasssFs
'God willing madam, (it will be) a hard time and (it will) pass.'
The guest expresses his wish that the current situation in which Afkaar finds
herself will entail a brief period of hardship but then will pass quickly. The fact that the
situation is the focus of attention of all participants in the discourse allows the predicate
to be made without an overt subject pronoun or the use of a temporal verb such as tibPa,
'will besFs' with subject agreement marking.
In summary, we have seen that structurally obligatory overt subjects occur with
NP predicates when the discourse circumstances that license the occurrence of a null
subject are not operant. In other words, an overt subject is obligatory unless that subject
is "accessible" by virtue of being 1) a continuation of the immediately preceding subject
of predication, or 2) the pragmatically expected subject of predication, or 3) an entity in
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the discourse environment currently the focus of attention of the participants in the
discourse.
To illustrate further how these variables interact in determining the permissibility
of zero anaphora with NP predicates, consider example (48) of an NP predicate with an
obligatory overt pronoun;
Context: Galaal is telling Abdel Hamiid and Nabila about how he responded when one of
his daughters wanted to get married. He says:
(48) ilbint kaanit fakraani 0 haSaarid laakin ana masaddaPt. 0 ruht 0 gaayib ilSariis wi 0
Pultilu 0 PismaS, 0 sarihtu bi-iha?ii?a. 0 Pultilu, ana Paflas xal? illaahi taSaala. 0
Saayiz 0 tiggawwizha ya Pibni 0 tatakaffal bi-lmasPala min ilPalif ila-lyaaP.
'The girl thought that (I) was going to object but I didn't waste a minute. (I) went
and got the groom and (I) told him, 'Listen'... (I) gave it to him straight, (I) told him,
"I am the most penniless creature of God Almighty. If (you) want to marry her son
(you) will have to take care of everything.'"
The pronoun in question which is obligatory is the underlined 'ana','!'. At first glance it
may appear that this example meets the "subject of predication chain" condition for a null
subject pronoun. The 4 clauses immediately preceding the utterance in question all have
'I' as the subject of predication. However, the utterance in question is not part of that
chain. Rather, the utterance marks a switch in the speaker's narrative from the chain of
events leading up to his speaking to his future son-in-law, to a direct quotation of what he
said to him. As such, the utterance is quoted as it would have been delivered. Since it was
originally uttered as the opening in an exchange there would have been no prior discourse
to license a null subject, and in fact the utterance is another example of an NP predicate
which cannot be uttered without an overt pronoun because, as a definite NP, it would be
interpreted as a subject of predication rather than a predicate.
Example (48) illustrates how a quantitative analysis, such as Givon's (1985) topic
continuity "lookback score" which seeks to determine the relationship between the
mention of an entity in previous clauses and the occurrence/non-occurrence of an overt
pronoun, can be misleading. Such a quantitative analysis would incorrectly identify the
example in (48) as being an exception to the generalization that zero anaphora will be
used when the subject/topic was mentioned in an immediately prior clause. Of course it
would correctly "predict" the numerous cases of zero anaphora in the clauses preceding
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the one with the overt pronoun. However, the fact that an entity is mentioned in a
preceding clause, while it may correlate highly with the non-occurrence of an overt
pronoun, is not the underiying cause for that non-occurrence. Identifying those
correlational relationships is an important and valuable contribution to our understanding
of tiie variables that constrain the occurrence of an overt pronoun, but a deeper
investigation is necessaiy to establish the cause, in terms of information processing,
behind those correlations. This inherent drawback in the "clause counting" approach is
expressed by Givon himself in more recent work as follows:
However important quantified text-based studies have been for our understanding of
the discourse-processing function(s) of grammar, they come with certain costs. They
have, over the years, given rise to systematic artifacts, and those artifacts have in turn
led to explanatory models of the text, rather that the mind that processes the text. One
particularly damaging artifact produced by the text-based tradition...and one for which
I bear direct responsibility, is the notion of topicality as a SCALAR property ...both
main aspects of topicality - anaphoric accessibility and cataphoric importance- are in
principle a matter of degree. But. ..it turns out that scalarity IN PRINCIPLE of the
underlying mental (or physical) dimensions does not automatically mean scalarity IN
FACT at the processing level. Cognition - much like its integral part, grammar - is
apparently a reductive, discretizing process. (1992: 19) (original formatting)
It is unlikely that the six examples in the current database have revealed all of the
environments that license null pronouns with NP predicates in Cairene Arabic, but they
do at least offer a starting point for a more extensive investigation of those environments
and they certainly demonstrate that the generalization that null subjects cannot occur with
NP predicates because the latter do not exhibit subject agreement is not empirically
supported. The null subjects that occur with NP predicates, as well as other predicates
lacking person marking, are frequently dismissed by linguists who work within the
generative syntax framework, which has a long history of designating as ill-formed
sentences with such predicates occurring with null subjects.^^. They point to the
occurrence of null subjects in conversational English, which, they argue, is not
syntactically a null subject language, and argue that the occurrence of null subjects in

Although this line of argumentation has never been offered in print, I have encountered it frequently both
in personal discussions and as a response to presentations of this data at conferences.
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Cairene Arabic with predicates lacking person marking is a comparable phenomenon.
The inherent problem with this line of reasoning is obvious. It is entirely circular and
allows one to dismiss as "discourse based" any null subject whose occurrence seems to
contradict what a particular syntactic formalization dictates as being a syntactically licit
or illicit null subject pronoun. Only if we were able to establish some objective, universal
definition that would allow us to categorize some subset of null subjects as being
"discourse-based" which others are syntactic, would such a line of argumentation have
merit. However, such a definition is not likely to be forthcoming, because, I argue, all
null subjects are "discourse-based" regardless of the extent to which morphological
marking on the predicate allows recovery of the subject.
Summarizing our discussion of overt subject pronouns and NP predicates, we
have seen, first, that overt subject pronouns are necessary with definite NP subjects
which themselves can be interpreted as subjects. An overt pronoun subject is required in
such instances in order to clearly signal that the NP is a predicate and not a subject of
predication. This function of the overt pronoun accounts for the fact that an overt
pronoun subject is sometimes obligatory in relative clauses in which the relativized NP is
the subject of the clause, contrary to the usual generalization that this position requires a
null subject. Second, by comparing the discourse circumstances in which an overt subject
pronoun is obligatory with a bare NP predicate to discourse circumstances in which null
subjects are possible with this same type of predicate, I identified a set of three general
discourse circumstances that make null subjects possible with NP predicates and by
extension identified the circumstances which, if not present, make an overt pronoun
obligatory.
4.5.1.8.3

Adjective phrases

There were three tokens in the film database of structural obligatory overt
pronouns that occurred with adjective phrases^^. One of them was included in the
respondent database and all consultants rated it a 5, 'pronoun obligatory'. The two other

Verbal participle predicates, which are similar to adjective phrase predicates in terms of their inflection
for subject agreement, are discussed separately in section 4,5.1.8.4., below.
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tokens were identified in the text analysis and later confirmed as being obligatory through
consultation with other native speaking consultants.^^ Adjective phrases, like noun
phrases, can occur with null pronouns. I will again consider what conditions make it
possible to have a null pronoun with a predicate adjective in order to establish why the
pronoun is sometimes obligatory, as in the three cases under discussion.
Adjective phrase predicates can occur with null subjects in relative clauses when
the relativized NP is the subject of the clause, as in:
(49)

fii-h haaga 0 Pahamm min ilfiluus
in-it something more important from the-money
'There is something (that is) more important than money.'

In fact, the subject in indefinite relative clauses like (49) is a position which has an overt
pronoun only under very special circumstances such as those in (36), above. There were
no tokens of definite relative clauses with AP predicates in the film database. In principle,
null subjects are possible with predicate adjective in both indefinite and definite relative
clauses. However, a definite relative clause with a predicate adjective such as:
(50)

...innaas
illi 0tammaSiin...
..the-people that greedy....
'the people that (are) greedy'

can also be expressed as a sequence of a definite NP and agreeing definite adjective as in:
(51)

...innaas
ittammaSiin...
.. .the-people the greedy...
'...the greedy people...'

and the existence of this alternative might account for the relatively infrequent occurrence
of the relative clause structure in (50).
Recall that definite NP predicates sometimes require overt subject pronouns in
order to clearly mark them as being predicates. Predicate adjectives, on the other hand,
are usually indefinite in Cairene Arabic and so are less likely to be interpreted as subjects
and result in the same kind of processing "miscue" that we saw with NP predicates.
However, predicate adjectives can be definite and in the event that a discourse context
should call for the use of a relative clause with a definite AP predicate, which could be

I frequently asked native Cairene Arabic speaking friends and relatives for their judgements.
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interpreted as the subject of the clause, an overt subject pronoun would be obligatory, just
as is the case with a definite NP predicate. In fact, once the definite article has been
prefixed to the adjective it is effectively a noun with the meaning 'the one/ones who are
X,' where X is the quality named by the adjective. Because the definite article can be
prefixed to an adjective, just as it can be to a noun, in Arabic grammar treatises (written
in Arabic), there is no separate lexical category for an adjective. It is referred to simply as
a noun of description or ?ism sifa. So, once the adjective has effectively become a noun
by having the definite article prefixed to it, I would expect it to be constrained in exactly
the same way that any other NP is constrained in terms of its ability to occur with a null
subject.
Null subjects with all predicate types are found in complement clauses introduced
by an overt complementizer with a pronominal suffix indicating the subject of the clause.
Predicate adjectives are no exception to this rule as we see in (52)^^:
(52)

biyPuulu innaha 0 gamiila
saysp that-she beautifulps
'They say that she is beautiful.'

However, one of the three obligatory overt pronouns in the database occurred within a
complement clause with no overt complementizer with the matrix verb zann, 'think'. The
example is given in (53):
(53) 0 Pazunn ana hurr f-ixtiyaar miin 0 yizumi
wi miin 0 mayizumiig
thinkis I free in-choice who visit3Ms-me and who
not-visitsMs-me
'(I) believe I am free in my choice of who visits me and who doesn't visit me.'
This utterance points to a structural environment where the possibilities for a null subject
depend on the predicate type. Although the context makes it clear that the speaker is
asserting his own freedom to choose his acquaintances, still the utterance is not possible
without the overt pronoun. Even if I imagine a context in which the utterance occurs after
another with the same subject of predication, as in (54), the utterance still requires the
overt pronoun;

^ (52) is a constructed example.
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(54)

ana saahib ilbeet da wi 0 Pazunn ana/ *0 hurr f-ixtiyaar
I (am) the owner of this house and I think (I am) free in my choice of..

Clauses embedded under a matrix verb like zann, 'think', which can have a complement
clause without an overt complementizer, can occur with null subjects if the predicate is
an inflected verb or verb complex as in (55):
(55)

Pazunn hadritok / 0 Paawiz taaxud
ilhuPna dilwaPti
thinkis Sir
wantMs takeiMs/SMs the-shot now
'(I) think (that) (you) want to take the shot now.'

Neither of these two examples was in the consultant database but other native speakers
consultants have confirmed that in the first example the pronoun is obligatory while in
the second example the pronoun (the polite second person masculine form) is not
obligatory. Of course the utterance was spoken by a daughter to her father and so it
sounds less polite without the pronoun but syntactically, it is optional. The combined
inflectional information on the matrix and embedded clause predicates Paawiz taaxud,
'want to take' specify the phi-features of the referent uniquely as second person masculine
singular. The matrix predicate Paawiz 'want' is a verbal participle and can be used with
1ms, 2ms or 3ms subjects. The complement predicate is an imperfect verb which is
ambiguous between a 2ms and a 3fs reading. The only referent common to both, and thus
consistent with the complex predicate, is 2ms.

In sum, the subject position of an

embedded complement clause without an overt complementizer must be realized with an
overt pronoun unless the predicate is an inflected verb or verb sequence. This would
seem to be a position where a morphologically "rich" predicate can mitigate the need for
an overt pronoun.
Null subjects occurred with predicate adjectives in environments other than
relative clauses and complement clauses with overt complementizers. They occur in
discourse contexts where a comparable context in English would allow a null subject.
(56) is an example.
Context; Abdel Hamiid is discussing marriage with his son Wafii'. The following
conversation ensues:
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(56) Abdel Hamiid: 0 manifsakS 0 yikunlak wilaad?
'Don't you want to have children?'
Wafii': la tabSan. ilmasPala di ana..mabafakkar§ fiiha xaalis.
'No, of course. I don't think about this matter at all.'
Abdel Hamiid; 0 yariibaFs
'Strange.'
As the translation shows, Abdel Hamiid's comment at Wafii's attitude towards marriage is
delivered in a context that would clearly also allow a null subject referent in English. The
adjective in Cairene Arabic has feminine singular inflection on it, presumably because
the utterance is an abbreviated form of haagaps yariibaps, 'something strange'.
Besides these cases, null anaphora with predicate adjectives can also occur in the
same three contexts identified above for NP predicate null subjects. First, they occur
when they are conjoined to or follow the utterance of another clause with the same
subject of predication, as in (57):
Context: Nabila comes out of the house and finds Galaal wiping his hands after trying to
fix his car, which is giving him problems. His comment to her concerns the car, not
overtly mentioned but inferrable from the physical context of the discourse.
(57) Nabila: Pahlan ya doktor. 0 izzayyak ya Punkl?
'Welcome doctor. How are you?'
Galaal: 0 mutaPassif. 0 Samalitha.
'(I'm) sorry. (She's) done it.'
saSaat
0 tistandil
maSaaya innama 0 Si§ariyya
sometimes behave badlysFs with-me but
sociableps
Sometimes (she) behaves badly with me but (she's) sociable.'
Note again the lack of symmetry which is permissible in Cairene Arabic between
conjoined predicates. In this instance an imperfect verb and a predicate adjective are
conjoined. Also, as was the case in (43) above, the contrastive conjunction in no way
inhibits the possibility of having a null subject since it is the predicates, and not the
subjects, that are the focus of the contrast.
The second discourse context which was proposed to account for the possibility of
having null subjects with NP predicates was when the subject of the predicate is the
pragmatically expected subject of predication. This same explanation can account for
some of the null subjects found with predicate adjectives as in (58):
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(58) Context: Afkaar is sitting on the bed next to Abdel Hamiid just before retiring.
Abdel Hamiid
Safkaar....0 Sayzik 0 tinaami fi Pooda tanya
'Afkaar, (I) want you to sleep in another room.'
Afkaar
Abdel Hamiid
Afkaar

leeh Sabdilhamiid? inta zaSlaan minni fi haaga?
'Why, Abdel Hamiid? Are you angry at me about something?'
0 mu§ zaSllaanMs
'(I'm) not angry.'
Pummaal leeh 0 Sawizni 0 Panaam fi Pooda tanya?
'Well then why do (you) want me to sleep in another room?'

The null subject occurs in Abdel Hamiid's response to Afkaar's asking him if he is angry.
In his response of 'I'm not angiy', the pronoun can be omitted because it is pragmatically
the expected subject of his predication in response to Afkaar's question. The YES/NO
interrogative "are you X", if answered directly, would be answered "Yes, I am X" or "No
I am not X".
There was one example, given in (59), of a null subject which occurred in the
condition clause of a conditional sentence, preceding the result clause;
Context: Abdel Hamiid comes into Nabila's room to ask her assistance in going
downstairs to search for some books.
(59)Abdel Hamiid: 0 Saayiz 0 anzil liPodt-ilmaktab. 0 fadya 0 tinzili maSaaya? fii
§wayyit kutub Padiima 0 Saayiz 0 adawwar Saleeha
'(I) want to go down to the office. Are you free to go down with
me? There are some old books I want to look for.
Nabila:

ya salaam, wi law hatta mug 0 fadya d-ana Pafdaa-l-ak maxsuus.
and if even not free da-I freeis-for-you especially
'My goodness! And even if (I were) not free, I would free myself
specially.'

Note that in this example there are three clauses intervening between Abdel Hamiid's
question to Nabila, 'Are you free to go down with me?', and her answer. These
intervening clauses do not mitigate the expectation of a response from her to the question.
So the subject is pragmatically expected. However, the null subject in this case may be
licensed partially also by coreference relations internal to the sentence. In conditional
clauses such as this, where the condition clause precedes the result clause and there is
coreference between the subject in the condition and the result clause, the condition
clause can contain any type of predicate with a null subject and a null subject is preferred.
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Returning to our three obligatory overt pronouns with predicate adjectives, recall
that one of them was obligatory because it occurred in a complement clause without an
overt complementizer. This example was given above in (53) and repeated here as (60):
(60) oSazunn ana hurr f-ixtiyaor miinoyizumi
wi miin0 mayizumiig
thinkis I
free in-choice who visit3Ms-nie and who not-visitsMs-me
'(I) believe I am free in my choice of who visits me and who doesn't visit me.'
Another was the rhetorical question in (61).
Context; Mahmoud's publishing house has been burned to the ground. Galaal asks him
what the police are doing about it and he reports that they don't know who did it and he
seems quite resigned to the situation. Galaal on the other hand is very agitated and says;
(61) hiyya ?eeh, sayba?
she what loose
'What, is it loose?'
The expression is an idiomatic one, meaning roughly 'What, is there no law and order?'
The 'she' referred to is 'life' or 'the world'. The rhetorical/sarcastic nature of the question
in this context makes the overt pronoun obligatory.
The last example of an obligatory overt pronoun with an adjective phrase
predicate is given in (62),
Context; Mahmoud tells Abdel Hamiid about how he came to know about his illness and
then decided to come see him. He pauses briefly and then continues with:
(62) Pummaoleeh?
'Well, what do you expect?'
da-nta yaali 9andina awi ya si Sabdilhamiid wi rabbina huwwa illi 0 yiSlim.
'You are very dear to use Abdel Hamiid, with God as my witness.'
Although this pronoun occurs after the morpheme da, identified as an obligatory context
for a subsequent overt pronoun in section 4.5.1.3, it is not that collacation which is the
primary motivation for the pronoun. The utterance would require an overt pronoun even
without the morpheme. Rather, the utterance occurs in a context which does not in any
way "support" a null pronoun. There is nothing in the prior context that would make the
'you' subject of predication predictable. It is a new subject of predication introduced for
the first time in this particular segment of the conversation. In section 4.5.2 I will show
that this environment is one which favors an overt pronoun, regardless of the predicate
type and its level of recoverability.
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4.5.1.8.4 Verb participle phrases
There were 5 tokens of obligatory overt pronouns occurring with verbal
participles although none were included in the consultant database. Verbal participles are
formally like adjectives and are the same as adjectives in terms of the extent to which
they delimit the phi-features of subjects that they can co-occur with. They are marked for
number and for gender in the singular forms only. Verbal participles occur quite freely
without overt subjects and occur in all of the same positions and clause types where null
subjects occur with more highly inflected verb forms. In this section I will consider the
tokens of overt pronouns that occurred with bare participle predicates in order to
determine what motivates the occurrence of the overt pronoun. As with other predicate
types, the discussion will entail comparing utterances vdth an overt subject pronoun to
examples with null subjects, to attempt to identify the relevant distinguishing features in
the two situations.
There were 154 tokens in the database of bare participle with pronominal
subjects. 66 of them (42.9%) were null subjects and the remaining 56.9% were overt. 30
of the null subjects were in positions or discourse environments that favor or require null
anaphora, including: 1) subject of a coordinate clause, 2) subject of a relative clause with
coreference between the head and the subject and 3) "telegraphic" null subjects. I will
discuss each of these general categories of null subjects in turn, giving examples from the
database.
Bare participle predicates occurred without an overt subject pronoun in coordinate
clauses containing a predicate parallel to the matrix predicate and with coreference
between the subjects of the two clauses as illustrated in (63).
(63) ana katma
fi ?alb-i
wi 0 sakta
I repressingps in heart-my and being quietps
'I am repressing (my feelings) and keeping quite . .
The predicates in the matrix and coordinate clauses in (63) are both feminine singular
participles. In addition, it is possible in Cairene Arabic to have coordination between
predicates of different types and the subject in the coordinate clause can be omitted if it is
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coreferential with the subject of the matrix. An example of such a structure is given in
(64);
(64) 0 libist wi 0 rayha maSaa-h
dressedis and goingps with-him
'I dressed and (I) am going with him.'
The matrix predicate is a conjugated perfect verb while the predicate in the coordinate
clause is a bare participle.
Relative clauses of various types with coreference between the subject of the
clause and the relativized NP are another clause structure in which null subject pronouns
are possible (and usually obligatory) with all predicate types. (65) and (66) are examples
of null subjects with participle predicates in definite and indefinite relative clauses,
respectively.
(65) ...il-humaor illi0mwa??af il-Sarabiyya kida...
the ass
that parkMs the car
like this
...'the ass who parked the car like this'...
(66) ...risaala 0 mitwaggiha li-yya...
a message
directed
to-me
...'a message directed to me'....
In addition to these structurally defined environments which allow null subjects
with participle predicates, there are a number of examples in the database of what might
be called "discourse based" null subjects. In fact, null subjects are always discoursebased, by definition. That is, even with fully inflected verbs the predicate may delimit the
phi-features of the subject but this is not the same thing as identifying the particular entity
in the discourse environment that the speaker is referring to and predicating something of
This identification requires inferencing and processing that go beyond the sentence level.
Nevertheless, there are some null pronouns that have a telegraphic "feel" to them that
resembles the kind of null subject that is possible in spoken English and I wish to treat
these separately. An example is given in (67);
(67)

ana xarga ya Sabdilhamiid.
0 Saawiz haaga?
I go outps oh Abdel Hamiid
wantMs something
'I am going out Abdel Hamiid. (Do you) want anything?'
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The null subject in the second utterance is one that would be possible in spoken
English and if participles occurred with null subjects only in this type of discourse
situation one might be inclined to argue that it is not comparable to the null subjects that
occur with fully conjugated verbs. However there are a number of examples of null
pronouns with bare participle predicates that cannot be explained in this way. Four
examples are provided in (68), (69), (70) and (71).
Context; Nabila is asking Wafii' if he has done anything about getting a job for her
boyfriend. Wafii' doesn't know that the fellow in question is her boyfriend but he is
suspicious of her interest in getting him a job. He asks her to explain her interest in
getting a job for this fellow.
(68) Wafii': Seeh ilhikaaya?
'What's the story?'
Nabila: hakaayit ?eeh? 0 baPullak 0 ?axu zamilti, 0 mwassiyaaniFs Saleeh, wana
waSadtaha 0 nSayyinu Sandina fi-§§irka. ?aadi-lhikaaya.
'What do you mean? (I) tell you (he's) the brother of my colleague, (she's)
asked me to help him out and I promised her we would hire him at the
company. That's all there is to it.'
The clause with the null pronoun and the participle predicate are underlined. The subject
of the clause is coreferential with the possessor in the possessive NP that precedes it. This
is the utterance referred to in section 4.3.1 which one consultant insisted could not have
an overt pronoun as it would be unnecessary repetition because it was clearly marked to
be a predicate of 'she'. The fact that the predicate could, in different discourse
circumstances, be predicated of 'youps' did not occur to the consultant. The reason why
the colleague is salient in the discourse, allowing the speaker to use a null pronoun to
refer to her, is clear. The speaker has constructed her talk purposefully in order to
introduce the colleague and establish that it is because of the colleague's request and her
promise to her colleague that she is interested in helping the fellow out. The speaker is
clearly trying to deflect attention away from the fellow himself, and give the impression
that it is really the colleague and her request that are the important "actors" in the
discourse. This is an example then of how an entity can be introduced into the discourse
in a non-salient syntactic position and still be salient enough to "license" a subsequent
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null pronoun.^^

There are a number of examples in the database of a speaker

stating his wants/desires using the participle Saayiz, 'want' without an expressed subject
pronoun. An example is given in (69):
Context: The barber has just finished shaving Abdel Hamiid and being paid for his
services. The barber thanks Abdel Hamiid who then says;
(69) 0 Payzak
0 tigii-l-i
kuU PusbuSeen talaata kida
wantws-you come-to-me every two-weeks three so
'I want you to come to me every two or three weeks or so.'
This seems to be an exception to the general tendency to state explicitly a subject of
predication that is "new" in a segment of discourse (discussed below in in section 4.5.2).
It is likely that the null pronoun is possible here because of the semantic nature of the
predicate, the sentence type and the relationship of the participants. That is, it is
"expected" in a pragmatic sense that a wealthy man state his wishes to receive the
services of a barber on an occasion such as this. Other examples of null pronouns with
the participle Saayiz, 'want' similarly occurred in discourse situations in which it is
expected that the speaker be stating his wishes to the hearer(s).
A final example of a null subject with a bare participle predicate is given in (70),
in this case in a coordinate clause conjoined with bass, 'but'.
Context: Abdel Hamiid previously requested that his son, Wafii', buy Faadil out of a
business venture they are jointly involved in. He wants to get an update on the situation.
The following exchange ensues:
(70) Abdel Hamiid: 0 Samalt Pee maSa faadil?
What did you do with Faadil?
Wafii': Paaa...xalaas 0 ittafaPna Pinnu 0 yistiri nasibna fi-lmasnaSiyya.
'Umm..it's done. We agreed that he will buy our share in the factory.
bass lilPasaf
0 SaaridMs
mablay PaPall bi-kitiir mi-lli 0 dafaSnaah
'But unfortunately, (he) has offeredMsa much smaller sum than we paid.'
'Faadil' is introduced into the discourse as the object of the preposition 'with' and in the
segment of discourse immediately preceding the null reference, is the subject of an
embedded complement clause. Within this context, Faadil is clearly a salient potential
subject of predication. Two consultants judged that this was a position which could have

This example is another counterexample to the Bid's "subject switch" proposal (see section 2.6.4).
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an overt pronoun or not, and 3 judged that a null pronoun was preferred.^"
The final example of a participle predicate with a null subject occurred in an
embedded indefinite relative clause.
Context; Abdel Hamiid is looking for some books that he hasn't seen in a long time. He is
speaking, almost to himself but also to his daughter Nabila, who is also in the room and
he says as he peruses the bookshelves:
(71) 0kaan liyya kutub Padiima 0 mus Saarif 0 wadduuhum feen
was3Ms to-me books old
not knowMs tooksp-them where
'I had some old books (that) (1) don't know where they took (them).'
These examples of null subjects illustrate that there is nothing inherent in
participle predicates that prevent them from occurring without overt subject pronouns as
long as the discourse circumstances that are required in general to support a null pronoun
attain. The circumstances that motivate the use of an overt pronoun with a participle
predicate are the same circumstances that are operant for other, more fully inflected,
verbal predicates. Those circumstances are discussed in detail in 4.5.2, below.
Although it is not likely that referential ambiguity is the cause for the high
frequency of overt pronouns with participle predicates, it is nonetheless a fact that
participle predicates seem to occur with overt pronouns more frequently than conjugated
verb predicates do and this needs to be explained. I believe that at least part of the
explanation lies in the semantic nature of certain high frequency participle predicates.
They include faahim, 'understand'; Saarif, 'know'; Saayiz 'want'; misadda?, 'believe';
mihtaag, 'need'; Paasif, 'sorry'; waosiq, 'trust'; and mwaafi?, 'agree'. These predicates seem
to figure often in the kinds of conversational events and utterances that motivate overt
pronouns, in particular those motivated by the speakers desire to express conviction or
sincerity. These motivations are discussed in section 4.5.2.
Another argument that might be made for dismissing null subjects with participle
predicates as being some kind of discourse phenomenon distinct from null subjects with
fully conjugated verbs might be that the latter are in some way "independent" of the
discourse. That is, an utterance with a fully conjugated verb is somehow interpretable at
One consultant judged the position a '5' 'pronoun must be inserted' and gave as her reason that the
predicate was ambiguous. However, this particular consultant clearly had a strategy of judging null
pronouns as unacceptable whenever there was homophony in terms of subject feature marking, regardless
of the context and how little real ambiguity there was.
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the sentence level without any discourse context while an utterance with a participle
predicate is not. However, the fact is that sentences with null pronouns taken out of
context are always interpreted with some reconstruction of context and it seems that
native speakers can do this equally well for utterances involving a three way participle
predicate ambiguity as they can for a two-way ambiguous conjugated verb. El-Tonsi
(1992: 61) in his grammar of Cairene Arabic written for second language learners of the
language, gives three examples of the use of the active participle to express progressive
tense with verbs of locomotion, and inceptive verbs. Two of the examples do not have
overt pronouns. The examples are given in (72) and (73).
(72) mirawwaha dilwaPti Sala tuul PaSaan xatib-ha
mistannii-ha
going-homeps now
right away because fiancee-her waitingMs-her
'(She) is going home right away because her fiancee is waiting for her.'
This utterance is clearly intended to mean what the translation indicates and El-Tonsi
translates it as such. However, the sentence technically could also mean '(IFS) am going
home right away because her fiance is waiting for her' or '(YOUFS) are going home right
away because her fiance is waiting for her' but clearly these two options are less likely
and require the construction of some more unusual context. Consider for instance a
mother who is concerned because her daughter's fiance is waiting for the daughter at the
house and she knows that he is angry about something and feels that she had better get
home quickly in order to keep the peace. Assume further that this is shared knowledge
between a speaker and hearer. In such a context, the Tps reading, without an overt
pronoun, follows easily.
The utterance in (73):
(73) rayha feen dilwaPti
goingFs where now
'Where are you going now?'
is also 3-way ambiguous. Clearly the most likely context for this utterance is a question
directed at a female hearer but the other two possible interpretations, 'Where is she
going?' and 'Where am I going', are possible and felicitous, given the appropriate context.
I submit that an author writing a pedagogical grammar would not use two
examples (out of three) of participle predicates without overt pronouns unless s/he felt
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them to be well-formed sentences. Of course, if the point of the examples was to
demonstrate the "telegraphic" nature of the utterances that would be another matter, but
in this case the examples are given merely as typical illustrations of the semantics of the
active participle.
4.5.1.9 Section summary and conclusions
In sections 4.5.1.1 to 4.5.1.7 examples were presented of a variety of different
structures which create obligatory contexts for overt pronouns. Further, in sections
4.5.1.8.1 to 4.5.1.8.4 I have considered in some detail predicates that have less subject
phi-features maridng than folly conjugated verbs and identified the circumstances which
create obligatory contexts for an overt pronoun. I argued that in fact there is nothing
inherent in these predicate types that prevents them from occurring with null subjects as
long as the discourse context necessary to "support" the recovery of the subject attains.
However, this qualification is not specific just to utterances with these less explicit
predicate types; in fact it holds for all predicate types. In general, I would argue,
following Prince (1997):
. . . first, that a description of the syntax of a language should aim for specifying
only the possible strings, regardless of the likelihood that such strings will sound
felicitious in a particular discourse context, and, second, that it should be the job
of that part of the semantics/pragmatics that Vallduvi calls the "Informatics
Component" to specify what discourse function is associated with what syntactic
form and therefore in what sorts of contexts a given string will be felicitious and
what sorts of inferences it will trigger. (282)
This statement was made in the context of a paper addressing the question of the
interpretation of sentences with left-dislocated or topicalized NPs. It applies equally well
to utterances with overt and null pronouns. In other words, the syntax should generate all
strings, both those with and those without an overt pronoun subject and not try to fix the
discourse meaning at the sentence level. The effort by formal syntacticians, operating
primarily within the Principles and Paramenters model, to limit the occurrence of
syntactically "licit" null pronouns to predicates with person marking has been misguided
and ignores the abundance of evidence of their occurrence with predicates lacking such
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marking. I turn now to a consideration of the variables that motivate the use of overt
pronouns in general, when they are not structurally required.
4.5.2 Pragmatically obligatory overt pronouns
The utterances discussed in 4.5.1 are ones in which an overt pronoun is required
to make an utterance "structurally" sound and convey the truth value meaning of the
utterance as intended by the speaker. In addition to these cases, there are utterances which
seem, at the sentence level, to have subject pronouns that optionally could be null and
yet, in order for the utterance to be felicitous in the discourse context and convey the
speaker's intended meaning, the pronoun is required. I call these subjects "pragmatically
obligatory pronouns". Within the consultant database there were 55 tokens of overt
pronouns which at least 4 of the five consultants judged to be a '5', 'a pronoun must be
inserted', which I have categorized as being pragmatically obligatory. Of the 55, 19
(34.5%) were judged by all six consultants to be a '5', 14 more were judged by 5 of the
consultants to be a '5', and the remaining 22 received a '5' rating from four of the
consultants.
Based on the consultants' explanations for their preference of a pronoun, the
pragmatically obligatory overt pronouns were evaluated in terms of the following
features: 1) whether or not the utterance was the opening of a conversation, 2) whether or
not the utterance introduced a new subject of predication which could not be predicted
from prior discourse, 3) any extra "emotive" element in the discourse situation such as
commitment on the part of the speaker to the truth of the proposition, surprise at the
proposition, or a desire to convey sincerity 4) whether or not the speaker was
expostulating, or "correcting" a stated or inferable belief held by the hearer, 5) whether or
not the speaker is presenting contrasting predications, 6) whether or not there was a 'pro,
of all people' reading for the utterance, and 7) whether or not the utterance was a
rhetorical question or other non-literal or indirect speech act. These were the features of
the utterance that seemed to be relevant for explaining the strong preference for an overt
pronoun. Note that the categorization of these motivating features in this way is done
purely for the sake of organizing the information for presentation. The knowledge
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underlying consultants' intuitions about the preference for an overt pronoun is unlikely to
involve anything like the categorization offered here. Truscott (1998) argues for a
conceptualization of the distribution of null and overt subjects in terms of "pools of
stored experiences, or instances". He suggests that speakers' knowledge about when to
use or not use overt pronouns is based on pools of stored experiences with particular
speech acts, vdth and without overt pronouns, in particular discourse circumstances, and
there may well not exist any overriding deductive generalizations that guide this aspect of
the production of language, although the output can be described in terms of those
generalizations, as I am doing here. This conceptualization seems to capture the nature of
the knowledge underlying the native speakers' use or non-use of overt pronouns in
Cairene Arabic as revealed in the current research. For the piuposes of exposition
however, it is convenient to generalize and instructive to see to what extent the data can
be explained in terms of those generalizations.
Each of these seven factors will be represented with one example which seems to
exemplify its operation and show how it motivates the use of an overt pronoun. In most
cases, there was more that one variable operating at a time but I will attempt to provide
examples that involve only one motivating factor in order to simplify the exposition.
4.5.2.1

Opening of a conversation:
In the beginning of a communicative event, after formulaic greetings are

completed and the speaker begins an exchange, an overt pronoun (first or second person)
is used to establish a subject of predication. An example is given in (74).
Context: Abdel Hamiid is sitting in his study alone. Afkaar comes to the door of the
room. She is very clearly dressed to go out. He looks up and she says:
(74) ana xarga
ya Sabdilhamiid. 0Saawiz haaga?
I going-outps oh Abdel Hamiid. wantms something
1am going out now Abdel Hamiid. (Do you) want anything?
Although the predicate in the opening utterance is a participle without person marking,
there can be no doubt about who is going out. Certainly there is no 'she' in the discourse
and since the speaker is addressing a man, the subject cannot be 'youps', the other
possibility according to the morphology of the participle. Nevertheless, this overt
pronoun was rated a '5' by five of the consultants and only one allowed for even the
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possibility of omitting it, giving it a rating of '4'. In the beginning of a communicative
event, there is a strong preference to state the subject of predication overtly before
making that predication, even if the subject is clearly "recoverable" from the
extralinguistic context.
4.5.2.2

New and unexpected subject of predication.
The tendency observed above in 4.5.2.1, to use a first or second person overt

pronoun in the opening of a conversation, is a special case of a more general motivation
to use an overt pronoun anytime the subject of predication switches in a way that is
unpredictable from the prior discourse. Generally, if there is no prior discourse, there can
be no way of "predicting" a speakers opening in a conversation. This more general
tendency is illustrated in (75).
Context: Afkaar is frustrated by her daughter Nabila's unwillingness to cooperate with
her match-making plans and she is complaining about her behavior to Abdel Hamiid.
Rather than responding to the information she is giving him about what Nabila is doing,
Abdel Hamiid changes the subject and focuses instead on Afkaar herself
(75) Pafkar, ^ mlaahiz inn f-il-fatra
il-?axiira 0 ?aSsaab-ik mu§ tamaam
Afkaar, I noticews that in-the-period the recent nerves-your not fine
'Afkaar, I have noticed that recently your nerves have not been steady.'
In this particular example the overt pronoun occurs at the beginning of an obvious change
in subject of the conversation and in fact one might think of the pronoun as "signaling"
this change. Four of the respondants gave this pronoun a rating of '5', while 2 allowed for
the possibility of a null pronoun, although preferring an overt pronoun with a rating of '4'.
The general tendency is to overtly express the subject of predication unless that
subject is predictable, because 1) it is the continuation of the same subject of predication
in the immediately prior discourse, or 2) it is a subject of predication that can be
predicted by virtue of being an entity that has been introduced into the preceding
discourse (or is inherent in that discourse without explicit linguistic introduction) in a
way that makes it a salient, and accessible subject of predication. The precise details of
how 2) is effected is a matter of the "informatic component" (Valduvi 1992) of the
grammar and undoubtedly involves elements of syntax, semantics and pragmatics.
Determining the workings of that system for overt/null subjects is beyond the scope of
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the current research. However, I note that Centering Theory (Walker et al. 1998) holds
promise for explicating the mechanisms underlying this aspect of the grammar of
information processing and has been applied with success to null/overt subject data in
Turkish (Turan 1995), Yiddish (Prince 1994), Greek (Dimitriadis 1996) and Italian (Di
Eugenio 1998).
4.5.2.3

Extra "emotive" element.
This category encompasses a variety of cases in which an overt pronoun is

preferred, including when 1) the speaker is giving a strong command, 2) the speaker is
asserting a proposition with conviction, 3) the speaker is announcing a firm decision, and
4) the speaker is threatening to do something. These cases are frequently explained by the
consultants as being motivated by taPkiid or tawkiid, 'assurance'. Generally speaking, the
overt pronoun appears when the speaker intends to convey some fairly strong attitude
towards or personal investment in the proposition and is not merely "reporting" it. For
this reason, apologies, if sincere, are generally delivered with an overt pronoun. A
decision, is announced with an overt pronoun although it may be reported with a null
pronoun. A promise is made with an overt pronoun although an intention to do something
may be reported without one. Examples of overt pronouns explicable in terms of this
"conviction" motivation occurred in utterances which began with some other overt
expression of the speaker's conviction of the truth of his utterance such as 'the truth is' or
'by God'. An example is given in (76).
Context; Mahmoud is visiting Abdel Hamiid. Abdel Hamiid begins a conversation with
him with the following utterance;
(76)
il-ha?ii?a ana waaxidMs Sigoab
0 ma-staha??-uug
the-truth I
taken
punishment not-deserveis-it
'Really, I have received a punishment that (I) don't deserve.'
The predicate in this case is a participle which is ambiguous but that is not the reason
why the overt pronoun occurs. The relative clause modifying the direct object makes any
subject other than T highly implausible. Further, the consultants reported that in this
situation an overt pronoun would be strongly preferred even with a conjugated verb
predicate. The utterance is also the beginning of an exchange which partially accounts for
the consultants' unanimous rating of the position as a '5', 'pronoun must be inserted'.
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However, all the occurrences of clause initial adverbs of 'conviction' such as the one in
(76), were accompanied by overt pronouns and the overt pronoun is preferred in such
cases whether the utterance involves a new subject of predication or not.
Of course, the pronoun does not, by itself, convey conviction or any other attitude
of the speaker. This is undoubtedly conveyed by a combination of intonation and other
aspects of the delivery of the utterance and also depends on the hearer inferring that
attitude from the context of the utterance. However, it seems that the overt pronoun is
preferred, if not required, in order for the entire utterance to carry whatever intonational
contour is associated with the utterance when it is performed with an additional layer of
speaker "attitude" expressed. The precise nature of that intonational packaging is beyond
the scope of the current research but such suprasegmental phonological features are
undoubtedly involved. Whatever the details of the fit between intonation and structure
may be, it is not the case that the pronoun itself necessarily receives tonic stress of any
kind.
4.5.2.4

Expostulation
When a speaker is stating something that is contrary to an explicitly stated or

inferable belief on the part of the hearer, the overt pronoun is used. An example of an
explicit expostulation is given in (77).
Context; Nabila and Haamid are discussing the possibility of Haamid working for
Nabila's brother in the family business. Haamid objects to the idea, saying that he is not
accustomed to being parasitic. Nabila responds as follows:
(77) tatafful ?eeh ya-bni. Pinta hatiStayal wi 0 taaxud murattab Sala Suylak.
parasitic what oh boy you will-work and take salary on work-your
'What (do you mean), parasitic? You are going to work and get a salary for your
work.'
In (77) the fact that the speaker is about to expostulate is clearly signalled by the
preceding rhetorical question, which calls into question his characterization of him
working for the family business as being "parasitic". In some cases the expostulation is
less explicit in the discourse as in (78).
Context: Abdel Hamiid storms out of a meeting extremely angry at what he considers
lack of cooperation from his board members. His son Wafii' follows him out but as he
leaves he tells the board members not to leave, because their meeting is not yet over. He
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goes to try to calm his father. While they are talking in another room one of the board
members comes into the office where Abdel Hamiid and his son are speaking to
apologize and try to appease Abdel Hamiid. At the end of this exchange, Abdel Hamiid
dismisses the board member saying:
(78) 0 Pitfaddalu 0 matdayyaSuu§ wa?t. 'Youpl may leave. Don't (youpt) waste time.'
The board member leaves and then Wafii' resumes his conversation with Abdel
Hamiid saying;
?ana Pultilhum 0 yistannu. 'I told them to stay.'
Wafii' then proceeds to try to convince his father to go home and rest.
Wafii's utterance doesn't appear at first glance to have any relevance in the
discourse. It is not felicitous for him to simply be reporting to his father, at this point in
the conversation, the fact that he told the board members to stay. However, what is
implicit in the context is that Wafii' is correcting a misunderstanding on Abdel Hamiid's
part, inferable but not explicitly stated in the discourse. Abdel Hamiid's statement to the
board member in (78) implies that he thinks they are wasting time and that the fact that
they are still hanging around is an indication of that fact. Wafii' wants to correct his
father's misunderstanding by pointing out that the board members are still there, not
because they are wasting time, but because he told them to stay. The consultants agreed
that in this case, where it is clearly not felicitous for Wafii' to be merely reporting to his
father that he did X, the pronoun is absolutely necessary in order to signal to the hearer
that some extra "layer" of meaning needs to be found to connect the utterance to the
discourse context. Of course the overt pronoun only contributes to this process and does
not by itself give the utterance its "expostulatory" reading but it is a crucial part of that
interpretation.
It is interesting to note that many of the utterances included in this section and
section 4.5,2.3, above, could also be delivered with the clause initial morphemes da or
ma, or using the pro + iili structure, discussed in sections 4.5.1.2 and 4.5.1.3,
respectively, and doing so would serve as an additional "packaging cue" to the extra layer
of emotive or expostulatory meaning involved in the utterance while at the same time
creating a structural obligatory context for the overt pronoun. As mentioned above, those
structurally obligatory environments for an overt

pronoun involve discourse
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circumstances that are very similar to the ones discussed here as being pragmatically
obligatory.
4.5.2.5 Contrasting predications
These examples are the ones that speakers most readily think of when they are
asked about the function of overt pronouns and the one that is often given in pedagogical
grammars of languages that allow both overt and null subject pronouns to illustrate the
function of the overt pronoun. The examples given in 4.5.2.3 and 4.5.2.4 above often
have some contrastive element in them as well but do not spring readily to mind. The
precise nature of the contrast in the examples that were identified as being 'contrastive'
differs. Two examples are given in (79) and (80).
Context: Galaal tells Abdel Hamiid that he doesn't like the fact that he is in a wheelchair
and explains;
(79) ilkursi da ya sadiiqi maSmuul lilmuSawwaqiin, illi 0 faqdiin Patrafhum.
'That chair my friend is made for the handicapped, who have lost their limbs '
innama inte Pideek wi rigleek sulaam Pahum.
'But you, your arms and legs are sound.'
Context: Galaal tells of his response to his daughter when she wanted to marry.
(80) ilbint kaanit fakraani 0 haSaarid laakin arm masaddaPt.
'The girl thought that I was going to object but I didn't waste a minute.'
In (80), the speaker contrasts what his daughter expected him to do with what he actually
did. In (79) the contrast is between what is true of handicapped people and what is true of
the addressee with respect to limbs.
4.5.2.6 'pro, of all people' or 'pro, for one' reading
Sometimes an overt pronoun occurred in a context in which it had a 'pro, of all
people' reading. One might think of these as special cases of contrast but they seem
distinct and often the "contrastive" reading (contrast with other people, in general) is only
implicit and so they are presented separately. (81) gives an example of an utterance with
an overt pronoun with this kind of meaning.
Context; Abdel Hamiid is talking to his son about marriage plans. He "challenges" his
son to justify his lack of interest in getting married and his son attempts first to give a
general rationale based on the importance of people being free. That argument doesn't
convince his father and so Wafii' follows up with:
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(81) Sumuuman ana mu§ naPisni haaga xaalis
'In any case, I am not lacking anything.'
The utterance conveys that, whatever others may think on the subject of the need for
marriage, I don't see the need as I, for one, lack nothing in my life as a bachelor and want
to remain free. Note that the pronoun is not phonologically stressed and generally isn't in
examples of this kind.
4.5.2.7 A rhetorical question or other indirect speech act
Indirect speech acts are those in which the form of an utterance gives a meaning
which is only part of the intended meaning of the utterance. A common example of an
indirect speech act is the rhetorical question, which is formally a question, but also
contains an indirect statement of the speaker's attitude towards the proposition. In Cairene
Arabic, overt pronouns occur frequently in "surprise" questions in which the speaker is
not really asking a question but expressing surprise at something the hearer has said or
inferable from the discourse. An example of such a question is given in (82).
Context: Nabila is speaking to her boyfriend who, despite her attempts to get him a job in
Cairo, insists on travelling to find work outside of Egypt. She says:
(82) ?ana mu§ fahma ya ?axi. Pinta yaawi 0 tsaafir wi tityarrab?
'I don't understand, brother. Do you want to travel and leave home?'
The sense of Nabila's utterance here is something like 'your resistance to staying here in
Egypt and working for my family business would indicate that you actually want to leave
Egypt, but surely you don't really want that, do you?' Clearly, it would be surprising for
Haamid to want such a thing as they are discussing plans for getting married and so for
him to want to leave Cairo would not be reasonable, in Nabila's view.
Yes/no questions with first person subjects, such as (83), are almost exclusively of
this rhetorical nature.
Context: Azhaar comes to visit Afkaar as soon as she finds out that her husband was
paralyzed by a stroke. She arrives to find other people at the house and is very upset that
she, being a close relative, wasn't informed of the situation earlier. She says to Afkaar:
(83) ba?a da kalaam? ihna nidra Paaxir innaas?
'Is this reasonable? Should we be the last to know?'
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An additional third person "question pronoun"^' may occur before the overt subject
pronoun and serves to lexicalize the expression of surprise in the utterance and creates an
obligatory context for the overt pronoun.
Indirect speech acts based on declaratives are less frequent but are possible and
are also highly favored environments for the use of an overt subject pronoun. (84) gives
an example.
Context: Afkaar is telling her sister Azhaar about Galaal. She has a very low opinion of
him and has just made a comment about his car requiring two donkeys to make it move.
The daughter, Nabila, inteijects in defense of Galaal, speaking to her mother somewhat
rudely.
(84) Nabila: Sala fikra. Pimt ilinsaan mu§ fi-lSarabiyya illi 0 biyirkabha
'By the way, a person's value is not in the car that he drives.'
Afkaar: bint-inti.
mu§ naPsaoki issaSaadi.
Lit: 'You girl, I am not lacking you just now.'
'Listen you, I have enough worries right now without you making things
worse.'
Afkaar's comment to Nabila means literally. 'I am not in need of you'. However,
indirectly, the utterance has a great deal more import. It means 'I don't need you and in
fact the last thing I need right now is to hear anything contrary out of you, so watch your
tongue!'
4.5.2.8 Section summary
In summary, I have identified seven general situations in which an overt pronoun,
while not structurally obligatory, is nonetheless preferred and important, if not crucial, to
the speaker successfully conveying the intended meaning of his/her utterance. These
discourse situations are presumably those that would be categorized as expressing
"contrast" or "emphasis" but as we have seen, those terms, while convenient labels, are
not adequate for conveying the underlying motivations for the overt pronoun's use. In
each case, the added layer of discourse and pragmatic meaning which is conveyed with
the utterance with the overt subject pronoun does not, of course, derive solely from the
occurrence of the pronoun itself and is probably correlated with specific intonational
contours over the entire sentence that also signal those added meaning.

See section 4.6, below, for more discussion of this clause-initial pronoun.
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In addition, we saw that frequently the same meanings could also be further
lexicalized using one of the clause initial morphemes that create an obligatory context for
the overt pronoun (discussed in section 4.5.1.3). Considering these situations, it is clear
why overt pronouns are more frequent with first and second person pronouns in face-toface conversations. Many of the functions of the overt pronoun are only relevant to first
and second person pronouns. For example, it is clear that cases discussed in 4.5.2.3
(where the speaker conveys some strong attitude towards the proposition) and 4.5.2.7,
(rhetorical questions) will frequently be conveyed using a first or second person pronoun.
Also, beginning a conversational exchange with an overt mention of the subject of
predication (discussed in 4.5.2.1) and using an overt pronoun to signal a change in the
subject of predication (see 4.5.2.2), clearly will result in more first and second person
overt pronouns as third person entities will be referred to with referential NPs in those
same situations.
4.6 Clause initial "question pronouns"
In Cairene Arabic a third person pronoun sometimes appears at the beginning of a
question. It is not a referential pronoun although it does exhibit some agreement with a
following head, usually the subject of the question. These pronouns were mentioned in
Chapter 3, section 3.3.5.9, and the sentence illustrating their use is repeated here;
(85)

huwwa faadil bey zihi?
minn-ik?
he
Faadil Bey got-boredsMs from-youps
'Did Faadil Bey get bored with you?'

Recall that the occurrence of these clause initial non-referential pronouns with
some of the interrogatives in the database raised the question of whether or not all main
clause interrogatives without the pronoun should be considered as having a null
counterpart of that pronoun. It was decided not to explicitly count these as instances of
null pronouns and instead just to note, in a separate field, the occurrence of the overt
"question pronoun". Although they are not referential pronouns, a discussion of their
distribution and function will be given, in the interest of providing a comprehensive
survey of the function of overt clause-initial pronouns in Cairene Arabic.
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Regarding these pronouns, Belnap (1991:21) says "Cairene Arabic yes-no
questions are often formed with a pronominal form serving as an interrogative particle.
These pronouns agree with a following head, closely paralleling other agreement
phenomena." (italics added). The agreement exhibited by these "question pronouns" is
discussed in detail in Eid (1992). In fact, this question pronoun is not limited to yes/no
questions. They can occur also in Wh-questions, as in:
(86) hummain-naas
biySaggizu minPee,
yaSamm mahmuud?
theysp the-people getoldsp from what, oh uncle Mahmoud
They, people get old from what, Uncle Mahmoud?
There were 14 questions in the database that began with this "question pronoun".
5 of them (approximately a third) were Wh-interrogatives and the remaining 9 were
yes/no questions.

The 14 questions with the non-referential "question pronoun"

represented only 5.1% of the total number (272) of main clause interrogatives in the
database, so in our database at least, they were not very common.
It should be noted that these "question pronouns" are not true question particles as
are the ^ of Modem Standard Arabic and was of Moroccan Arabic. There are two
differences between them. First, the latter occur only with yes/no interrogatives, not whinterrogatives. Second, Modem Standard M and Morrocan wa§ have the effect of giving
an utterance interrogative force regardless of the intonation of the utterance. This is not
the case with the Cairene Arabic "question pronoun". The utterance, to be understood as
an interrogative, must be produced with interrogative intonation. Eid (1992:116) states
that "a sentence with a pronoun in this position can only be interpreted as a question, if
intonation is also rising. If it is not, the sentence is outright ungrammatical and can
receive no interpretation." However, while it may be true that they frequentiy occur as
questions, it is not the case that all strings of this kind are necessarily questions. It is
possible, although much less frequent, to have declarative sentences with a clause initial
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non-referential pronoun as in the following example taken from Badawi and Hinds
(1986:918), and described therein as "an introductory signal to a subject referent":^^
(87) huwwa l-bilastik'landina noSeen.
it
the-plastic at-us kindsouAL
'We have two kinds of plastic.'
Without a broader context for this example it is not possible to further evaluate
the discourse function of the pronoun introducing the declarative.
As discussed in section 4.5.1.3, the question pronoun creates an obligatory
context for the occurrence of an overt pronoun. That is, if the subject of predication is
pronominal, the use of the clause initial non-referential pronoun makes an overt subject
pronoun obligatory. The example given in section 4.5.1.3 as (19) is repeated here as (88).
(88) huwwa ihna rayhiin farah?
it
we going a wedding party
'Are we going to a wedding party?'
The clause initial ina discussed in that same section can also occur before the nonreferential pronoun, but the non-referential pronoun is not obligatory, as a referential
pronoun would be. The NP subject can satisfy the requirement for nm to be followed by
an overt subject NP. (88) is an example of such an utterance which was noted in a
telephone conversation between two Cairene Arabic speakers.
(89) ma hiyya maSaakil iddunya kida
well she problems the-world so
'Well, life's problems are like that.'
The sequence of ma followed by a non-referential pronoun can be, and often is,
phonologically reduced as shown in (89).
(90) ma + huwwa =» mahu
ma + hiyya
=» mahi
ma + humma =»mahum
(91) is an example from the database of this clause initial sequence.

The possibility of the occurrence of this pronoun at the beginning of declaratives as well as interrogatives
in Lebanese Arabic was noted by McCarus and reported in Eid (1992: 138) but Eid maintains that the
pronoun only occurs with questions in Cairene Arabic.
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Context: Nabila stops her brother Wafii' on his way to work one morning to ask what he
has done about getting a job for her boyfriend. Wafii' tells her to save it for later, because
he has an important meeting. She responds with;
(91)
0?ixs ^aleekya wafiiS. mahu da bardo mawduuS muhimm.
shame on-you oh Wafii' ma-it that too
subject important
'Shame on you Wafii'. (Why) this is an important subject too.'
The example illustrates the use of the initial ma for expostulation. Nabila is objecting to
her brother's insinuation that the matter about which she is asking is not as important as
the meeting he is on his way to. If instances of mahu, mahi and mahum, are taken into
account and treated as ma plus an underlying clause initial non-referential pronoun then
the non-referential pronoun in declaratives is not infrequent.
Without further examples of the non-referential pronoun introducing declaratives,
it is not possible to say to what extent there is overlap in the function of that pronoun in
interrogatives and declaratives. However, in interrogatives, the pronoun is used to convey
surprise and suggests that the speaker is questioning a belief or attitude expressed or
implied on the part of the hearer. Similarly, the sequence of ma + the contracted nonreferential pronoun at the beginning of a declarative sentence has expostulatory
significance. So there would appear to be a kind of equivalence between the clause-initial
non-referential pronoun in interrogatives on the one hand and the contracted sequence of
ma plus the non-referential pronoun in declaratives. Whether the two pronouns should be
given a unified account or not, the argument that it should be considered a "question
particle" is called into question by the fact that 1) a formally similar non-referential,
partially agreeing third person pronoun also occurs in declaratives and 2) it does not have
the force of a true question marker as the utterance still requires question intonation in
order to be interpreted as a question.
I turn now in the final chapter to a summary of findings and major contributions
of the current study to an understanding of speakers' motivations for using overt pronoun
subjects in Cairene Arabic.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1

Introduction and a review of objectives
In this final chapter I will summarize the finding

of the current research,

organizing that summary around the stated aims of the study as laid out in Chapter 1,
section 1.1, and repeated here. They were: to give a comprehensive, descriptive
presentation of the distribution of overt and null subject pronoun reference in various
syntactic and discourse environments (discussed in section 5.2); to evaluate the extent to
which prior proposals help to explain that distribution (section 5.3); to determine to what
extent there is optionality in the system (Section 5.4); to identify the role of referential
ambiguity in that system (Section 5.5); to determine and define the role of "contrast" and
"emphasis" in that system (Section 5.6); and finally to contribute to the understanding of
the motivations for using an overt pronoun by examining in detail the factors that
determine their occurrence and providing, wherever possible, deterministic explanations
for their occurrence/non-occurrence (Section 5.7).
5.2

Distribution of overt and null subject pronouns
The film database contained a total of 1180 (79.9%) null clause initial pronouns

and 315 (21.1%) overt. This is a ratio of about 3.7 null to every 1 overt. In terms of
clause type, we saw that the percent of overt pronouns ranges from a high of 100% in
haal clauses to a low of 5.8% in embedded clauses. The proportion of overt pronoun
subjects in all simple or matrix sentences ranges from a low of 23.1% in matrix clauses in
complex sentences with subordinate clauses to the high of 32% in matrix clauses with an
embedded complement clause. In terms of sentence types, we saw that declaratives and
Yes/No interrogatives exhibit about the same level (one third) of overt subject pronouns
if we exclude certain clause types, predominant in declaratives, which do not allow or are
highly resistant to overt pronouns. The percent of overt subject pronouns is least (6.9%)
in imperative sentences. We saw that the percentage of first and second person overt
pronouns is about the same (approximately 30% each), if imperatives are not included in
the count, while the percentage of third person overt pronouns in indicative (declarative
and interrogative) sentences is only 6.4%. Finally, I noted that although Yes/No
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interrogatives with first person subjects are relatively infrequent compared to those with
second or third person, when speakers do ask such a question, they use an overt pronoun
with greater frequency than is the case with second or third person and this was explained
in terms of their rhetorical and sometimes sarcastic nature.
5.3

Evaluating previous proposals
In the treatments of null subjects within the GB version of the Principles and

Parameters theoretical framework various proposals have been made that formalize the
correlation between rich inflectional morphology and the possibility of null subjects.
Although there are many empirical challenges to that correlation, and defining how "rich"
rich morphology needs to be in order to identify null subjects has not been possible, the
intuitive appeal of explaining null subjects in this way has prevailed and all standard
introductory syntax texts offer the generalization to novice linguists as explanation for
why some languages allow null subjects while others don't or why a language allows null
subjects in some instances, but not in others. Languages that allow null subjects without
having rich inflectional morphology are said to effect the identification of the null subject
through some other "discourse-based" pragmatic inferencing strategy. However, in
languages that have rich inflectional morphology, it is that morphology that identifies the
null subject in the event that it is "licensed" and thus makes it possible to have such null
subjects. A language may have rich inflection and yet not license null subjects for some
other reason, but if null subjects are licensed, then the morphology plays the
"identification" role which is the final requisite for the occurrence of null subjects. For
Arabic, it has been widely argued or assumed (Benmamoun 1994, Eid 1993, Farghaly
1982, Jelinek 1983, 2002, Kenstowitz 1989, Mohammed 1988) that null subjects are
possible only when the predicate has person subject marking. I demonstrated in Chapter 4
(section 4.5.1.8) that this generalization, that person marking is necessary for null
subjects to occur in Arabic, is not empirically supported. My data reveal frequent
occurrences of null subjects with both participle verb predicates, which lack person
agreement, and also with bare NP predicates, with no agreement at all. I propose an
alternative explanation of null subjects that does not require morphological recoverability
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of the null subject at the sentence level and that treats that morphological information at
the sentence level as being merely grammatical agreement with a referent "recovered" at
the discourse level. My analysis allows a uniform treatment of null subjects in Cairene
Arabic, which allows null thematic subjects with a variety of predicate types, and that
analysis rests on the idea that the referent is recovered by discourse strategies, regardless
of the morphological richness of the predicate. The analysis I propose is a "top-down"
approach to recoverability of null subjects, distinct from the "bottom-up" approaches
explicit in the formal syntactic approaches.
Bid's anti-ambiguity proposal (1983) rests on questionable and conflicting
judgments about the favored interpretation of coreference relations between arguments in
a matrix and subordinate clauses with and without an overt subject pronoun in the
subordinate clause. I suggested that the conflict is probably a result of the fact that
grammaticality judgments are not an appropriate data source for investigating this kind of
knowledge as they confound issues of semantics and pragmatics with the question of
preferred parsing strategies. Empirical psycholinguistic studies are a more appropriate
data elicitation technique for investigating the notion of preferred coreference readings in
cases like those proposed by Bid. Furthermore, the notion of anti-ambiguity, as
envisioned by Bid, was not useful in explaining the occurrence of overt pronouns in
Parkinson's fairly large (3,200-clause) corpus nor was it found to explain the occurrence
of overt pronouns in the current database. Parkinson proposes a redefinition of the antiambiguity proposal in terms of subject recoverability from morphological information
encoded in predicates and suggests that it may be motivating a higher than normal
percentage of overt pronouns with predicates (participles and NPs) that lack such
morphological phi-feature marking, in some circumstances.
Bid's subject switch proposal is problematic as it again rests on the notion of
preferred syntactic coreference interpretations and how overt pronouns effect those
interpretations. I argued that native speakers do not have access to this kind of
information about their preferred parsing strategies and that psycholinguistic experiments
would need to be conducted, with appropriate controls for the effect of semantics and
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pragmatics in order to investigate the kind of preferred parsing strategies that Bid
proposes are tied to overt pronoun use. Further, there were no examples of overt
pronouns in either my database or Parkinson's that could be explained by Bid's subject
switch proposal.
In his study, Parkinson found that person is a constraining factor on the
occurrence of overt subject pronouns, with first person subjects showing a clear and
consistent tendency to favor expressed pronouns. In my analysis I found that in fact overt
pronouns are equally likely with either first or second person pronouns and pointed out
that Parkinson's conclusion, that first person overt subjects are more common than
second, resulted from his including imperatives in his quantitative analysis. Since
imperatives always have second person subjects and since imperatives are a highly
favored environment for null subjects, the inclusion of imperatives in the quantitative
analysis was masking the fact that in declarative and interrogative sentences, overt
subjects are equally common in first and second person.
Parkinson also concludes that predicate type is a constraining factor. He finds that
the percentage of overt pronouns was significantly higher with predicate types with less
subject phi-feature marking and he attributes this to what I will call a "weak
morphological recover" explanation of overt pronouns. That is, he does recognize that
these relatively "weakly" marked predicates allow null subjects but he suggests that they
motivate more overt pronouns that more fully inflected predicates. I argued that this is
probably a correlational relationship and not a causal one.
5.4

Optionality in the system of pronoun use
The occurrence of overt pronouns in Cairene Arabic is constrained by and

motivated a number of different factors. They are really only "optional" at the level of the
sentence where strict referential and truth value equivalence is considered. Based on
consultants responses to the desirability of having or not having an overt pronoun in
various positions in the utterances they were asked to reconstruct, I concluded that there
is not really much optionality in the system once speaker intent and the context of the
utterance are taken into consideration. The consultants "agreed" with the original actor's
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use of an overt pronoun, with a rating of '4' or '5', about 82.4% of the time and about
68.9% of the time they concurred with the actor on the lack of a pronoun, giving
judgements of'1', '2'. Overall we see that, as a group, the consultants were slightly more
prone to judge that a pronoun was desirable when one was not actually used (9.1%) than
they were to judge that a pronoun should not be used when in fact one had been used in
the original film script (4%). Despite some clear differences between the consultants'
judgements and their explanations for those judgements, the level of agreement between
the consultants and evident lack of optionality in pronoun use suggest an underlying
system guiding speakers in their decision to use or not to use an overt pronoun in
particular discourse circumstances.
5.5

Role of referential ambiguity
In section 4.4.2 I considered in greater depth the possible connection between

referential ambiguity and the occurrence of overt pronouns and attempted to "tease apart"
the confounding variables of morphological ambiguity and person in motivating overt
pronouns. Section 4.4.4.1 considered the actual distribution of overt and null pronouns
with ambiguous predicates, focusing in particular on a comparison of ambiguous and
unambiguous first and second person predicates. I concluded that the evidence supporting
the claim that morphological ambiguity motivates overt pronouns is in fact very weak.
^The fact that first and second person pronoun subjects are involved in various discourse
based motivations for using an overt subject pronoun (discussed further in section 4.5.2)
is undoubtedly the principle reason behind the high percentage of overt pronouns with
first and second person pronouns. In section 4.4.4.2 I discussed the explanations offered
by native speaking consultants regarding their preferences for overt pronouns with
ambiguous predicates. I concluded that the ambiguity in verbal predicates is unlikely to
be the true motivation behind the use of an overt pronoun. The arguments presented were
that 1) even in cases where there is truly an ambiguity at the discourse level, with both
interpretations congruent with the ambiguous inflectional morphology being felicitous,
consultants offer the ambiguity in the inflection as an explanation for preferring an overt
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pronoun as an afterthought and 2) there are cases of potentially ambiguous verbal
predicates which not only didn't motivate an overt pronoun but where consultants
strongly preferred not to have an overt pronoun. These were cases in which the subject of
predication was "expected". This aspect of the subject referent, the extent to which it is
"expected" in the discourse was argued to be the true underlying motivation to use or not
use an overt pronoun, rather than the morphological ambiguity.
I argued further that if ambiguity does play a role in motivating more overt
pronouns, careful psycholinguistic testing would be needed to establish that this kind of
parallel processing goes on as we speak. There is little evidence that speakers are aware
of the possible alternative ways in which their utterances can be interpreted when
multiple interpretations do exist. Rather, speakers have a message in mind and assume
that the hearer will understand that meaning as the speaker intended it. When
miscommunication occurs, it is repaired after the fact and not actively anticipated. The
morphological recoverability explanation of overt pronoun use rests on the notion that
speakers are proactively anticipating miscommunication and use overt pronouns to
prevent that miscommunication. It is not likely that this is how speakers construct
discourse.
I believe that in seeking an answer to why a speaker is using an overt pronoun
when speaking a null subject language, one should start with the assumption that
discourse and pragmatic factors are motivating the overt pronoun use and consider
morphological recoverability as a motivating factor as a last resort. Morphological
recoverability is the easy answer but it has been the wrong one for over 20 years in work
done on overt pronouns in Arabic and is likely not to hold up to closer scrutiny in other
languages were it has also been offered as a motivating factor for the use of overt
pronouns. Speakers do not need morphology to figure out who is doing what to whom.
That information is, in the vast majority of cases amply clear from the discourse context
in which an utterance occurs and it is only in the absence of such context that
morphological recoverability suggests itself as an explanation for overt pronoun use. For
' cf. Labov's conclusion regarding the role of morphology in motivating overt pronouns in some varieties of
Spanish (Chapter 1, section 1.1).
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this reason, research based on a methodology that involves speakers trying to intuit, from
constructed single sentences without any supporting discourse, how overt pronoims
operate, have not offered much insight into that process and have in fact flagrantly
ignored the actual evidence of when they can or must occur.
5.6
Role of contrast and emphasis
One of the main objectives of the current research was to define the notions of
contrast and emphasis by looking at specific examples of each to further understand how
they operate in actual discourse situations. I have argued that the terms "contrast" and
"emphasis", while offering convenient labels, are not linguistic primitives and need to be
further explicated. To say that speakers use an overt pronoun when they want to
emphasize or contrast tells us little. It leaves unanswered very basic questions such as
what and why do speakers choose to "emphasize", what and why do they choose to
"contrast", what role does the overt pronoun play in conveying that emphatic or
contrastive meaning and how does the addressee identify the emphatic or contrastive
meaning intended by the speaker. A section 5.7 below summarizes the results of a more
careful analysis of the notions of contrast and emphasis.
5.7

Motivations for using overt pronouns
If morphological ambiguity is not a significant factor in motivating speakers to

use overt pronouns, what factors are relevant? I identified and gave examples of a
number of motivations for overt pronoun use. In sections 4.5.1.1 to 4.5.1.7 examples
were presented of a variety of different structures which create obligatory contexts for
overt pronouns. A structurally obligatory context was defined as one in which the
absence of the pronoun produced an ill-formed sentence, not merely one with different
illocutionary potential. There were a total of 84 structurally obligatory overt pronouns in
the database, representing 26.7 % of the 315 overt pronouns. The contexts identified
were: 1) Subject of a haal clause, 2) Pro + yfi focus construction, 3) Collocation with
clause initial morpheme, 4) Modified subject pronoun, 5) Subject of complement clause,
6) Contrastive subject pronoun, and 7) Emphatic subject pronoun.
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Further, in sections 4.5.1.8.1 to 4.5.1.8.41 considered in some detail predicates
that have less subject phi-features marking than fully conjugated verbs and identified the
circumstances which create obligatory contexts for an overt pronoun. I argued that in fact
there is nothing inherent in these predicate types that prevents them from occurring with
null subjects as long as the discourse context necessary to "support" the recovery of the
subject exists. However, this qualification is not specific just to utterances with these less
explicit predicate types; in fact it holds for all predicate types. I argued, following Prince
(1997):
. . . first, that a description o f the syntax o f a language should aim for specifying
only the possible strings, regardless of the likelihood that such strings will sound
felicitious in a particular discourse context, and, second, that it should be the job
of that part of the semantics/pragmatics that Vallduvi calls the "Informatics
Component" to specify what discourse function is associated with what syntactic
form and therefore in what sorts of contexts a given string will be felicitious and
what sorts of inferences it will trigger. (282)
This statement was made in the context of a paper addressing the question of the
interpretation of sentences with lefl-dislocated or topicalized NPs. It applies equally well
to utterances with overt and null pronouns. In other words, the syntax should generate all
strings, both those with and those without an overt pronoun subject and not try to fix the
discourse interpretation at the sentence level. The effort by formal syntacticians,
operating primarily within the Principles and Parameters model, to limit the occurrence
of syntactically "licit" null pronouns to predicates with person marking has been
misguided and ignores the abundance of evidence of their occurrence with predicates
lacking such marking.
In investigating the occurrence of overt pronouns with NP predicates I also noted
and proposed that overt pronouns occur with predicates of this type not because the
subject of predication is not recoverable from that predicate, but rather because the NP
can be understood as being a new topic of predication, rather than a predication. I
suggested that in such cases the function of the overt pronoun serves a "predicate
signaling" function which is akin to the function of the traditional "pronoun of
separation" in Arabic grammatical treatises. It serves to mark the beginning of a
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predication, which would be marked with a present tense copular verb in languages
having such a verb. I demonstrated that the overt pronoun is obligatory just in those cases
where the NP predicate can be interpreted as a new subject of predication and thus
presents a true potential for creating a breakdown in communicational intent. This
function of the overt pronoun was demonstrated to explain the use of an overt subject
pronoun in relative clause position which otherwise do not allow such pronouns.
In section 4.5.2, I identified seven factors in the discourse context which, when
present, lead to an overt pronoun, while not necessarily being obligatory, being
nonetheless preferred and important, if not crucial, to the speaker successfully conveying
the intended meaning of his/her utterance. They were 1) opening of a conversation, 2) a
new and unexpected subject of predication, 3) an extra "emotive" element, 4)
expostulation, 5) contrasting predications, 6) a 'pro, of all people' or 'pro, for one' reading.
7) a

rhetorical question or other indirect speech act. These discourse situations

sometimes include cases that would be categorized as expressing "contrast" or
"emphasis" but as we have seen, those terms, while convenient labels, are not adequate
for conveying the underlying motivations for the overt pronoun's use. In each case, the
added layer of discourse and pragmatic meaning which is conveyed with the utterance
with the overt subject pronoun does not, of course, derive solely from the occurrence of
the pronoun itself and is probably correlated with specific intonational contours over the
entire sentence that also signal those added meaning. In addition, we saw that frequently
the same meaning could be further lexicalized using one of the clause initial morphemes
that create an obligatory context for the overt pronoun (discussed in section 4.5.1.3).
Considering these situations, it is clear why overt pronouns are more frequent with first
and second person pronouns in face-to-face conversations. Many of the functions of the
overt pronoun are only relevant to first and second person pronouns. For example, it is
clear that cases discussed in 4.5.2.3 (where the speaker conveys some strong attitude
towards the proposition) and 4.5.2.7, (rhetorical questions) will frequently be conveyed
using a first or second person pronoun. Also, beginning a conversational exchange with
an overt mention of the subject of predication (discussed in 4.5.2.1) and using an overt
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pronoun to signal a change in the subject of predication (see 4.5.2.2), clearly will result in
more first and second person overt pronouns as third person entities will be referred to
with referential NPs in those same situations.
The current research has demonstrated the importance of analyzing the function
of overt pronouns using a corpus of spoken utterances that have the necessary context to
allow for interpretation of the utterances. This is especially true because of the important
role played by indirect illocutionary intentions in motivating overt subject pronoun use
and discourse context is vital to interpreting those intentions. Of course, since the
utterances were scripted ones, caution needs to be taken in generalizing from the results
to naturally occurring dialogue and future research will need to be conducted on naturally
occurring, unscripted dialogue to confirm the results of this study. We have seen that
context created within a discourse is crucial to an understanding of what has traditionally
been labeled "contrast" or "emphasis". I have attempted to identify more precisely the
motivations that underlie this "contrast" and "emphasis", which have not been well
understood previously. Furthermore, I have shown that morphological recoverability of
the subject of predication, does not play a role in "licensing" null pronouns or in
motivating the use of overt pronouns, despite the intuitive appeal of that explanation, and
the frequency with which it is offered as an explanation for the use of overt subject
pronouns.
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APPENDIX A
List of Abbreviations

1s
first person singular
2p
second person
2s
second person singular
3FS
third person feminine singular
3MS third person masculine singular
A
adjective
AFF affirmative
AGR agreement
AGR agreement
AGRP agreement phrase
Ave average
CA
Cairene Arabic
CAE Cairene Egyptian Arabic
COMP complement
CP
complement phrase
e
empty category
EC
empty categories
EPP Extended Projection Principle
F
feminine
FPL
feminine plural
FS
feminine singular
FUT
future
GB
Government and Binding
I
inflection
INFL inflection
IP
inflection phrase
LAD language acquisition device
Lit
literally
M
masculine
MS
masculine singular
N
noun
NEG negative

NP
P
P
poss.
prep,
R-exp
S
s
Spec
SVO
t
TP
UG
V
VP
VSO
w
WH

novm phrase
plural
preposition
possessive
prepositional
referring expression
sentence
singular
specifier
subject verb object
trace
tense phrase
universal grammar
verb
verb phrase
verb subject object
with
information interogative
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APPENDIX B
List of Transcription Symbols
The transcription symbols used for the presentation of the Cairene Arabic data are for the
most part standard IPA symbols whose phonetic value is transparent. A list of symbols
used for uniquely Arabic sounds is given below. The transliteration font used was developed
for the Arabic Linguistic Society by Dilworth Parkinson.
Symbol

Arabic
letter

p

<=/3

h

X

Phonetic Value

Vowel symbol

Phonetic Value

glottal stop

a

low front

c

voiceless pharyngeal fricative

a

low back

t

voiceless velar fricatve

i

high front

g

voiceless postalveolar fricative

u

high back

s

emphatic /s/

e

mid front

d

emphatic Id/

o

mid back

t

L

emphatic /t/
emphatic /z/

z

t

voiced pharyngeal fricative
voiced velar fricative

Y

t

q

3

voiceless uvular stop

h

6

voiceless glottal fricative

The transcription is fairly broad although the standard vowel shortening, epenthesis and
assimilations of spoken Cairene Arabic are represented. The effect of emphatic
consonants on vowel quality is indicated only for low vowels: /a/ vs. /a/. Vowel length is
represented with a doubled symbol. The symbol '0' is used to represent a null anaphor.
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APPENDIX C
Sample Questionnaire
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APPENDIX D
Instructions Given to Consultants'

' 'I

^ tl
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Instructions
After you watch the scene, read the text. Notice that the pronouns (I, you^^, youp^, he,
she, we, yoUpL, them) are not in the sentences of the text. Put a pronoun in its appropriate
place so that the text is once again complete. Then, fill out the part below and indicate if
1) a pronoun cannot possibly be inserted
2) it is better not to have a pronoun
3) a pronoun can be inserted or not
4) a pronoun is preferred
5) a pronoun must be inserted
Notice that I don't want you to try to remember where the actor used pronouns. Put
pronouns in according to what you think is best. If you think that a pronoun is preferred
or must be inserted, write in the blank what pronoun you have in mind.
'Translation is provided although instructions were given in Arabic only to the consultants.
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APPENDIX E
Obligatory Overt Subject Pronouns
The following is a list of the obligatory overt subject pronouns that occurred in
the film transcript database. The examples are arranged in categories discussed in
Chapter 4, section 4.5.1. The number of tokens of each type of overt pronoun is also
given. The overt pronoun in each utterance is underlined.
1) Subject of haal Clauses (# of tokens: 9)
la muPaxza, 0 gaalu salal Patfaal wa huwwa biyihbi
da ?ana-lli-0-smi hurma, Paruuh 0 PatuU Sa-rraagil w-inta PaaSid hina?
faadil maySattibs §arikaati wana Saayis
da min saaSit ma baPa doktuur wi huwwa yiytas, yiytas w-0 abuss PalaPiih Puddaami
intu hina wana Palba Saleeku Ibeet?
winta gayy idduhr tibPa 0 haatli Parqaam hisabaat ilgariya fi-lbunuuk
min talatiin sana wana badawwin muzakkaraati yoom bi yoom lihadd ma 0 Pasbahit
Saada Sandi.
illi 0 mu§ Paadir 0 yistahmilni wana kida yitfaddal 0 yiwarriini Sard kitaafu
ana..haqtarih Saleek iqtiraah 0 yixalliik 0 tistayil winta masnuud
2) Pronoun + iUi focus construction (# of tokens; 13)
int-illi 0 Peeh
y-azhaar intu Paraayib maSa baSd. w-inti-lli dayman 0 bitwiddiihum.
ana illi 0 Pultilhum 0 mayPuluus liPayy hadd ilia ma 0 nirgaS min issafar
bisaraaha baPa ya Sabdilhamiid, irto ilPayyaam di illi mus 0 Sagibni
0 nadahit Saleek falsafit ilPafandi sahbok wi tliPt dilwaPti ana illi 0 yaltaan
inti illi 0 SaggaStiih 0 yuxrug maSaah
mu§ faadil bee gah wi huwwa illi 0 gaab ilhagaat di kullaha
laakin ana illi 0 badfaS ittaman

inta illi 0 Sallimtini inn ilfuluus kull haaga
inta illi 0 Sallimtini inn ilquwa kull haaga
huwwa wahdu bass illi 0 yiPdir 0 yuPmur wi 0 yinhi fi hagtu
ana illi 0 fahmaak kwayyis wi 0 fahma inta Paawiz Peeh
huwwa ^ illi 0 barzuPhum ya doktuur?
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(list continued)

3) Collocations (# of tokens: 14)
a. following nm (2)
mantu waxdinha bi wadS ilyadd
ma huwwa Saamil Sandi Pabunee min zamaan

b. following ^ (6)
dana Sandi maSaad muhimm dilwaPti
bilSaks. dana mabsuut Pawi illi 0 guftak ya Samm saalih
wi law hatta mu§ 0 fadya dana Pafdaalak maxsuus
dana yaama mht wi-0-geet. yaama 0 Pamart wa-0-naheet
allaah. danta baPa mu§ waasiq fiyya baPa ya Sabdil hamiid
dantu waraakum Siyaal

c. following huwwa/huw "question" pronoun (4)
huw ihna rayhiin farah?
huwwa ana Paxlas min ginaan illi 0 ismu galaal titlaPiili inti biSilm irrukka w-ilbuxuur
leeh.. huwwa.. hadritok sayifli Saruusa?
huwwa hadritok tiftikir inn iggawaaz Pahamm min ilhurriyya?

d. following m(l)
wihna naaPsiinu?

e. following lahu (1)
lahu in^ Sayzni 0 PaPbil iWawad ya Sabdilhamiid bee?
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(list continued)

4) Modified subject pronoun (N=4)
winta kamaan wahastini Pawi ya baaba
da Pana-lli-0-smi hurma, Paruuh 0 Patull Sa-rraagil w-inta PaaSid hina?
wana kamaan 0 mu§ Sagibni
wana bardo ?amma-0-txarrag Pin salla hagtayal wi...
5) Subject of Complement Clause (# of tokens = 2)
Pana kunt tam^aan inn hadritok titdaxxal wi 0 tsallikli mawduuS ilPard
ana Pawwal marra PaSraf inn hadritok bitfiibb 0 tiPra innooS da min kutub
6) Contrastive subject pronoun (N=4)
laakin ana kunt basuufak
inti ya habbibti Pultiili Pinnik 0 fi-tibb Pilqaohira, Pinnama humma fi-tibb Seen sams.
inta baPa bimalayiinak Parxas min taman ilhuPna illi kaan hayaaxudha irraagil illi 0 maat
0 biyhaawil 0 yuxrug minnu, hadritik bithawli 0 timnaSiih

7) Emphatic subject pronoun (N=l)
inta ya Sabdil hamiid ya issukkari taaxud ra§wa?
8) Question pronoun (N=l)
huwwa ittatahhur inn-ilwaahid yusduP maSa nafsu 0 yikdib Sala-nnaas?
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(list continued)
9) Subject of predicate with "weak" phi-features:
a. Prepositional/adverbial phrases (# of tokens:12)
min fadlukum. Pihna muS fi maSza
0 titfaahim maSaahum w-ana taht Pamrak
huwwa feen?
?ana bidaalu
dihna fi nayba tiPiila ya mahmuud
bass inta liwahdak wi 0 mihtaag taSgiiS
intu hma wana Palba ?aleeku Ibeet?
wa tabSan lamma 0 yisufuuk fi-lSizz ill-inta fiih da 0 biyihsiduuk.
mahu illi ana fiih da yifris gamal
inta hatteet Piidak Sala Pawwal ilxeet illi 0 hayinqizak min ill-into fiih
wi-0-muPmin inni 0 mus hatlaS min ilh ana fiih da ilia law 0 dafaSt ittaman
inta hatgiblina maSaakil ihna fi yina Sanha
b. Noun Phrases with obligatory overt pronouns (N=l 5)
Paywa ya fandam bass ihna fi maglis ilPidaara suraka fi-lmasPuliyya
y-azhaar intu Paraayib maSla baSd
hiyya Slazuuma ya mahmuud?
0 biyixtibir bih Sabdu-lmuPmin winta w-ilhamdulillaah raagil muPmin
wanta swayya fi-lbalad ya Sabdil hamiid bee?
0 suuf kida ya baaba, humma dool?
0 Pultilu, ana Paflas xilP illaahi taSaala
ana Imudiir ilSumuumi btaaSu baPaali talat-ushuur bass
inti irruxra ya Pazhaar?
hodritok duktuur wi 0 Saarif inn xuruugu da fiih xutuura Sala sihhitu
ana mu§ Saala Sala hadd
w-ihna.. yurb la muPaxza?
innama.. hiyya yaSni..qissa?
huwwa mawduuS gadd
huwwa sirr?
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(list continued)

c. Adjective Phrases with obligatory overt pronouns (N = 3)
danta yaali Sandina awi ya si Sabdilhamiid wi rabbina huwwa illi 0 yiSlim
0 Sazunn aM hurr f-bttiyaar miin 0 yizumi wa miin 0 mayizumiiS
hiyya Seeh, sayba?
d. Participle Phrases with obligatory overt pronouons (N =5)
hadritok Saarif ilmuhandis ra?uuf da biyhabbik habbiteen. laakin 0 humaar guyl.
ya baaba hadritok mkabbor ilmasPala.
wi..wi.. hadritok tabSan Saarif inn hinaak Sahda bi kitiir min dawSat masr
hadritok Saarif Pafandim yaSni zuniuf igguyl mabitidiiS ilwaahid fursa innu 0 yiPuum bi
Iwaagib.
liPann illi 0 hasal da mu§ qadaa? w-qadar zaay ma inta faahim
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